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Abstract

In, On a representati,on of the Baer subplanes of the Desargues'ian plane PG(2,q2) i,n a

projectiue fiue d'imensional spz,ce PG(5,q), [S], R.C. Bose discusses a representation of

PG(2,q')in PG(5,q) whereby the points are represented by a 1-spread of PG(5,q). We

refer to this as the Bose representation of PG(2,q'). As we shall see, this representation

is closely connected to the representation of PG(2,q') in PG( ,q) introduced by André

in [1] and developed by Bruck and Bose in [13] and [1a] and which we term the Bruck-

Bose representation of PG(2,q2).

In this thesis we discuss the Bose representation in more detail than is done in [8],

use it to prove some already known results concerning the Bruck-Bose representation

and study some varieties which represent certain substructures of PG(2,q2) under these

representations.

In particular, we find the Bose representation of Baer subplanes, Baer sublines classical

unitals and of a general curve of PG(2,q2). In the first case we see that the structure that

Bose described as representing a Baer subplane of PG(2,q') i. in fact a Segre variety,

known as a cubic scroll of planes. From this it follows naturally that, under the Bruck-

Bose representation, a classical unital is represented by either a ruled cubic surface or a

plane of PG( ,q). Furthermore, we study the ruled cubic surface in detail by considering

it as the projection of the Veronese surface in PG(5,q).

Lastly, motivated by Lunardon's paper [36], we look at the image of the l-spread of

PG(5,q) which is the Bose representation of the points of PG(2,Q2),on the Grassmann

variety in PG(I ,q) which represents the lines of PG(5,q). This gives us a representation

of PG(2,q2) on this variety and we look briefly at this representation, determining the

representation of Baer subplanes and classical unitals.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter we discuss the background information needed for the rest of the work.

As we will be largely concerned with the study of structures in the projective space

PG(n,q), we begin by introducing this and the terminology and notation we shall use

throughout. Following this we define varieties \n PG(n,q) and look at some varieties

r,vhich will be relevant in subsequent sections. The material contained in sections 1.1

and 1.2 is standard, for more information see [29], [33] and [61].

1.1 Finite Fields

We let GF(q), where q : ph is a power of a prime number, denote the finite, or Galois,

field of q elements. For r a positive integer, the field GF(q') is an r-dimensional vector

space over GF(q) and \4/e say that GF(q") is an extension of GF(q). The fact that

GF(q') is a two dimensional vector space over GF(q) is used often in this work and, in

particular, the following representation of GF(q2).

Let { e GF(q) be such that the quadratic equation

f@):12+r+{

is irreducible over GF(q). If we consider GF(q) as a subfield of GF(q'), then / is

reducible over G.F(q2) and if we denote one root of this equation by z then {1, z} is a

basis for GF(q'), considered as a two-dimensional vector space over GF(q). Thus we

can write GF(q2) as

{a + i.b : a,b e Gf (ù}

1



If / denotes the automorphism (called the Fröbenius automorphism)

þ: GF(q") -> GF(q')

r+aa
of GF(q2), fixing GF(q), then the second root of equation 1.1 is ó(i) : zq, which we

write as i and call the conjugate of i. Similarly, if ¿ is an arbitrary element of GFQ2)

then we denote the image of ø under ó by d and call it the conjugate of ø.

1.1.1 Polynomials over Finite Fields

Let 7frs,trt...,ørr] denote the ring of polynomials in 26, rt,...trn over I : GF(q)

and / € 1lro,rr,... ,rn]be a homogeneous polynomial in 16, trt... ,r,n, As / is homo-

geneous it can be written in the form

f : t a¿o...;^rtf;r\r.-.r';
io*'...*in=n

where aio...in e GF(q). The partial derivative of / with respect Lo rj, denoted #,rt
defined to be the polynomial

aÍ
o"¡ io*...iin=n

This satisfies the usual properties of derivatives defined by a limiting process except

that, as we are working in a fleld of non-zero characteristic, it should be noted that the

partial derivative of I with respect to ø¿ being zero does not imply that / has no terms

containing 3"n :r¡. For example if / : rSrT-q then

Af o-t n-o
ôro qr() rr

0.

We then define the k-th order partial derivative of / with respect to r¿, ff, inductivelV

t ija¿r'.¿^r'ot ror' . . . r'i -' r'.;

a*r
0r! - a ( ar-'r\

ôzo \ 0"f-, /

by

Similarly we define the second order mixed partial derivative of / with respect to ø¿ and

r¡ bY

a'Í a (
-_ 

f

0r¿0r¡ - ôro \
ar
ãrI

and the higher order mixed partials are defined appropriately. We shall need the following

result.
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Theorem 1.1. [61] ,1321 (Taylor's theore'm) IJ f i.s a homogeneous polynomiat of d"eg,ree

n 'in 71rs,... ,r,) then

Í(,0+Àao,.. ,zntÀan):å* (r,*+.. + r"*)' r(,0, ..,zn)

where

(r,*+ ..+r"*)'r(,0,..,zn): t 
"a'0. 

.rrW
io]-.'.lin-

!

To properly interpret this result the terms

^ncl

ô
;--
drn

*a"+
a

A",Ao

s

must be treated as formal expressions. For example, if f (rs,rr) : rf,+ rsrl then by

theorem 1.1

^2f @o + ÀAo, r, + )81) rf; + rsrl + À{ys(2ro * ø1) * Apo} + (za| + 2aoa)
2l

rf; + rsrl * À(Zrsys t Aort I Apo) + 
^'@3 

+ A0A)

regardless of whether the characteristic of GFQ) is two or not. Noting this, the proof

given in Hodge and Pedoe ([32, chapter three]), for fields without characteristic, is valid

when considered over a finite field.

I.2 The Projective Space PG(n,, q)

Consider V : GF(q"+t) as an (n + l)-dimensional vector spàce over GF(q). Choose

a basis for v so that if x € v we can write x : ("0,...,rr), where r¡ e GF(q).

Define a relation on the elements of 7 \ {0}, where 0 : (0,...,0), by saying that
X - (r0,...,r,) and Y : (A0,...,Un) are related if and only if r¿: pA¿ for some

p e GF(q) \ {0} This relation is an equivalence relation, with the equivalence classes

being the one-dimensional subspaces of 7 with 0 deleted. We define the n-dimensional
projective space PG(n, q) as the set of all these equivalence classes. The elements

of PG(n,q), that is the one-dimensional subspaces of I/ with 0 deleted, are called the

points of V. We shall identify the coordinates of the point P of PG(n, q) with the

coordinate vector ("0,.. . ,rn) of any element of I/ in the one-dimensional subspace of

tJ



V corresponding to P. Thus (ø6,...,rn) and p(rs,...,rn), f.or p e GF(q) \ {0} are

coordinates for the same poinl of PG(n,q).

A subspace of dimensiotr rrl) or ?r¿-space, of PG(n,q) is a set of points of PG(n,q)

for which the corresponding elements of V, together with 0, form a subspace of V of.

dimension (m + I). A subspace of dimension 1 is called a line, a subspace of dimension

two is called a plane and a subspace of dimension (n - 1) is called a hyperplane or)

sometimes, a prime. A subspace of PG(n, q) of dimension rn is naturally isomorphic to

PG(m,q). If / is a homogeneous linear polynomial in the variables r0,17,... ,r,,tvith
coefficients in GF(q), then the set of points P of PG(n, q) whose coordinates satisfy the

equation Í :0 form a hyperplane Ð of PG(n,q); we say that X and the point Q of

PG(n,q) with coordinates (go, ... ,An) are incident if f (ys,. . . ,Un): 0. Any subspace

D¿ of PG(n, q) of dimension d is the intersection of (n - d) hyperplanes .rr,. . . tTn-d

whose defining equations are linearly independent over GF(q). The point Q of PG(n,q)

is incident with X¿ if it is incident with the hyperplan€s 7r1, ... tTn-d,.

Let X" and X" be subspaces of PG(n, q) of dimensions r and s respectively. The subspaces

of V corresponding to Ð" and X, span a subspace of I/, corresponding to which there is

a subspace X¿ of PG(n,q). W. call X¿ the span of X" and X" and write D¿ : (X,,I,).
Similarly, the set of points of. PG(n,q) in common to both X" and X" is a subspace of

PG(n,q), called the intersection of X, and D,, and denoted X, i X,. Since the span

and intersection of X" and E, correspond to subspaces of a vector space they satisfy

Grassmann's Identity;

di,m D, I di,m D, : d'im(t" n t,) * di,m (Ð,, X,)

where d'im D, denotes the dimension of the subspace I,

L.2.I Collineations

A collineation ø of PG(n,q) is a bijection

o PG(n, q) -+ PG(n, q)

on the set of points of PG(n,q) which preserves incidence; that is, if the point P is

incident with l¿, a subspace of dimension d of PG(n,g), then X[ is a d-dimensional

subspace containing P". The fundamental theorem of projective geometry states that if

4



o is a collineation of PG(n, q) then o acts as follows

PG(n,q) -+

X->
PG(n, q)

XÓA

where A is a non-singular (n*i)x (n+i) matrix over GF(q) and / is an automorphism of

GF(q). The group of all collineations of PG(n,,g) is denoted PIL(n+1, q). A collineation

of. PG(n,q) for which / is the ideniity map is called a projectivity of PG(n,q) and the

group of all projectivities of PG(n,q) is denoted PGL(n + 1, q).

If As,At,...,An+t are n *2 points of PG(n,q) no n*7 of which lie in a hyperplane

then there is a unique projectivity mapping them to any other given set of n t 2 points

of PG(n,q), no n*7 in ahyperplane. Since then*2 points of. PG(n,q) which have

the coordinates, (1,0,...,0),(0,1,0,...,0),...,(0,0,...,0,1),(1,1,...,1) satisfy this

condition, and can be mapped, by an element of PGL(n+I,q), to any other setof n*2
points, no n f 1 in a hyperplane, we are free to choose any set of n * 2 points, no n * 1

in a hyperplane, to have these coordinates.

A bijective map ø between the points and hyperplanes of. PG(n,q) which preserves

incidence is called a reciprocity. If o has order two, then it is called a polarity. If P
is a point of PG(n,q) then the hyperplane P" which is the image of P under a polarity

of PG(n,q) is called the polar of P. Similarly if o is a hyperplane of PG(n,q) then its

image under o is a point called the pole of ø.

Let P and Q be two points of PG(n,,q). If P e Q" then, as ø is incidence preserving

and of order two, it follows that Ç : Qo' €. Po. Conversely if I € P" then P e Q".
Descriptively, this says that P lies on the polar of Q if and only if Q lies on the polar of

P. This is called the pole-polar property of a polarity. A point which is incident with

its own polar hyperplane is said to be an absolute point of the polarity.

Consider the projective space PG(n,q2). If / denotes the Fröbenius automorphism of

GF(q') then it induces the collineation o of PG(n, q2) defined by

o PG(n,q2) -+ PG(n,q2)

X : (rr,... ,rn) + Xa - @3,... ,rf)
If Ð¿ is a d-dimensional subspace of PG(n,q2) then the space X[ is calted the conjugate

of X¿ and shall often be denoted by l¿.

o
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L.2.2 Subgeometries

A subgeometry of PG(n,q) is a subset of the points of PG(n,q) which forms a projec-

tive space PG(n,q') of dimension n and order q', with respect to the incidence relation

of PG(n,q). For example, as GF(q) is a subfield of GF(q") for any r > t, pG(n,q) is

embedded in PG(n,q') in a natural way, and is thus a subgeometry, the natural subge-

ometry, of PG(n,g") of order q. In this respect, we say that PG(n, q") is an extension
of PG(n,q) and when we speak of an extension of PG(n,q) we mean a projective space

PG(n,q"), defined over an extension field GF(q') of GF(q). As with fields, we say

that PG(n,q2) is the quadratic extension of PG(n,q) and, more generally, we call any

subgeometry of PG(n,q2) which is isomorphic to PG(n,,g) a Baer subgeometry of

PG(n, q2).

I.2.3 Baer Subplanes of PG(2, q2) .

Of particular importance to us will be the subplanes of PG(2,q') of order q, that

is the Baer subplanes. If 6 is any Baer subplane of PG(2,q2) then we may

choose any four points of ß, no three of which are collinear, to have the coordinates

(0,0,1), (0, 1,0), (0,0,1) and (1, 1,1). The points of 6 wiil then be the points of the Baer

subplane PG(2,q). For later reference we state this fact as follows;

Theorem 1.2. The group PGL(3,q2) is transi,tiue on the Baer subplanes of PG(2,q2).

Thus, since there are IPGL(3,q)l elements or PGL(\q2) fixing a Baer subplane, the

total number of Baer subplanes in PG(2,q') is

l!G=Lt'=q4: f (q3+ 1)(q2 + r)
IPG L(3, q 11

and we have the following (see [29] for the orders of the groups pGL(J,q2) and

PGL(3, q)),

Corollary 1.3. There are qs(q3 +I)(q'*I) Baer subplanes in pG(2,q2). !

Since any line of PG(2,q2) containing 2 points of a Baer subplane 6 necessarily intersects

B in (q * 1) points and we can show, by counting, that any line of PG(2,q2) intersects

B, all lines of PG(2,g2) intersect B in 1 or (q * 1) points. If L contains (q + 1) points of

6 then the points [. a ß are the points of a subgeometry of (. of order q, that is a Baer

subline of. 1.. We sometimes say that (. is a line of B.

¡
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Lemma 1.4. [11] If (. i,s a line of PG(2,q2) and A,B,C are three di,stinct points of (.

then there is a unique Baer subli,ne of (, containi,ng A, B and, C. û

Corollary 1.5. There are q(q2 -17) Baer sublines of ali,ne of PG(2,q2). ¡

Lemma 1.4 is equivalent to the statement that any two distinct Baer sublines of / intersect

in either 0,1 or 2 points. The possible forms of the intersection of two Baer subplanes of

PG(2,q2) are also known.

Theorem 1.6. l9) Two di,stinct Baer subplanes of PG(z, q2) i,ntersect in the sarne nun¿-

ber of poi,nts and li,nes. Moreouer, th'is intersecti,on takes one of the followi,ng forms:

1. The empty set.

2. One li,ne and one po'int, not necessarily incident.

3. Two poi,nts of a li,ne and a second line through one of those points.

/+. Three poi,nts and three lines formi,ng a tri,angle confi,gurati,on.

5. (q + I) points of a li,ne and the (ø + 1) I'ines through one of those points

6. (q + 2) points and (q * 2) Iines; these bei,ng a li,ne (. and the (ø + t¡ po,ints of (.

together with another poi,nt of the plane A and the (q + 7) lines joi,ni,ng A to the

poi,nts oJ (..

ú

From this we can deduce a result similar to lemma 1.4 but for Baer subplanes.

Lemma 1.7. Giuen P e PG(2,q2) andthree I'ines lr,lz,(.s through P there i,s a unique

set of (q-Z) further li,nes through P such that these li,nes together wi,th lt,lz,l4 are the

li,nes of a Baer subplane of PG(2,q2).

Proof: If we choose P to be the point (1,0,0) and the non-collinear points P¡ Ç .(.¡

to have the coordinates (1,0,0),(0,1,0) and (0,0,1) respectively we see that the Baer

subplane PG(2,q), and the (q * 1) lines of this Baer subplane through P satisfy the

requirements of the theorem. By theorem 1.6 any other Baer subplane of PG(2,q2)

containing lt, {2,/3 necessarily shares the same set of (q + i) lines through P. ¡

Note that this result does not assert that there is a unique Baer subplane with 11,!.2,!.s

as lines, merely that any Baer subplane with these lines contains a given set of ìines

through P.

7



1.3 Varieties

If / is a homogeneous polynomial in the (n+r) variables r0,... ,r, then the set of
points of PG(n,q) with coordinates which satisfy the equation f (rs,... ,r,):0 form
a hypersurface (sometimes called a primal) in pG(n,q). we say that I :0 is the
defining equation of the hypersurface. If / is irreducible over GF(q) the hypersurface

is said to be irreducible in PG(n,q) and otherwise is called reducible. Further, if
/ is irreducible in any extension of GF(q) we say that the hypersurface is absolutely
irreducible. If / is of degree m lhen the hypersurface f : 0 is said to have order r¡t
and is denoted VPr. Once we know the order of a number of hypersurfaces the following
result enables to calculate how many points they have in common.

Theorem 1.8. [47] (Bezout's Theorem) In PG(n,q) n genericr and, irreducible hyper-

surfaces V[:, of orders r¿ haue rr.. .rn cor¿rnon potnts. tr

If h(rs,... ,rn),fz(rs,... ,rn))... are homogeneous polynomials over GF(q) then the
set of common points of the hypersurfaces they define is called a variety in pG(n,q).

Note that any variety can be defined as the intersection of a finite number of hypersurfaces

(see [32]).

LetV be a variety in PG(n,q). We call 7 an irreducible variety of dimension d
if its points are in algebraic one-to-one correspondence with the points of an irreducible
hypersurface w¿ of a subspace, PG(d+r,q), of dimension d+ r in pG(n, q) (see Semple

and Roth [a7]). More formally that is :

there exists a set of r * 1 polynomials /s, ... , fr, homogeneous and of the same degree

inAo,...,Ud+r, such that for each Y: (y0,... ,Aa+t) €W¿ the point X: (r0,...,rn)
given by

pri: Í¿(A0,... ,a¿+t), for some p e GF(q) \ {0}

is a point of 7.

The correspondence is such that a generic point of I/ arises from only one point of M¿
lThe term generic is difficult to define and, as it is not central to this exposition, we do not discuss

it in detail here and only note that its meaning depend.s on the context in which it is used and, as in
[47], is used to have a meaning roughly equivalent to the phrase of general position. We refer the reader
to [32] for a precise definition.

8



The equations

fo(ao,'' ' ,a¿+t) : Pn¡ (1 1)

M(ar,...,a¿+t): o (1.2)

arecalledtheparametricequationsof V. Theparametersarethe (d+t) ratios U¿:Uo

of which, as (go, ... ,A¿+t) is a point of the hypersurfaceW¿, only d are independent. An

irreducible variety of dimension d is denoted V¿. A variety of dimension one is called a

curve and a variety of dimension two is called a surface.

The Order of a Variety

LetV¿ be an irreducible variety of dimension d with parametric equations 1.1, 1.2. We

proceed as in Semple and Roth, ([47]) Suppose that x,,-¿ is the n - d dimensional

subspace of PG(n,q) given by the equations

io''o: o

i=0

The variety V¿ intersects Ð,,-¿ where these equations have a common solution, and

combining these equations we obtain (d + t) hypersurfaces in PG(d + 1, q). Therefore,

by Bezout's theorem, these hypersurfaces have a finite number of common points (given

that they are generic). Thus we have;

Theorem 1.9. 147) A generi,c subspace of PG(n,q) of dimens'ion ("- d) i,ntersectsV¿

i,n a fi,nite number, lr, oÍ points. !

We call this number k the order of the variety V¿ and to describe the fact that i/¿ has

order k we write il as V!.

Furthermore, now that we have established the order of V!, we can determine how it
intersects a subspace of PG(n,q);

Theorem 1.10. l47l For d> h a generi,c subspace of di,mensi,on (n- d+h) i,ntersects

V! tn ovf . ¡
The more general problem of determining how Ç intersects a varietq V{ of dimension s

and order r is difficult to solve. If the two varieties are generically situated with respect

to one another then we may say that

v! av; : v!í,-,
That is, the two varieties intersect in a variety of dimension (d * s - n) and order frr.

However, once again, the term generically situated is not easy to define and so for a full
explanation of this we refer the reader to an appropriate text, such as [32].

I



L.4 Curves in the Plane

Lel C denote the curve in PG(2,q) consisting of the points satisfying the equation / - 0,

where / is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n in rs,tr,r2. As C is a hypersurface

in the plane, its order is given by the number of points that C has in common with a

generic line of the plane. If (. is any line of PG(2,q) then the points of / satisfy a linear

equation in ø6, rt,rzi thus solving this equation simultaneously with that of C we obtain,

in general, n solutions) some of which may be identical and some may lie in an extension

of GF(q). Correspondingly, !. and C have n points in common, with, possibly, some of

these points being coincident and some lying in an extension of PG(2,q). Therefore a

generic line of the plane intersects C in n points and so C has order n. Furthermore, if
rn of these solutions correspond to the point R of C then we say that !, and C intersect

rn times aL R.

I.4.I Singular Points

Let P €. C. If all lines of the plane through P intersect, C at,least twice at P then we

say that P is a singular point of C; otherwise P is called a simple point of C. If, in
addition, all lines of the plane which contain P intersect C at least rn times at P, with

some line having precisely rn intersections with C at P then P is said to be a point of
multiplicity rn (or an rn-fold point) of C. A simple point is thus a point of multiplicity

one. We call a point of C of multiplicity two a double point. If P has multiplicity rn

then a line through P which meets C more than m times at P is said to be a tangent

to C through P. We examine the singular points of C in more detail.

Suppose that P € C has coordinates (po, pt,pz). Thus the line / joining P to the point

Q : (qo,Qt,Qz) of PG(2,q) contains the points

{(po + Àqo,pt* Àqr, pz * Àqz) : À e GF(q) u {*}}
and so meets C where

T(po+ Àqo,pt * Àqt,pz-f Àqr) :0

Expanding this as a Taylor series in À, in the vein of Walker [61], where a similar argument

is used, but in the affine case, we obtain

Í(P) + 
^(^#(P) 

+ q,#(P) + q,#rri) *
*(úffi(P) +qoø.#(P)fftrl+ )+ -o (1 3)
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which we write as

a

A", /(P) :0

where bV /(P) \/e mean the value of the polynomial / evaluated at P : (po,p1,p2) and,

similarly, fV #@) we mean ff evaluated at P.

The multiplicity of the root ) : 0 in equation 1.3 is equal to the number of times in

which / meets C at P. Thus, since /(P) :0, for P to be a simple point of C we require

that the coefficient of À in this equation is non-zero. Hence P is simple if and only if
one of the first partials of / is non-zero at P. In this case the only line through P which

meets C twice at P is the line

ffirrt", - #(P),, + ffrevz 
: o

So if P is a simple point of C then there is a unique tangent line to C through P.

Conversely, if all the first order partial derivatives of. f are zero at P then every line

through P has at least two intersections with C at P and P is a singular point of C.

Therefore we have the foliowing result;

Theorem 1.11. Let C be a curue of order n in PG(2,q). The po,int P of C i,s singular

i,f and only i.f

oÍ ,o, 
#(p) : ffrn:o-lrt-

dro' /

tr

Now suppose that P is a double point of C. This occu¡s when the multiplicity of the

root I : 0 of equation 1.3 is at least two for any point (qo,,qt,qz) of PG(2,q), and is

exactly two for some point of the plane. This implies that all the first order partials of

f are zero at, P but some second order partial is non-zero there. Conversely, if all first

order partials of / are zero at P and some second order partial is non-zero at P, then P
is a double point of C.

In this case the line [. intersects C more than twice at P if and onlv if
-2

*p,n*'ffi(P) :o

This is a quadratic equation in the Ç¿ and hence gives the equation of two lines (possibly

coincident or belonging to an extension) through P intersecting C more than twice at P.

Thus there are two tangents to C through P.

alqr^ lqz
Ort

a

ar,å#("

11



Continuing in this fashion, P is a point of multiplicity k if and only if equation 1.3 has

I : 0 as a root of multiplicity at least k for any line through P and has ,\ : 0 as a

root of multiplicity exactly k for some line through P. This happens precisely when all

partial derivatives of / of order lc - L or less are zero at P but some derivative of order k

is non-zero there. In this case the líne (. intersects C more than k times at P if and only

if

o

A", #)
k

1 a

kl Qt 0r, lqz Í(P):o
This is an equation of degree k in the q¿ and thus gives the equation of k lines through

P meeting C more than k times there. Hence there are k tangents to C through P, some

of which may be coincident and some of which may only be lines of an extension of

PG(2,q). At / is not identically zero, some derivative of / of order n or less is non-zero

and thus P is a point of multiplicity r for some r 1 n. To sum up we have;

Theorem t.12. Let C, with equati,on f :0, be a curue of order n in PG(2,q). The

poi,ntPofCisofmulti,pli,ci,tykifandonlyifallderiuat'iuesoffoforderk-Torless

are zero at P, and son'Le deriuatiue of order k i,s non-zero there. Such a po,int lies on k

tangent li,nes of C, some of which may coi,nci.de and sorne of whi,ch may only be lines of

an ertens'ion of PG(z,q). Euery point of C i,s of multipli,ci,ty k for somek.

L.4.2 Conics

A curve of order two in PG(2,q) is called a conic. Although the structure of conics

is well-known, we shall make frequent use of some of their properties and so briefly

introduce them here.

Let C2 be a non-singular conic in PG(2,q). If P is a point of C2 then, as P is non-singular,

C2 has a unique tangent through P and all other lines through P contain precisely one

further point of C2. It is well-known that up to projectivity there is only one non-singular

conic in PG(2,q) and this has the following canonical form (see, for example, [29]).

Theorem 1.13. A non-singular con'icC2 in PG(Z,q) consi,sts oÍ q*I points no three

of whi,ch are coll'inear and i,s projectiuely equi,ualent to the coni,c of equation

,f; + ,r"r: g

Qo +

L2

tr



Conversely, by a well-known theorem of B. Segre ([43]), in pG(2,q) with g odd any set

of (q + 1) points no three of which are collinear (such a set of points is usually called an

oval) are the points of a non-singular conic. This result does not hold if q is even. In

this case however the following well-knov/n property is important.

Theorem 1.L4. If C2 is a non-s'ingular con'ic in PG(2,q) wi,th q euen then the q-lr
tangents to C2 are concurrent.

Proof: As C2 is non-singular we can assume that its equation is rfr r r1r2: 0 and thus

that it contains the set of points

{(o, 1, cl2) : a e GF(q)u {*}}

The tangent through the point Po: (o,I,o,t) of C2 thus has the equation

2ars I a211 + rz :0

which, as q is even, is equivalent to

a2r, + rz:0

Hence every tangent line to C2 contains the point (1,0,0). ¡
The point of concurrency of the q -l- 1 tangents to C2 is called the nucleus of the conic.

Suppose now that C2 is singular with P a singular point. As C2 is of order two, P is

necessarily a double point and every line through P is either contained ín C2 or does not

meet C2 again. Since C2 is given by a quadratic equation, it thus follows that C2 consists

of two lines through P, which are either distinct lines of PG(2,q), one repeated line of

PG(2,q), or t',vo conjugate lines or PG(2,q2) containing only the point p of pG(2,q).

This enables us to prove the following.

Theorem 1.15. l29l In PG(2,q) a conic i,s either non-si,ngul0,r or consists of two lines.

These lines are either d'istinct, coinci,dent or are a pai,r of conjugate lines of PG(2,q2).

The number of con'ics of each type i,s;

. (qu - q2) non-singular con'ics.

. (q2 * q i 1)(q'+ q)f 2 consisti,ng of two di,sti,nct li,nes of PG(2,q).

. q2 +q*7 consi,sting of one (repeated) li,ne of PG(2,q).

. (q' i q * I)(q' - q)f 2 consi,sti,ng of two conjugate li,nes of PG(2,q2)

13



Proof: The numbers of conics consisting of two distinct lines or one repeated line are

easily calculated. To calculate the number of conics consisting of tr,vo conjugate lines of
PG(2,q2), consider a point P of PG(2,q2) which is also a point of pG(2,q). rf (. is a
line of PG(2,q2) through P which meets PG(2,q) at P precisely, then its conjugate also

contains P (the only point of PG(2,q) on either of these lines) and together they form
a conic of PG(2,q) meeting PG(2,q) only at p. As there are q2 - q lines of pG(2,q2)

through P which are not lines of PG(2,q), there are (q2 -q)12 conics through p of this
type. Since there are (q2 *q* 1) points in PG(2,q), we obtain the required number of
conics consisting of two conjugate lines of PG(2,q).

To conclude, consider the general homogeneous quadratic polynomial in three variables.

This polynomial has six coefficients and thus there are (96 - 1) such polynomials. Any
two represent the same conic if and only if one is a multiple of the other by a non-zero

element of GF(q). Thus there are, in total, (qu - t)lk- 1) : q5 + q4+... + 1 conics in
the plane. Subtracting from this the number of singular conics we obtain the number of
non-singular conics given above. !

L.4.3 Cubic Curves

Let C3 be an absolutely irreducible cubic curve in PG(2,g) and suppose that C3 has a

singular point P. If P has multiplicity three then any line through P meets C3 three

times there and hence, if it meets the curve again, has four intersections with C3 and

therefore is wholly contained in C3. However, this contradicts the fact that C3 is abso-

lutely irreducible; hence P is a double point. Further, if C3 contains another double point
P'then the line PP' is not a line of C3, yeL meets C3 in more than three points; hence

C3 has at most one double point. Thus we can conclude that C3 is either non-singular or
possesses exactly one singular point which, by necessity, is a double point.

Now suppose that C3 contains a double point P. There are thus two tangents to C3

through P which, as they are given by a quadratic equation (see section 1.4), are either
both lines of PG(2,g) or both lie in an extension of PG(2,q). In the case that they are

distinct and appear rn PG(2,q) v/e call the double point P a node of C3, when they are

coincident we call P a cusp of C3 and when they belong to an extension of pG(2,q) we

say that P is an isolated double point of C3.

From the above two paragraphs, it follows that if C3 is an absolutely irreducible cubic

curve in PG(2,q) then it is either non-singular, or contains precisely one double point
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which is either a node, a cusp or an isolated double point. For later use rve now state

the following result detailing the numbers of each type of these curves in PG(2,q).

Theorem 1.16. l29l In PG(2,q) there are qa(q3 -r)(q, -r) non-singular cubic curues,

qt(qt -l)(q'-I)12 absotutely irreduci.ble cubic curues wi,th a nod,e, qt(qt -1)(q+ I) abso-

lutely i,rred,ucible cubi,c curues wi,th a cusp and q3(q3 _ r)(q, -r)12 absolutely i,rreduci,ble

cub'ic curues wi,th an isolated double poi,nt. ¡

1.5 Normal Rational Curves

The only other type of curves that wilt be useful in this work are the normal ratio-

nal curves. The following paraphrases [3i] where more detailed information on normal

rational curves can be found.

A set of points of. PG(n,q) of the form

Cd : {Uo(t), fr(t),. .., f,ft)) : t e GF(q) u {oo}}

where the f ¿ are polynomials of degree d, with no common factor and at least one being

of degree d, is said to form a rational curve of order d. If Cd is not the projection of

a rational curve of order d' in PG(n¡7,ù then we say that Cd is a normal rational
curve in PG(n,q).

If a normal rational curve Cd exists in PG(n,q) then it is necessary (see [31]) that Q ] n,

d: n and that the points of C" are projectively equivalent to the fbllowing set of points

of PG(n,q)

{(t",...,t,t) : t e GF(q) u {-}}
Thus, by theorem 1.13, the normal rational curve in PG(2,q) is the non-singular conic.

A normal rational curve in PG(3, q) is called a twisted cubic. A normal rational curve

consists of (q + 1) points, no (n + 1) in a hyperplane.

1.6 The Tangent Space of a Variety in PG(n,q)

In section 1.4 we defined a simple point of a curve in PG(2,q) and the tangent line at

such points. Here we extend this to define a simple point of any irreducible variety and

the tangent space at such points. We follow the method used in Hodge and Pedoe [32,

volume 2].

15



Consider an irreducible variety V! af dimension d and order k tn PG(n, q). Suppose that

the homogeneous polynomials

fr(rs,...,rn),, Ír(r0,...,rn),..., Ír(r0,...,r,,")

are linearly independent and are such that the equations

h(rs,. . . ,rn) :0, Íz(r0,. . . ,rn) - 0, . . . , fr(rs,. . . ,rr) :0

define V!. Defrne the matrix Tp : (tt¡) by

tno:!e)' d:L¡'

Theorem L.L7. [32] The matri.r Tp has ranlc at most n - d at any poi,nt of V! and

there eri,sts at least one poi,nt of V! for whi,ch the matrir has rank n - d" eractly. n

In light of this result, we call those points P of V! for which the matrix Tp has rank

n - d simple points of V! and those for which Tp has rank less than n - d singular

points ofv!. Note that in the case that d : I and Vf is a curve in PG(2,q), defined by

the equation ,f - 0, Tp is a (1 x 3) matrix and this definition says that P is a singular

point of the curve if and only if Tp has rank 0. Or, in other words, if and only if all first

order partials of / are zero at P, which is equivalent to the definition of singular points

of a curve given earlier.

At a simple point P of V! the equations

>.*fr)r¡ : o 'i: r,... ,r Q.a)
Á ð,,'

define a subspace of dimension d which we call the tangent space ro V! at P and which

is denoted by the symbol Tr(Vi). Again this matches with the definition of a tangent

Iine to a curve in PG(2,q) given in section 1.4.

Note that the definition of simple points and the tangent space at such points is inde-

pendent of the particular polynomials chosen to define ff (see [32]).

For a hypersurface of equation / : 0 the point P is simple if and only if ffifn l0 for

some J - 1, . . . ,n and the tangent space is the hyperplane of equation

ffirn",+ + ff,rr,,: o

Theorem 1.18. l32l If V! is the intersecti,on of the hypersurfacesVt,... ,V, wdth equa-

tions fi - 0,. .. ,Í,:0 thenforthe si.mplepoi,nt P of V!

rrTÐ : Tp(V)n . . . ¡ Tp(v,)

where h,... ,f, are linearly independent andVt,... ,,V, haue sirnple points at P.

16



Proof: Without loss of generality, suppose that fi ,. . . , f, are a linearly independent

subset of the above polynomiais .fi,. .. , Ír.Therefore the equations

>.#fr)r¡:o i:r,...,t
-¡a 

dr¡'

define TrA/,f). In addition àssumethat only Ír,...,f,, where s ( f, have asimpiepoint

at P. Thus, for any I < j a n,#(P) :0 where ,i: s+I,...,t. Hence fpff!) is

given by the equations

f.y(P)r¡:s ,i:\,..,s
-i=o 

d*t'

which is the intersection of the tangent spàces to Vt, . . . ,V" at P. !

We also will need the following results, the first of which can be found in [29] with a
different proof.

Theorem 1.19. [29] If fI, is a subspace of PG(n,q) lyi,ng onVI and i,f P e II, then

n, c Tp(V:)

Proof: Choose coordinates so that lI, is given by the equations

Is*L: "' : ln:0

and

h(r¡,. . . ,rn) :0, fz(r0,. . . ,r,-) - 0, . . . , fr(rs,. .. ,rr) :0

are a set of linearly independent equations defining V! . As fI, is contained in V! we can

write each of the equations /¿ in the form (not necessarily in a unique way)

ft(rs,... ,r,-): r,+tó's+r +.. . + hóï* g'(r"+r,... ,rn)

where the þ', are polynomials in 16,. . . ,2,,. Thus

/
0f¿,^, lo j:0,1,...,s
aq\'): I tlrt) j :s -r- 1, ... ,n'

Hence Tr(V!) is given by the equations

I
=s*1

aö'j

0r¡
(P)r¡:g 'i:1,

andsoíf P: (o0,.. ,es,0,...,0) isapointofllrthenPsatisfieseachoftheseequations

and is thus a point of Tp(V!). !

r
J
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Lemma L.2O. #II" n V! :W a uariety i,nlI, and, P e lI, then

(W) : n'.TP(V!)

Proof: If we choose coordinates so that lI, has equations

Øs*l :"':In:0

then (with Tr(VÍ) being given by 1.4) T"(W) has equarions

i Ptr )r¡ : o i:7,... ,r
-¡* 

d'¡'

which is lI" n T"(V!)

L.7 Quadrics

One important class of varieties is the hypersurfaces of order two which are called

quadrics. Quadrics have been much studied (see, for example, Hirschfeld [29], [30], [31])
and we outline only the key points here.

Being a hypersurface of order two, a quadric in PG(n,q) is the set of points satisfying

an equation of the form

f oo,'n", : o (1 5)
i'i=o

where the a¿¡ e GF(q), not all zero. We let Q2,_, denote a quadric of pG(n,q).

A quadric is said to be degenerate (reducible) if its equation splits into two linear

equations in GF(q) or some extension. Otherwise the quadric is called non-degenerate.
It follows directly from the definition that a degenerate quadric consists of two, possibly

coincident, hyperplanes of PG(n,q2). We note here the following useful lemma.

Lemma L.27. Let Q?,_, be a quadric in PG(n,q). A subspaceÐ, oÍ pG(n,q) i,s either

contai,ned i,n Q or meets i,t in a quadri,c of Dr.

Proof: Choose coordinates so that D, is the space rr+r : rrr2 : ... : rn : 0. It
therefore meets the quadric Q?^-t, with an equation of the form 1.5, in the points of D.

which satisfy

\. a¿¡r¿r¡ : Q

r

i,i=o
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Thus, the intersection is a quadric of D" unless o"ij : 0 V'¡,, j 1 r, in which case D," is

contained in Q?,-t tr

Corollary L.22. A li,ne of PG(n,q) is ei.ther conta'ined i,n a quadric or else meets it in
two (possi,bly coi,nudent) points. ¡

I.7.L Non-Singular Quadrics

From section 1.6, the point P of the quadric Q?*-r, with equation /:0 of the form 1.5,

is a singular point if and only if

!e) : o v'i : r,. .. ,rù.dr¿'

If Q7-, contains a singular point it is said to be singular and otherwise is called non-

singular. Note that by theorem 1.15 the notions of singularity and degeneracy coincide

for conics. However this is not the case for quadrics in higher dimensions where there

exists singular quadrics which are not degenerate. The structure of the non-singular

quadrics is well-known and we state the main results here.

Theorem 1.23. ''29] The number of projecti,uely di,sti,nct non-s'ingular quadri,cs in

PG(n,q) i,s one or two dependi,ng upon whether n'is euen or odd. They haue the fol-
lowi,ng canonical forms ;

o when n is euen; n:2s

rf; + rp2+ ... + r2r- 172s : 0

o when n is odd; n:2s - 7

rgrl * .. .* IZr-Zf2r-I:0

OT

T(ro,rt) I r2rs +... + r2s-2ï2,-7:0

where f i,s a homogeneous polynomial of degree two, 'irreduci,ble ouer GF(q). !

The non-singular quadric in PG(2s,q) is called parabolic and is denoted Q(2s,q) or

Pz". The non-singular quadric în PG(2s-I,q) of the first type is called hyperbolic and

denoted Q*Qt - t,q) or H2,-1, while the non-singular quadric in PG(2s - 7,q) of the
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second type is called elliptic and denoted Q- (2s - 7, q) or t2,-1. As we can deduce from

the canonical forms these quadrics contain ma,ny subspaces of PG(n,q). For details of

the exact number of each type of subspace on each type as quadric as well as the possible

sections of a quadric by a subspace see Hirschfeld and Thas, [St]. Here we note only the

following;

Theorem I.24. l3ll The marimum d,imensi,on of a subspace on a non-szngular quadri,c

in PG(n, q) i,s (n - 2) 12 for Pn, (n - I) 12 for 7{. and (n - 3) 12 for €^. !

A subspace of maximum dimension on a quadric is called a generator.

Theorem L.25. [31, theorem 22.5.7] The number of poi,nts on 0, non-singular quadri,c

i,s as follows;

. ø¿4P for the parabol'ic quad,rdc P2,

. (q"-1:LtX-q"-t) 
for the hyperboli,c quad,ri,c.llzr_t(q-l)

. (q"+lXql:t-r) 
for the elli,pti,c quad,r,ic t2,_1(q- r)

We shall also need the following result.

Theorem L.26. l3I) Let Qn denote a non-s'ingular quadric i,n PG(n,ù. If q andn are

not both euen then there is a polarity of PG(n,q) for which the polar oJ a poi,nt P of Q"

is the tangent space to Qn at the point P. ¡

I.7.2 The Structure of Singular Quadrics

LeI Q?^-, be a singular quadric of equation / : 0 in PG(n,q). Being singular, Ql-,
contains a singular point P for which, by definition,

9(t) : o vJ : o, ... ,rLd*¡'
Suppose Lhat Q?,-, contains another singular point ,R, distinct from P. A point of the

IinejoiningP:(p0,...,pn)andR:(r0,...,rn)willhavecoordinatesoftheform
(p0,... ,pn) * )(re, ... ,rn) for some À e GF(q) u {*}. Now, since / is quadratic, ff
is linear and hence

ar
0r¡
0
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as P and A are singular points of Q?,q. Thus every point on the line joining P and r?

is singular and we have proved the following well-known result:

Theorem 1.27. Il Q7-, i,s a quadri,c i,n PG(n,q) then the set oJ all s'ingular poi,nts of

Q?,-t Jorms a subspacell, of PG(n,q). !

The subspace II" is called the vertex of Q?,¡.

Lemma 1.28. Let Q?,-, be a quadric in PG(n,q) wi,th uertern,. U P 'is a non-singular

poi,nt of Q7-, and Q i,s a point of fI, then the line joini,ng P and Q is contai,ned in Q|-r.

Proof: Suppose that P and Q are two points satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem.

The line joining P and Q meets Q?,-, t*ice at Q and once at P and is thus contained

on Q?,-r. ¡

We are now in a position to give the structure of a singular quadric h PG(n,q).

Suppose thal Q?^-, is such a quadric with vertex lI" and D,-,-t is a subspace of dimension

(r-, - 1) of PG(n,q) which is skew to fI,. By lemma I.21,Ðn-,-1 intersecfs Ql-rin
a non-singular quadric Q?,-,-z of X,.,-"-1. By lemmal.28, if P is a point of Q?n-,-, and

Q is a point of lI, then the line joining P and Q is contained in Q'"-r.Conversely,if T

is a point of Q?,t on neither Q?-,-, nor lI" then, by lemma I.28, (T,lI") is an (r+ 1)

dimensional space contained on Q|t. As a space of this dimension necessarily intersects

a space of dimension (n -r - 1), (?,1I") intersects X,,-"-1 in (at least) a point, .R. The

line joining .R and ? thus contains ? and joins a point of Q|-,-z to a point of lI". Hence

we have;

Theorem 1.29. Let Ql-, be a quadri,c i,n PG(n,q) wi,th uertern,. If Dn_-,-t i,s a space

of dimensi,on (n - r - 7) whi,ch i,s skew to fI, then Q?,-1 cons'ists of the l'ines joi,ni,ng the

poi,nts of lI, to the points of the non-s'ingular quadric Q?"-raDn-,-r. !

L.7.3 The Non-Singular Quadrics in PG(3, q)

For our later purposes, we shall require more detailed knowledge of the non-singular

quadrics in PG(3, q). We look at each in turn.

The Elliptic Quadric in PG(3,q).

If t3 is an elliptic quadric in PG(3,q) then, by theorem 1.23, it is projectively equivalent
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to the quadric of equation

Í (ro, rr) I r2rs : g

where / is an homogeneous quadratic polynomial, irreducible over GF(q). In addition,

from theorem 7.24, á3 contains no lines.

Let P and Q be two points of. Q. As á3 contains no lines, the line / joining P and Q

does not meet á3 again. Each of the (q * 1) planes about the line I meets á3 in a conic

of that plane, containing the two points P and Q, but no line. Thus, by theorem 1.15,

each such plane meets á3 in a non-singular conic. Hence, counting the number of points

of á3 on planes about /, we see that tz is a set of ((q + t)(q - 1) + 2) points. Since we

know from theoremI.24 that á3 contains no lines, no three of these points are collinear.

Furthermore each plane of PG(3,q) meets á3 in either a single point or in a non-singular

conic. Those planes which meet á3 in a conic are called conic planes. Note that through

the point P € ts there passes q(q+ 1) conic planes and one plane meeting á3 only at P,

which is necessarily the tangent plane to ts at P.

In general, a set of (q'* 1) points of PG(3,q), q ) 2, no three of which are collinear

is called an ovoid. Thus the above shows that an elliptic quadric is an example of an

ovoid. For g odd it has long been known (see Barlotti [a] and Panella [39]) that the

elliptic quadric is the only example of an ovoid. However, for q even there are examples

of ovoids which are not elliptic quadrics, (see Tits [57]). Much work has been done on the

problem of classifying all ovoids of PG(3,q) and the related problem of characterising

ovoids by the nature of their plane sections. For a good survey on this see [38]. We shall

make use of the following result of this nature.

Theorem 1.30. [10] # O i,s an ouoi,d of PG(S,,q) contai,ni,ng a coni,c then O i,s an

ellipti,c quadri,c. !

The Hyperbolic Quadric in PG(3,q)

Once again, \rye have from theorem 1.23 that a hyperbolic quadric 7{z in PG(3, q) is

projectively equivalent to the quadric of equation

rgIT * I2Ig: Q

Thus, if P: (ro,rr,:x2)rB) is apoint of 7{z and 16 :0 then P is of the form (0,ø1,0,13)

or(0,rr,r2,0). Aseachr¿isanelemenf of GF(q) thereare(2q*1) pointsof thisform.

Alternativelyzel0andPisof theform (rs,-r2r3,:rz,,rt). There areq2 points on')13

of this type. Hence \rye may conclude that ?13 containr (q' + 2q + I) points.
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By theorem L.24 a generato of 'l7s is a line. We examine the set of generator lines of

1ls. From a consideration of the equation of 'Jls it is clear that the lines /¡ given by the

equations

rs|-Àrs:0,72-Àr1-0

are generators of Tft. For 
^ 

+ 
^' 

the two lines l¡ and l.¡, are skew and so the set

t:Ux:ÀeGF(q) u{-}}

consists of q*1skew lines. As ?13 containr (q'+2q+I) points, it follows that each point

of'Jls liesonauniquelineof R1. Anysetof g*lsker,vlinesof 'Ìlsiscalledaregulus.

Each point of 7lz is contained in a unique line of the regulus.

Similarly, a line rn¡ of the form

rs*Àrs:0,72-)r1 -0

is a generator of 'lls and the set of lines

Rz: {*^,), e GF(q) u {-}}

also forms a regulus of lines on 7lz. We say that Rz is the opposite regulus to R1.

If (,^ e ß1 then, as there is a line of R2 through each point of. ?fi and there are g * 1

lines in R2,each line of P-2meets /¡. That is, each line of regulus meets each line of its

opposite regulus.

If P € H3 then there is a line of each of R1 and R2 through P. The plane generated by

these tr,vo lines is Tp('/ls), the tangent plane of 7lz at P and meets TQin a quadric of

that plane. Therefore, from our knowledge of conics, Tp(?ls) contains no other points of

713. Thus, as any line of 713 containing P is containedinTp(71.3) (theorem 1.19), there

are no other lines of ?13 through P. Since a regulus of ?lz contains a line through P, R,

and R2 are therefore the only reguli on ?12.

The general equation of a quadric in PG(3, q) contains ten coefficients and hence nine

points which impose linearly independent conditions on these ten coefficients will gener-

ate a unique quadric. If we take three mutually skew lines in PG(3, g) then taking three

points from each of these lines we have nine such points. Therefore these three lines

define a unique quadric of PG(3, q). As a non-singular hyperbolic quadric is the only

quadric of PG(3,g) which contains three mutually skew lines we have;

Theorem 1.31. Giuen three mutually skew li,nes i,n PG(3,q) there eri,sts a uni,que hy-

perboli,c quadric for whi,ch these lines are generators. !
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Rephrasing this theorem, we say that there is a unique regulus containing three mutually

skew lines of PG(3,q). If the lines are t,m,nthen we denote the regulus containing these

lines by R((.,,m,n). A line t of PG(3,q) which intersects each of {.,m,n is said to be

a transversal to !.,m and n. Since such a line has three points in common with the

hyperbolic quadric with one regulus R((.,m,n) it is a line of this quadric. Thus t is a

line of the opposite regulus to k([.,m,n).

1.8 Spreads of PG(3, q)

A spread, or l-spread, of. PG(3, q) is a set 5 of pairwise skew lines of PG(3,q) satisfying

thepropertythateachpoint of PG(3,g) iscontainedinauniquelineof 5. As PG(3,q)

contains (q' + q' * q * 1) points, a spread consists of. q2 + 1 lines and, conversely, any set

of q2 + 1 pairwise skew lines of PG(3,g) form a spread. If. (.1,12,(.s àre three skew lines in

PG(3,q) then they determine a unique regulus k(lr,[z,h) consisting of q * 1 pairwise

skew lines partitioning the points of the hyperbolic quadric defined by the three lines.

We call a spread 5 of PG(3, q) regular if the regulus defined by any three lines of 5 is
contained in S. The following result is well-known.

Theorem L.32. Let S denote a spread of PG(3,q). 5 is regular i,f and only i,f the set

of li,nes of E meeti.ng a line of PG(3,q) whi.ch is not i,n S form a regulus. ¡

1.8.1 A Construction of the Regular Spread

Consider PG(3,q) as a subgeometry of PG(3,q').Let (. be a line of PG(3,q2) with no

point in PG(3, q) and / be the conjugate of / with respect to the quadratic extension of

PG(2,q).Lef Pe[.andmp denotethelinejoiningPtoitsconjugatepoint Pe !..For

P + Q the lines mp and mq àre skew; for otherwise the plane they span would contain

{. and /, contradicting the fact that these two lines are skew. Since any line rr¿p contains

q * 1 points of PG(3, q) it fbllows that the set

3:{rnp.PG(3,q):Pe(}

consists of. q2 + 1 pairwise skew lines of PG(3, q) and therefore forms a spread of PG(3, q).

If r,s,ú are three lines of S then, as lines of PG(3,g2), the lines / andV are transversals

to r, s and ú. Therefore (. and / are lines of the opposite regulus to R((.,rn, n) and thus

every line of the regulusR(r,s,ú) (in PG(3,q2)) meets both / andZ. Thus, \n PG(3,q),
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all lines of R(r, s, ú) are in 5 and so 5 is regular. Furthermore it is proved in [tZ] that

any regular spread of PG(3,q) can be constructed in this manner for a unique pair of

conjugate lines / and (.. Precisely, the following is proved.

Theorem 1.33. lI2] If (. i,s a Li,ne of PG(3,q2) wi,th no poi,nt in PG(3,q) then the li,nes

obtai,ned by joining each poi,nt P of (. to i,ts conjugate point P of {. form a regular spread

of PG(3,q). Any regular spread of PG(3,q) can be constructed i,n thi,s way for a unr,que

pai,r of lines [.,V of PG(3,q2). !

If 5 is a regular spread of PG(3,q) then the lines [. andV of PG(3,g2) associated with

S as in theorem 1.33 are called the directrix lines of S

1.9 Line Coordinates

As it currently stands, to identify a line L of PG(n, q) rile need to express it as the

intersection of (n - 1) hyperplanes about /. However there is a way in which \¡,/e can

give homogeneous coordinates to the lines of PG(n,q) and, as we shall find this coor-

dinatisation useful in a subsequent chapter, we present it here. These methods can be

extended to give homogeneous coordinates to the rn-spaces of PG(n,g) as is done in

Hirschfeld, [31], and Hodge and Pedoe, [32]. We use a similar method to these texts, but

applied only to the lines of PG(n,q).

Let (. be a line in PG(n,q) and P : (ro,rrt...,r,) and Q : (A0,Ut,...,g,,) be two

points of l. Consider the determinants

s¿¡(PQ):
ex *J

a¿ A¡

We wish to show that the S4@q¡ are independent of the two points chosen on the line

(. and hence are suitable to be used as coordinates of. (.. Note that for any i, j g¡¡: -gji,
and g¿¿: 0 so we need only consider the numbers gr¡ where i < j . In other words we need

to establish that the (n +I)nl2-rtple (9or (PQ), goz(PQ), . . . ,91n-r¡neAD is suitable to

be used as homogeneous coordinates of. (..

Lemma L.34. [31] # R1 and R2 are two di,sti,nct poi,nts of {. then g¡¡(hR ) : Àg¿¡(PQ)

for some À e GF(q) \ {0} which i,s i,ndependent of i and j.
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Proof: Let .Rr : ptP + qtQ and R2 : pzP + q2Q, where pt,pz,Qt,ez e GF(q) U {-},
be any two points of /. Then

Pfi¿ * QtA¡ Pfi¡ * Qßi

Pzr¿ * QzU¿ pzr j * QzA j
Pt

Pz

+o

4.*J

qt
aJî"ll;:,

Thus g¿i(-Rr&z) : 
^g¿¡(PQ) 

where, as -R1 and -R2 are distinct points,

):

T¿ fr¡

9¿ A¡

r¿ :X¡

U¿ Aj

Pt Qt

Pz Qz

!

Thus we can use (goo,gor,... ,Q(n-t¡n) as homogeneous coordinates for the line (.. These

homogeneous coordinates for the lines of PG(n,q) are called Grassmann Coordinates.

When n : 3 they are also called Plücker coordinates

Theorem 1.35. If (g0r,g02,,... ,g(n-r)n) arethe coordinates of aline(. of PG(n,q) then

the g¿¡ sati,sfy the followi,ng cond,i,tions;

9¿¡9*¿ i gitg jk : 9*9¡t (1 6)

where {,i,j,k,l} e {0,1,..., n} with i < j < k < I

Proof: Let X : (ro,tt¡. .. ,rn) andY : (Ao,At,. .. ,An) be two distinct points of.l. and

consider the determinant

r¡, r¿

U* At

T¡ T¿

U* UI

where {i, j,lç,1} e {0,1,... ,n} with i < j <k <1.

As the determinant contains identical rows it clearly has value 0. However, by simple

expansion, the value of this determinant is also g¿jg*¿ i gitgjk - gikgjr. Thus we obtain

the required result. !

The coordinate vector of a line of PG(n,q) is a homogeneous (n + \)nl2-tuple. Hence,

as there are more homogeneous (n +\)nl2-ttples than lines in PG(n,q), not all of these

(n+I)nlz-tuples are the coordinates of lines of. PG(n,q). However all the homogeneous

(n + 7)nl2-tuples which satisfy the relations of theorem 1.35 are.
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Theorem 1.36. [31] # (gor,gor,...,g@-r)n) i,s anon-zero (n+I)nl2-tuple of elements

of GF(q) sati,sfying the equati,ons 1.6 then (gü,,g02,... ,g1n-r¡n) are the coordi,nates of a

li,ne o.f PG(n,q). n

1.10 Grassmann Varieties

The Grassmann coordinates of a line of PG(n,q) are a homogeneous ly' : (n * I)nl2-
tuple and so can be considered as a point of PG(,n/ - 7,q). Let Ln,n denole the set of

lines of PG(n,q) and define the map

^t:Ln,q + PG(N-7,q)

bV l(0: P where the coordinates of the point P arc the Grassmann coordinates of the

line (.. Now let

Çr,n: {P e PG(¡y' - 1, q) , P : lQ) for some line l. of PG(n,q)}

By theorem 1.35, the Grassmann coordinates of a line of PG(n,q) satisfy the equa-

tions 1.6. Hence each such equation defines a quadric of PG(.V -I,q) which is contained

in Çt,n. By theorem I.36,.Çt,n is exactly the intersection of these quadrics. Thus Çun is

a variety of PG(N - t,q) called the Grassmann variety or Grassmannian of lines of

PG(n,q). It the case n:3 the Grassmannian is a hyperbolic quadric of PG(5,q) called

the Klein quadric.

Theorem 7.37. þ2] fhe uari,ety Çt,n 'is absolutely irreducible o,nd non-singular and has

d,i,mensi,on 2(n - I) and, ord,er #5#. ¡

We wish to determine the number of subspaces of PG(,n/ - 1, q) which are contained on

the Grassmannian. To begin, we state the following;

Theorem 1.38. [3]) Let (. and l' be two lines of PG(n,q) wi,th P and P' denoti,ng the

poznts 1(Q a'nd lQ') of Ç1,n, respecti.uely. The li,ne PP' of PG(N - I,q) is contained

on the Grassmanni,an if and only if (. and lt intersect. Il ! and [' do i,ntersect then the

images, under',1, ol the q*1 li,nes of the plane ((.,1') whi,ch contai,n the poi,nt (.al' are

the points of the li,ne P P' . ¡

Let r be a plane of. PG(n,q) and .C,, denote the set of lines of tr". Suppose that P7 : 1((.)
and P2 : l(tz) are the points of the Grassmannian corresponding to the lines /1 and
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(.2 of. r. By theorem 1.38 the lines of ¡' through the point (ta (.2 represent a line of

the Grassmannian, each point of which is the image under 7 of an element of .C". Thus

'y(L") is a subspace of PG(n, q), contained on Çt,n. As 1@") contains (q' + q* 1) points,

this subspace is a plane, called a Greek plane. There are as many Greek planes on the

Grassmannian Ç1,n as there are planes in PG(n,q).

Suppose that a is a Greek plane on G1,n corresponding to the plane r of PG(n, q) and

that the 3-space Ð3 of PG(N -t,q) contains o and is containedinÇt,n. Let P € X3\o.

As X¡ is contained in Çun there is a line of Çt,n joining P to every point of a. Thus

T'e) meets every line of r', which is not possible. Hence any subspace of PG(,n/ -7,q)
which contains a Greek plane is not contained on the Grassmannian.

There are, however, other subspaces of PG(,n/-1, q) on Ç1,n. Let P be a point of PG(n,q)

and Lp denote the set of lines of PG(n,q) which contain P. As there are (q"-r + q"-2 +

...*q*1) Iines through a point in PG(n,q),1@p) contains (q"-'+q"-2+...+q+1)
points of Çt,n. Suppose that P1 : l([t) and P2 : l(tz) are any two such points. In

PG(n,q), the g*l lines of the plane (!t,tt) through the point P are mapped by 7 to a

line of Ç1,n contained in l@p).Thus any two points of 1(Lp) are contained in a line of

l@p) and so ,(Le) is a subspace of PG(l/ - 1, q) contained on the Grassmannian. As

l@p) contains (q"-t +q"-2 +...-lq* 1) points, it is asubspace of dimension n- 1.

The subspaces of Ç1,n,which correspond to the points of PG(n,q) in this way are called

Latin spaces and are (q" + . . . -l q + 1) in number.

As r,vith Greek planes, a Latin space is not contained in any space of higher dimension

on the Grassmannian. Suppose that Xrr-1 is a Latin space on Çt,n corresponding to

the lines of. PG(n,q) through the point P. If X is a point of a (possibly larger) space

containing Xr,-1 then X is collinear, on a line of Ç\n, with every point of Xr,-1. Thus

'y-'(X) intersects .y-r(Y) for all points Y of Dn-1. Thus f'(X) passes through P and

so X is a point of D,,-1. Summarising, we have;

Theorem 1.39. 129] Thelines of aplane of PG(n,q) correspondto thepoi,nts of aplane

oft Çt,n, called a Greek plane. The I'ines through a poi,nt of PG(n,q) correspond to the

po'ints of a (n - l) di,mensi,onal spo,ce oft Çt,n, called a Lati,n spo,ce. Euery subspace of

PG(N -l,q) contai,ned on Çt,n i,s ei,ther one of these spaces or is a subspace of one of

these spaces. !
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1.11 The Ruled Cubic Surface in PG(a,q)

Let a be a plane in PG( ,q) containing a non-degenerate conic C and L be a line of

PG( ,q) sker,v to c. Suppose that the points of / and the points of. C are projectively

related (by which we mean that if 0 and 0' are non-homogeneous parameters for the

points of C and /, respectively, then 0' : ó(0), for some ó e PGL(2,q)). If we join the

points of C and / which correspond to one another under this projective correspondence

by lines then the resulting structure 7 is called a ruled cubic surface. C is known as

the conic directrix, / as the line directrix and the lines joining corresponding points

of (, and C are called generators of the ruled cubic surface.

Choose coordinates in PG(4, q) so that a is the plane 13 : 14 : 0, I the line re :
tt : 12 : 0, C has equati on rl : r,0z.2, t3 : r.4: 0 and the point (r2 , xJg,y2,0,0) of C

corresponds, under the above projective correspondence, to the point (0,0,0, r,y) of (..

Thus the ruled cubic surface consists of the set of points

{(nt,rA,E2,rz,yz) : r,y €. GF(q), not both zero )z e GF(q) U {-}} (1 7)

Using this formulation we define the following map:

o: PG(2,q) -+ V

o: (r,y,z) + (r2,rU,y2,rz,yz)

Theorem L.4O. The ruled cubi,c surface i,s eractly the intersecti,on of the three quadri,cs

fgT4 - ryf3

I2I3 - I1I4

rsr2 - rl

0

0

0

(1 8)

(1 e)

(1 . 10)

Thus the ruled cubic surface is indeed a variety. To calculate its dimension and order we

consider the following map between the plane of PG(3,q) of equation ø3 : 0 and V,

(r, A, ", 
0) r+ (r2, rA, U2, rz, y z)

This defines an algebraic 1-1 correspondence between the points of 7 and the plane

(*,8, 
",0) 

of PG(3, q). Thus I/ is an absolutely irreducible variety of dimension two and,

moreover) rrye âre justified in calling it a surface.
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To determine its order we need to know in how many points a generic plane of PG(4,q)

meets I,/. For this purpose consider the hyperplane øeøs I a1r1l a2r2l a3r3 * aara : g.

This meets the surface in the points with coordinates satisfying

asr2 * lar:! * azA2 * o4rz I a4!z :0 (1.11)

Thus, under o, the points in which a hyperplane intersects V correspond to the points

of a conic of PG(2,q) containing the point (0,0,1). Therefore, since a plane of PG(4,q)

can be expressed as the intersection of any two hyperplanes containing it, the points in

which a plane of PG(4, g) intersects I/ correspond, under o, to the points of intersection

of two conics of PG(2,q) which both contain (0,0, 1). As two such conics generically

have three further common points, a generic plane section of V contains three points

and the variety has order 3.

Because of this we henceforth denote the ruled cubic surface bV V].

Lemma L.47. AnE two generators oÍV; are skew and no three l'ie'in a common hyper-

plane.

Proof: A plane containing two generators necessarily contains / and meets a, the plane

of the conic directrix, in a line, contradicting the fact that !. and o are skew. Simi-

larly, a hyperplane containing three generators contains both / and a which, once again,

contradicts the fact that these spaces are skew. ¡

Corollary L.42. A line of PG( ,q) whi,ch i,s neither a generator nor the li,ne di,rectrir

of V; i,ntersects V] in 0,1 or 2 points.

Proof: Suppose the line nz (which is neither the line directrix L nor a generator) contains

three points of V]. If one of these points is on / then it meets two generators at points not

on / and the plane (*,1) contains the generators through these points which contradicts

lemma 1.41. If rn is skew to /then (*,() is ahyperplane containingthe three generators

which meet rn, in contradiction with lemma 1.4I. tr

L.L2 Segre Varieties

LeI X : ("0,... ,:xn) be a point of PG(n,q) and Y : (A0,... ,U*) be a point of

PG(m,q). Consider the set of points .S of PG((n + L)(nz + 1) - L,q) of the form

{(roAo,...,roA*,rtao,...,rnA^) : X e PG(n,q) and Y e PG(m,q)}
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Each such point lies on each of the quadrics (for n < m)

X¿XrØ+Ð+(r+r) : X ¡4X 4n+t)+t

where i,i:0,1,... ,n with j > i and k - 1,. ..,ffi and every point common to these

quadrics is of the above form. Thus 5 is a variety in PG((n+7)(m+L) -r,q) called

a Segre variety. The Segre variety is absolutely irreducible and non-singular and has

dimension nm and, order W (see [31]). We denote ilVr,* and sometimes call it the

Segre product of PG(n,q) and PG(m,q). The Segre variety was introduced by C.Segre

in i891 (see [a6]) r,vhere it is discussed over the infinite field. For more information on

this case see Hodge and Pedoe, [32]. The Segre variety over a finite field has been studied

by Hirschfeld [31] and Casse and O'Keefe [19]. We follow [19].

We discuss the subspaces of PG((n+L)(m+1) - 1,g) which are contained on Vn,^. Fix

Q : (y0.,. . . ,U^) and consider the set of points

D. : {(rsygr... : roUm,rtAo,...,rnU*) : (r0,...,r'-) e PG(m,q)}

The points of Ðn are spanned by the (n + 1) linearly independent points

(a0,... .,A^,0,...'0,...,0,..., 0),

(0,. -.,\rUor...,Arnr'. -,0,...,0),

(0, " ' ,0,0, 0 ,Uor. . . ,A^)

and thus D,, is a subspace of dimension n of PG((n+I)(m+ 1) - 1, q) which is contained

in Vn,*. As we vary Q over all points of PG(m,q) v/e obtain (q^ + ... -l q * 1) such

subspaces, any two of which have no common point.

Similarly, by fixing R: (ro,. . . ,rn) rù/e see that the set of points

D^ : {(roAo,...,roUrn,,rtao,...,rnU^), (y0,.. .,U^) e PG(m,q)}

is asubspace of dimension n'LonVn,*. Again, as there are (q" +...+q+1) candidates

for R we obtain a set of (q" + ... * q * 1) pairwise skew rn-dimensional spaces onVn,^

in this way.
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Lemma 7.43. [79] fhe Segre uari,ety V,,* conta'ins two systems of subspaces, the f,rst,
ln, cons'ists of (q^ +... +q+1) pazrwise slcewn-di,mensional spo,ces andthe second,l,n

cons'ists of (q" +...+q+1) pai,rwi,se skewm-di,mensional spaces. Two subspaceJrom

opposi,te systems haue a uni,que cornrnon poi,nt and any poi,nt oj Vn,^ is contained i,n a

uni,que subspace from each sgstern.

Proof: It only remains to prove to the last sentence. If Dn is an element of f,"

corresponding to the point Q (us in the above discussion) and if D- is an element

of f- corresponding to the point -R then D,, and X- meet exactly at the point

(roAo, . . . , roArn, rtAo, . . . , rnU^). Conversely, the point (royo, . . . , rslrnt rtUo, . . . , rnU*)

of Vn,^ lies only in the elements of f,, and l- corresponding to the points Q and r? re-

spectively. ¡

As a direct corollary we have;

Corollary L.44. The Segre uarietyVn,^ contai,ns (q" +... + q + 1)(q^ +... +q+ 1)

poi,nts.

!

Theorem 1.45. 179) fhe systern of n-spaces on the Segre uari,ety Vn,^ can be obtained

by joini,ng correspond'ing po'ints of (n + L) pairwise di,sjoi,nt and projectiuely related m-

spaces i,n PG((n+I)(m + 1) - 1,q). Si,mi,larly, the system of m-spaces onYn,^ can

be obtained by joini,ng correspondi,ng poi,nts of (m * I) pairwi,se di,sjoi,nt and projecti,uely

relatedn-spaces i,n PG((n + 1)(rn+ 1) - 1,q).

Proof: If Es, . . . ,Dn denote (n + 1) pairwise disjoint rn-spâces then we may choose

coordinates in PG((n + 7)(m + 1) - 1, q) so that they contain the sets of points:

D¡ : {(16, ...,rm,0,...,0,...,0,..., 0) : r¡ < GF(q)},

X1 : {(0,...,0, r0,...,r,n, 0 ,0) : r¿ e GF(q)j,

x, : {(0, 000 ,tor. . .,rr,.) : r¿ € GfØ)j.

Furthermore, by an appropriate choice of coordinates, we may assume that the projective

correspondence between D¡, ... ,Dn relates points P0,... ,Pn of. the form;

Po : (A0,...,,U*,0,. -., 0, 0 , 0),
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Pt, (0,...,0, U0,...,Um,...,0,...,0),

P" 
' 

(0, 0 ,Ao,'' . ,A^)

where U0,...)Arnare not allzero. Foreach choice of ao,...,Um the points P0,...,P,
span a subspace of PG((n+f)(m + 1) - 1,q) of dimension n and the set of all such

r¿-spaces are the n-spaces of the Segre variety Vr,*. The proof of the second statement

is analogous to this. !

Theorem L.46. lI9] There is a uni,que Segre uariety Vn,^ conta,ining any (n + 2) m-

spl,ces of PG((n+1)(nz+1) -I,q), no (n*L) of whi,ch lie i,n a hyperplane. Si,mi,larty, there

'i,s a uni,que Segre uariety Vn,^ contai,ning (m+2) n-spl,ces of PG((n+l)(m+ 1) - 1, q),

no (m + 7) of whi,ch lie i,n a hyperplane.

Proof: Let Xs, . . . , Xn+r denote (n + 2) pairwise disjoint rn-dimensional subspaces of

PG((n+I)(m + 1) - 1,q), no (n+ 1) in a hyperplane. Note that the condition that

no (n + 1) of the X¿ lie in a hyperplane implies that the X¿ are pairwise disjoint. Now,

through a general point of PG((n + 1)(m + 1) - 1,g) there passes a unique n-space

meeting each of (n+ 1) pairwise disjoint m-spaces in a unique point. Therefore, through

each of the (q^ * qm-r + . . . + 1) points of Ds there is a unique ??-space meeting each

of X1,...,Xn+1. The (q- *qm-t +...+1) n-spaces so obtained are pairwise disjoint

and are one system of subspaces of a Segre variety. The proof of the second statement

is analogous. ¡

L.LZ.L The Cubic Scroll of Planes in PG(5,q)

Consider the Segre product of a plane and a line. This is the set of points

{(Aoto,,UoZt,Uozz,Atzo,,Atzt,ytzz): (yo,At) € PG(7,q),,(ro,zt,,zz) e PG(2,q)} (1.12)

of PG(5,g) and is also known as the cubic scroll of planes in PG(5,q).

Every point of the cubic scroll of planes lies on each of the 3 quadrics with equations,

0U

r1I5 - I2I4

r2x4 - IsIg

IgI4 - Ilrg

tt
Jt)

0

0

0

(1.13)

(1 14)

(1.15)



and conversely, each point in common to these three quadrics is a point of the cubic

scroll. Thus it is a variety. We can infer directly from the coordinatisation given above

that the cubic scroll has dimension 3 and we will see shortly that it has order 3. Due to

this we denote the cubic scroll bV R3.

Alternatively, we can define the cubic scroll as follows. Let r and zr' be two skew planes

in PG(5, q) and suppose that ø defines a projective correspondence between them. If we

join corresponding points under ø by lines then the set of points on these (q2 + q + t)

lines are the points of a cubic scroll of planes. (For if we choose coordinates so that the

point (r0,rr,22,0,0,0) of r corresponds to the point (0,0,0, z0,Zr,z2) of z-'under u,,then

it is evident that we obtain the set of points 1.12; theorem 1.45.)

As it is a Segre variety there are two systems of subspaces contained on the cubic scroll.

The first consists of (q + 1) skew planes and the second of (q'* q* 1) skew lines. Each

point of Ã! lies on exactly one space of each system and spaces from different systems

intersect in a unique point. Any subspace contained in ,R! is either contained in one of

these spaces or is one of these spaces.

If zr is a plane of E! and L is a line of n' then the set of lines of Ë! meeting / meet each

plane of the scroll in a line and are the lines of a Segre variety [,1 which is a hyperbolic

quadric. There are (q2 * g * 1) lines in zr and thus (q2 * q -l1) hyperbolic quadrics on

the scroll.

We discuss the ways in which a hyperplane of PG(5, q) can intersect the cubic scroll. As

any two planes of ,?! are skew, a hyperplane can contain at most one plane of the scroll

and accordingly a hyperplane intersects the scroll in two possible ways.

Let Xa be a hyperplane in PG(5, q) containing the plane n' of the scroll. As a hyperplane

meets each plane of PG(5,q) in at least a line, Xa meets each of the remaining planes of

.R! in a line. Suppose that it meets n' \n l'. Since the lines of R! join projectively related

points of n and r' the lines of .R! meeting /' intersect ¡ in a projectively related line, (..

Hence these are the lines of a Segre variety V1,1 (theorem 1.45), which is a hyperbolic

quadric. That is, these lines constitute one regulus of a hyperbolic quadric and, together

wilh I and l', the lines in which Ða meets the remaining q - 1 planes of Ã! constitute

the opposite regulus of this hyperbolic quadric.

Now suppose that Xa contains no plane of the scroll and hence meets every plane of the

scroll in a line and, in particular, meets 11 in (.1 and 12 in (.2. Again, these planes are

projectively related, under projectivity ø, say, and u({.) is a line .t\ of 12. The line g
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of Ä3 through (.2 I !\ joins corresponding points under ø and so joins this point to a

point of. \ and is thus contained in Xa. Let m be a line of zr.1 which does not contain the

point g I rt The (q + 1) lines of the cubic scroll which intersect m are one regulus 7?

of a three-dimensional hyperbolic quadric Q. Ds does not contain Q, nor any line of 7?,

and thus meets Q in a non-singular conic C. The intersection of Xa with Ë! therefore

consists of the q + 7 lines joining the points of g to the points of C. These points are

projectively related so the resulting structure is a ruled cubic surface. Hence we have,

Theorem L.47. A hyperplane 'intersects the cubic scroll of planes in ei,ther a ruled cubi,c

surface orin a plane together wi,th a hyperboli,c quadri,c. tr

Thus the cubic scroll of planes is indeed of order 3. In addition, as there are precisely

(q' + q * 1) hyperbolic quadrics on .R!, there are (q2 * q -l1)(q + 1) hyperplanes meeting

the scroll in a plane and a quadric and hence (qn - q2 - q) meeting it in a ruled cubic

surface.

1.13 Spreads

In section 1.8 we defined and discussed a spread of lines of PG(3,q); we extend this

work here. A t-spread of PG(n,q) is a set of pairwise disjoint ú-spaces of PG(n,q)

which partition the points of. PG(n,q). A l-spread is usually called a spread. If 5 is a

ú-spread of. PG(n,g) then clearly the number of points in PG(n,g) must be a multiple

of the number of points in PG(t,q). Thus

(q'*'- r)l(q"*t - r)

which implies that (ú + 1)j(n + 1). We write

(rz+1) :(r*1)(t+1)

for some integer r ) 0. Moreover, it is well-known (see, for example, [23]) that this

condition is sufficient to guarantee the existence of a ú-spread of PG(n, q) as the following

construction of a ú-spread of PG((r + 1)(l + 1) - 1,q) shows. See [18], Thas, and we

quote from there.

Let X6, Xr, . . . , X¿ be (t + t) r-dimensional subspaces of PG(n,q¿+l) which generate the

space and are conjugate with respect to the (¿+l)-th extension GF(q'*') of GF(q) (that

is, if ø denotes the collineation of PG(n,qt+l) induced by the automorphism of GF@t+L)
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mapping n to rq then I¿ - ti')). Let Po e Io and P1 ,... ,P, be the f points conjugate

to Po; so 4 e D¿. Let ll be the ú-dimensional subspace generated by these points. Now

lI meets PG(n,q) in a subspace of PG(n,q) of dimension f. The set of aI ffi such

ú-spaces forms a ú-spread of PG(n,,q).

Lemma 1.48. A necessary and sufficient conditi,on for the eri,stence of a t-spread of

PG(n,q) is that

n:(r+1)(¿+1) _1

lor some integer r ) 0

We say that 5, a f-spread of PG((r + 1)(ú+ 1)- 1, g), induces a f-spread in the subspace

D¿ of PG((r + 1)(¿+ 1) - 1,q) if every element of .9 which intersects X¿ is contained in

td. If 5 induces a ú-spread in the subspace generated by any two elements of 5 then we

say that 5 is a geometric spread (Baer [Z]) of PG((r + 1)(ú+ 1) - 1,q). In some of

the literature the term normal is used to describe a spread satisfying this property.

From a geometric spread S of PG((r+ 1)(¿+ 1) -7,q) we can construct an incidence

structure2 Z(5) as follows. The points of Z(S) are the elements of S, the lines of Z(5)

are the subspaces generated by two elements of 5 and the incidence is containment; this

is as in [45]. There the following results are proved.

Theorem L.49. 145] A geometrict-spread of PG(n,q) eri,sts if and only if (t+t) diui,des

(n + 1).

Let S be a geometri,ct-spread of PG((r +1)(¿+1) - l,q), withr 20. Theinci,dence

structure I,(3) i.s isomorph'ic to the 'incidence structure formed by the poi,nts and li,nes of

PG(r, q'*t). !

In the case where t : 1 and r : 2, 3 is a spread of lines of PG(5,q) and the incidence

structure Z(5) is isomorphic to PG(2,q2). This representation of PG(2,q2) has been

studied by R.C.Bose in [8]; we shall study this in later chapters.

1.13.1 Regular t-spreads

LetSdenoteaf-spread of PG((r+1)(¿+1) -1,q). Wedefinethetermregularforsuch

spreads.

2By an incidence structure we mean a triple (P,L,T) whereP andl are two sets whose elements

are called points and lines, respectively, andî is a subset of P x L. For example, a projective space is

an incidence structure with respect to the points, lines and natural incidence of that space.
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At-regulusinPG((r+1)(t+t)-1,q) isthesetof ú-spacesof aSegrevarietyy,,r, ([19]).

Again, a l-regulus is usually called a regulus. As a Segre variety V1,1 is a hyperbolic

quadric of PG(3,q), this definition is equivalent with that already given for a reguìus of

lines of PG(3,q).

Theorem 1.50. [t9] There i,s a uni,quet-regulus through any (r*2) t-spaces of PG((r+

1)(f + 1) - 1, Q), no (r+ 1) of which lie tn a hyperplane.

Proof: This is a restatement of theorem 1.46. ¡

We then define a reguiar spread of l-spaces of PG((r + 1)(ú+ 1) - 1,q) as follows: a

ú-spread S of PG((r + 1)(t+ i) - t, q) is said to be regular (see [t9]) if given any r-space

in PG((r + 1)(¿ + 1) - 1, q) not containing more than one point of any element of 5, the

(q'+...*q * 1) elements of 5 which intersect it form a ú-regulus.

In the case of a 1-spread of PG(3, q) this definition says that.S is regular if the lines of 5

meeting any line of PG(3,q) not cont¿ined in 5 form a regulus. Thus, by theorem 1.32,

this definition is equivalent to that given earlier for l-spreads of PG(3,q).

Note that for q - 2 a ú-regulus of PG(2t + 7,2) consists of 3 ú-spaces and so, by the-

orem 1.46, every ú-spread of PGQ| + 7,2) is regular. In some of the literature this

situation is avoided by defining a regular spread as one that can be constructed using

the construction given immediately prior to the statement of lemma 1.48. To conclude

this section we quote the following result.

Theorem 1.51. [19] ,4 t-spreadof PG((r+1)(¿+1) -7,q),wi,thr]2i,sregularif and

onlg i,f i,t is geometri,c. tr

L.L4 Unitals

Let K be a set of Æ points of PG(2,q).If for every line (. of PG(2,q)

l(.a rcl e {rr,fr2,...,n,}

where 0 1n¿ < (q+ 1) then,¡/e say that K is a /c-arc of type (nrrn, n,). A line

containing n¿ points of K is called ân rù¿-s€cânt of K. If we speak of a k-arc without

mentioning its type it is assumed that the k-arc is of type (0,1,2).

Consider a k-arc K of type (^,n). If rn: 0 such an arc is called a maximal arc,

of which two trivial examples are the plane PG(2,q) itself (with n : Q * 1) and the

Ð-
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set PG(2,q) \ / for any hne (. of PG(2,q) (with n : q). Excluding the case where

K: PG(2,q), the existence of a maximal arc with r¿ points on a line in PG(2,q) implies

lhal n divides q, as is shown by Cossu in 122). For g odd this condition is in fact

sufficient and examples of maximal arcs with n points on a line in PG(2,q) have been

demonstrated (see Denniston [2a) and Thas [54]) for every n dividing q. However, when

q is odd the opposite is true and besides the trivial examples there are no maximal arcs

in PG(2,q) for q odd (see [3]).

Now let K be a lc-arc of type (*,r) with rn f 0, see Tallini-Scafati [53] for a discussion

of the elementary properties of such arcs. Here, by considering the number of points of

K on the lines through various points of PG(2,q) it is shown that k satisfies

rnq+nllc<(n-7)q+m

Arcs satisfying this lower bound are called minimal with respect to type and those

satisfying the upper bound are called maximal with respect to type. Furthermore

the following result is proved;

Theorem L.52. [53] # PG(z,q) contai,ns a k-arc of type (*,n) w'ithml0 then

1. q'is a square.

2. IÍ rc ts marimal wi,th respect to type then it i.s ei,ther the complement of a Baer

subplane or a (qJQ*\)-arc of type (t,¡4+t).

3. If rc is mi,nimal with respect to type i,t is ei,ther a Baer subplane or the complement

of a ØJd * I)-ørc of type (1, Jq + 1).

We say that a (qt + 1)-arc of type (1,q+ 1) in PG(2,,q2) is a unital. In some of the

Iiterature the term hermitian arc is also used.

Let tl denote a unital in PG(2,q2). Every line of the plane meets Z in one or (q + 1)

points and we call such lines tangent lines and secant lines of Z,/ respectively.

Let P be a point of tl. There are (q2 * 1) Iines passing through P and each of the

remaining q3 points of. Ll lie on a unique such line. Hence, as each line through P is

either tangent or secant to the unital, q2 of these lines are secants of. Ll and one is a

tangent of tt. Thus, as I,l contains (q3 * 1) points it has (qt + 1) tangent lines and

(qn + q2 + I) - (q'+ 1) : (qn - q3 + q2) secants. Similarly, by considering the lines
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through a point of PG(2,q')\1,1, it is easily shown that of |he (q2 * 1) lines through

such a point (q+ 1) are tangents of l,l and (q2 - q) are secant lines. For future reference

we gather these results together.

Lemma 1.53. Lettl be a unital i,n PG(2,q'). h totaltl has q3 l7 tangent li,nes and

(qn - qt * q2) secant lines. Through a poi,nt of Il there pl,sses a un'ique tangent and q2

secants. Through a poi,nt of PG(2,q')\U there passes q*I tangents and (q2 -q) secants

ofu. ¡

I.I .L The Classical Unital

Recall from section 1.2.1 that a bijective correspondence o between the points and lines

of PG(2,q2) which is incidence preserving and of order two is called a polarity. A point

P of PG(2,q2) for which P e P" is called an absolute point of o and similarly aline !.

of PG(2,q2) f.or which l e (. is called an absolute line of ø.

A polarity of PG(2,q2) for which the set of absolute points is projectively equivalent to

the set of points of the curve defined by the equation

"3*'+rn.*'+,l*':o
is called a unitary polarity.

The set of absolute points of a unitary polarity o in PG(2, q2) form a unital called a

classical unital (or sometimes an hermitian curve). The secant lines of a classical

unital are the non-absolute lines of the polarity.

if P € U and / is the polar of P then, as P is an absolute point, P e (. and hence, as ø

is incidence preservin1, l.o e Po : (, and / is absolute. Therefore the polar of P is the

unique tangent to Z,/ through P. Similarly, the pole of a tangent line to U is the unique

point of the unital on that tangent line. If P # U then P is incident with (q * 1) tangent

lines ./1, ... ,lq+r of U and hence, as o is incidence preserving,

Pe(.¡-+lieP"

That is, the (q * 1) points of U li , . . . , li*, are collinear on the polar line of P. Similarly,

if I is a secant line of U Lhe tangent lines of /,/ intersecting / in a point of U are concurrent

at the pole of l. Furthermore, this property classifies classical unitals among all unitals.

Theorem L.54. 156l Letl,l be a un'ital of PG(2,q'). If the tangents of t{ at collinear

poi,nts of U are concurrent then U i,s classicaL n
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The fact that the points of a classical unital are the absolute points of a unitary polarity

allows us to deduce other configurational properties of the points of a classical unital.

Let A,B,C,D be four points of the unital U, no three of which are collinear, with

a,b, c, d denoting the tangents of. U at these points. We say thal U satisfies the condition

of reciprocity if whenever ø lì ö is a point of the line joining C and D then cll d is a

point of the line joining.4 and B. Now suppose thatU is a classical unital, X : alb
and Y : cld. As CD is the polar of Y, the condition that X € CD is equivalent to X

being incident with the polar of Y. Thus, by the pole-polar property, this implies that Y

is on the polar of. X, or, in other words, Y e AB. Hence the classical unital satisfies the

condition of reciprocity. Actually, this property also characterises the classical unital.

Theorem 1.55. [53] ,4 uni,tal i,s classi,cal i.f and only if i,t sati,sfi,es the condition of

reciproc'ity. n

It can also be shown that the points of a secant line of a classical unital are the points

of a Baer subline of a line of PG(2,q2). Conversely, we have the theorem;

Theorem 1.56. [35], [26] Lettl be a unital i,n PG(2,q2), where q > 2. If, for eaery

secant line (. of U, the poi,nts of U on I are the poi,nts of a Baer subli,ne then U i,s a

classical uni,tal. D

Equivalently, this can be stated as, if each Baer subline of PG(2,g2) meets ?.,1. in 0,I,2 or

g f 1 points then /,/ is classical.

This has been improved to,

Theorem L.57. 16) Letl,l be a uni.tal in PG(2,q2), where q > 2 and !. be a secant li,ne

of the uni,tal. If euery Baer subli,ne with a point on (, meets U in 0,1,2 or q I I poi,nts

then U i,s classi,cal. ¡

1.15 The Bruck-Bose Representation of Translation

Planes

In their papers [13] and [f4] Bruck and Bose give a construction for any translation plane

with kernel containine GF(q) (see [33] for a definition of these terms). In particular

any finite translation plane, and thus PG(z,g), can be constructed in this way. This

construction has proved useful in the study of certain structures in translation pianes,
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most notably in the study of unitals. It should be noted that the construction given by

Bruck and Bose is equivalent to one given earlier by Andre in [1].

Let X* bea(2t-1)-space in X: Pc(zt,q) and let 5 be a (¿-l)-spread of X-. Define

an incidence structure z'(D, X-,5) as follows.

The points of n.(X, t-, S) are of two types. The first being the points of X not contained

in D* and the second being the elements of 5.

The lines of r(X,X*,,S) are the ú-spaces of X meeting I* exactly in an element of S

and one ideal line /- which consists of the elements of 5.

The incidence in zr(X,D-,5) is given by natural containment.

Theorem 1.58. [13], [14] zr(X, X-, S) i,s atranslation plane of order qt wi,th translati,on

li,ne l.oo and euery translati,on plane of order qt which has a kernel contai,ning GF(q) can

be constructed i.n thi,s way. !

We call the structure in PG(zt, q) associated to a translation plane n.(Ð, D-,5) the

Bruck-Bose representation of zr(D, t.",,S). The map associating n(1, D*, S) to its

Bruck-Bose representation is denoted 82, and called the Bruck-Bose mâp, so that if
,4 denotes some substructure of zr(X, t-, S) its Bruck-Bose representation is denoted

þr(A) o, Aþ,.

In addition;

Theorem 1.59. lt3l For q > 2, the translation plane zr(D,X-,5) zs 'isomorphic to

PG(z,q') ?,f and only i,f E i,s a regular spread. ¡

Note that when Q :2 all (t-1) spreads of PG(2t-1,2) are regular, by the definition given

in section 1.13.1, but there are translation planes of order 2¿ which are not isomorphic

to PG(2,2t).

1.15.1 The Representation of the Baer Subplanes of PG(2, q2)

The above construction has had greatest use in the study of the Desarguesian plane

PG(2,q2). Of particular importance is the representation of Baer substructures of

PG(2,q2). To consider these we assume that t:2 so that I : PG( ,q), X- is a

3-space contained in X and 5 is a regular spread of Ð-. Throughout we let /- denote

the line of PG(2,q2) which corresponds to D- under the Bruck-Bose map.
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A plane r of PG(4, q) meeting X- in a line r¿ which is not an element of S is called

a transversal plane. The points of zr \ rn, together with the q * 1 elements of 5

[t, . . . ,l.q+t which intersect n'L) àre the Bruck-Bose representation of q2 -f q l- 1 points

of PG(2,q2). These points form a Baer subplane of PG(2,q2) (as is shown in [tS]) for

which the Baer sublines are represented by the lines of z. meeting rn. In this respect we

say that zr is the Bruck and Bose representation of a Baer subplane of PG(2,q2) meeting

(.oo in q * 1 points. As any line of PG( ,q) not in X3 is contained in a t¡ansversal plane,

each of these lines represents a Baer subline with a unique point on (.*. Conversely, by

counting, \4/e can show that the converse of these statements hold. That is, we have;

Theorem 1.60. A transuersal plane of 3 i,s the Bruclc-Bose representati,on of a Baer

subplane of PG(2,q2) meeti,ng (.oo 'in q + I poi,nts. Conuersely, a Baer subplane of

PG(2,q2) conta'inirg (q*I) points of (.oo'i.s represented under the Bruck-Bose map by a

transuersal plane of S.

A Baer subli,ne of a li,ne of PG(2,q2) wi,th a un'ique poi,nt on [,*'is representedby ali,ne

of D meeti,ng Eoo i,n a unique poi,nt and, conuersely, any such line i,s the Bruck-Bose

representation of a Baer subline of a line of PG(2,q2) with one point on (.*. !

Note that the first statement above is true in any translation plane n(X,X-,5), re-

gardless of whether S is regular or not but that the converse is not true in general for

translation planes other than PG(2,q2) (see, for example, Freemanl27l). For the case

of Baer subplanes meeting (.oo in a unique point we have;

Theorem 1.61. [21], [9], l59l In PG(2,q2) a Baer subplane meeting t* in a unr,que

point'is represented in PG( ,q) bA a ruled cubi,c surface with li,ne di,rectri,r a li,ne of S

and coni,c directrir skew to Doo and lyi,ng i,n a plane meeting Doo in a (distinct) li,ne of

s.!

For Baer sublines with no point on [oo we have;

Theorem 1.62. [35] / Baer subli,ne of PG(2,q2) wi,th no poi,nt on (.* i,s represented

by a con'ic of D wi,th no point i,n D* and conta'ined i,n a plane meeti,ng Doo in a li,ne of

s.!

However in this case the converse is not true, that is not all conics of PG(4,q) satisfying

the above properties are the Bruck-Bose representation of a Baer subline of a line of

PG(2,q2) (see Metz, [37]). Those that do are called Baer conics. Similarly not all

ruled cubic surfaces with line directrix a line of 5 and conic directrix situated as in
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result 1.61 are the Bruck-Bose representation of a Baer subplane of PG(2,q2). Those

which are are called Baer ruled cubics [21]. In section 5.1.1 we find conditions which

characterise the Baer conics and the Baer ruled cubics among aìl conics and ruled cubics

of PG(4, q).

L.L5.2 The Bruck-Bose Map and Unitals

Lettl be a unitalin PG(2,q'). If l- is secant tol,{ then we calltl a hyperbolic unital

and if /- is tangent toU we say that U is a parabolic unital. In [17] Buekenhout gave

the structure of. B2(U) : U, the Bruck-Bose representation of.U in the case whereU

is a classical unital. There it is shorvn that if Z,/ is hyperbolic then U is a non-singular

quadric of PG( ,q) intersecting D- in a regulus (hyperbolic quadric) and, alternatively,

if U is parabolic then U is a quadric cone consisting of the lines joining a point 7 of

Ð- to the points of a three-dimensional non-singular elliptic quadric which has a unique

point on X-. Note that the line of the spread through ? is a line of this quadric cone

and corresponds under the Bruck-Bose map to the unique point of U on (.oo.

Conversely, Buekenhout noted that if I is a non-singular four-dimensional quadric in

PG(4, q) which meets X- in a regulus belonging to ,S then þr-t (Q) is a hyperbolic unital

in PG(2,q2). Such unitals are known as Buekenhout hyperbolic unitals. A classical

unital is a Buekenhout hyperbolic unital with respect to any secant ìine and in [6], by

the use of a counting argument, it is shown that any Buekenhout hyperbolic unital is a

classical unital.

Similarly, in [17], it was noted that any quadric cone meeting X- in a line ú of .S and

consisting of the lines joining a point of ú to the points of an elliptic quadric which meets

Xoo exactly in a (distinct) point of f corresponds, under the Bruck-Bose map, to a unital

of PG(2,q2). Furthermore if we replace the elliptic quadric in the above construction

with an ovoid (also meeting X- precisely in a point of ú) then the ovoidal cone so formed

corresponds to a unital in PG(2,q2). Such a unital is called a Buekenhout-Metz

unital. If ? is the point of PG(2,q2) corresponding to ú under the Bruck-Bose map then

we sometimes say thatU is Buekenhout-Metz wrt (7,/-). Note that /* is necessarily

the unique tangent line to /,/ through T. If the base ovoid of a Buekenhout-Metz unital

is not an elliptic quadric then the unital is not classical. Thus, as there exists examples

of ovoids which are not elliptic quadrics when q is even, we have non-classical unitals in

PG(2,q2) for q even.
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In [37] Metz proved the existence of non-classical unitals in PG(2,q2) f.or all g. He did

this by showing (roughty) that there are more elliptic quadric cones, positioned as the

Buekenhout-Metz unitals with respect to X-, than classical unitals in PG(2, q2) and

thus not all of these unitals are classical.

Some Characterisations of Buekenhout-Metz Unitals

In the above section it was mentioned that Metz had proved the existence of non-classical

Buekenhout-Metz unitals with base ovoid an elliptic quadric. Lefévre-Percsy has given

us a condition for determining when a Buekenhout-Metz unital with elliptic quadric base

is a classical unital.

Theorem 1.63. 134] A Buekenhout-Metz uni,tal wi,th elli,pti,c quadric as base i,s classr'cal,

i,f and only i,f there erists a secant li,ne of U, not contai,ning the poi,nt of U on [.* of U,

which 'intersects U i,n a Baer subli'ne. !

Furthermore, in the same paper, the following was proved'

Theorem L.64. pa) Letl,l be a uni,tal in PG(2,q2), where 8) 2, and(. be atangent

line to Ll. If all Baer subli,nes haui,ng a point on (. intersectU i,n 0,1,2 or q*I poi'nts

then ll i,s a Buelcenhout-Metz uni,tal. tr

Equivalently, this can be stated as:

Let T € l,{ and (. be lhe tangent line to U containing ?. If the points of Z,/ on lines

through ? form Baer sublines and if each Baer subline meeting / \ {7} intersects U in

at most two points lhen I,l is a Buekenhout-Metz unital. This has been improved to,

Theorem 1.65. 16) Letl,l be auni,talin PG(2,q2), whereq> 2. U zs a Buekenhout-

Metz unitat i,f and only i,f there eri,sts a poi,nt T of U such that the points of U on each

of the q2 secant li,nes to U through T form a Baer subline. n
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Chapter 2

The Veronese Surface

We devote this chapter to a study of a particular variety in PG(5, q), the Veronese surface.

Although the definition and properties of the Veronese surface are well-known, and most

of those appearing here can be found in [29], the exposition and proofs presented here

are, in the main, original.

2.L Definition of the Veronese Surface

Consider the set of points in PG(5,q)

V : {(o?o,a?,a3,o,sa1,ase2,ctyo,2) : ao,ar,az € GF(q), not all zero} (2.I)

Every such point lies on each of the quadrics

It
Ít
T
J5

Itfz - f2s:0,

øoït - 13:0,
ÏtÍ+-I3Ig:Q,

roïz - I?:0
TZ:XS-r4:I5:Q

:LOIS - IgI4: Q

It

fn

.fa

of PG(5,q) and, conversel¡', any point incident r,vith all of these quadrics is of the above

form, so I/ is exactly the intersection of these quadrics and is thus a variety.

Note that, by considering the product hÍz,we have that rsïp?¿: rTr? and thus, using

Ít, ,3*3 : *Zr?.For q even this implies that r2rs : ll4rs which is the equation of the

quadric /a. Similarly, for q even, the equations of /s and /6 can be derived from those

of h,f2 and /3 and so, in this case, I/ is given by the intersection of /1, f2 and. ft.
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Using equation 2'Iwe can see that the points of V arein one-to-one correspondence with
the points of PG(2,q) via the bijective map (also defined in [29])

u: PG(2,q) -+ PG(5,q)

u(as, a1, a2) : (o3, o?, al, asa2, oaa2, a1a2)

and thus 7 is an absolutely irreducible variety of dimension 2. Hence V : Vz is a
surface called the Veronese surface. It follows immediately from the above map that
the Veronese surface contains (q' + q * 1) points. As the matrix (**) is of rank 3 at
all points of V2the Veronese surface is non-singula¡ and has a tangent plane Tp(V2), at
each point P; we discuss these tangent planes in more detail in section 2.4

2-2 Hyperplane sections of the veronese surface

We examine how a hyperplane of PG(5, g) intersects the Veronese surface. Consider the
hyperplane Da of equation

asrs * a1r¡ I a2r2 * a3:Ds * a.a:ra i d5r5 : e

It contains the point P : (o3,o?,orr,asa1,esa2,a1a2) of Vz if and, only if

asaf; + a1a2r l a2al + d.sasal * a4asa2 I d5a1a2 : e

This occurs exactly when

, ,(p): (ao, alja2)

is a point of the conic

aor2 * aLa2 + azz2 + o3r! * a+rz * aslz :0

of PG(2, q)' Thus the points of a hyperplane sectio n of V2 correspond to the image under
u of the points of a conic of PG(2,q). Therefore, as a conic in pG(2,q) contains at most
2q * l points, it follows that a hyperplane of PG(5, q) contains at most 2q i r points of
V2. Hence we have,

Lemma 2.7. [29] No hyperprane of pG(5,q) conta,ins the veronese surface. !

Suppose that xa and Di are two hyperplanes of PG(5,q). By the above discussion, each
meets V2ín a set of points which is the image under u of. aconic of pG(2,q). Letthese
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conics be denoted by C and C' respectively. If D3 is the 3-space which is the intersection
of Xa and Xi then X3 intersects V2 in as many points as C and C' have in common.

Generically, two conics in the plane meet in four points, so a generic 3-space meets I/2
in four points. Or, in other words, the Veronese surface has order 4. Henceforth we will
denote ft V24.

An immediate consequence of the fact that the Veronese surface has order four is that a
hyperplane intersects it in a curve of degree 4. However, there are many different types

of curve of degree four in PG( ,q). To completely elucidate the possible structures of
the intersection of a hyperplane with a Veronese surface we need the following lemmas;

the first of which appears in [29, lemma 25.I.6], with a different proof, as a special case

of a more general result.

Lemma 2.2. [29] If u i,s a projecti,ui,ty of pc(2,q) thena d,efi"nes a permutati,on of vra

Thi,s permutation ìs i,nduced by a projecti,uitE of pG(5,q).

Proof: Suppose that u maps the point x or pGe,q) to the point xA, where A: (oo¡)

is a non-singular 3 x 3 matrix over GF(q).Consider the map

B : PG(2,q) -+

X+
vrn

u(x A)

LeI P e V2a, P: (o3,a?,a2z,ase1,ase2,aßz), and e be the point (oo,or,a2) of pG(2,q)

so that u(Q) : P. Now

P(QA-') : u(QA-IA)

'(Q)
P

and so B is sur.jective. Hence, as PG(2, q) and vr4 both contain q2 * q* 1 points, p is a
bijection. Thus the map

vrn

,(x) + u(XA)

is a permutation of Vra.

we wish to show that there is a projectivity u'of pc(5,q) such that for A € vr4,

,'(A): a(A)

consider x: (ro,rr,.r2), a point of PG(2,q). This is mapped by ø to the point x,4

-+ Vrnu
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ând if we let f o(x) : ailro * o,¿2r1 * a6ï2 then x A : (Ít(x), rz6), rr6D. Therefore,

u (x A) 

: ilíl iä'ji:,, :,,,(x 
) Í z (x ), r, (x ) r, (x ), r, 6 ) r s 6 ))

where B is a 6 x 6 matrix over GF(q).

Define,

r!' : PG(5,q) -+ pG(5,q)

t)''. X ¡-+ XB

For P e Vrn, r'(P) : 
';)(P) and so ø/ permutes the points of Vra. By lemma 2.1 the

points of Vra span PG(5,g), and thus u,(PG(5,q)) : pG(5,q) and so B is non_singular
and ø' is a projectivity. !
corollary 2.3- Ir{. i,s atine of pc(z,q) thenu(e i,s a conic onvra.

Proof: consider the line m on pG(2, q) ioining the points (1,0,0) and (0, 1,0) This
contains the set of points

{(1,À,0) : ) e GF(q)u {*}}
which is mapped by u to the following set of points

{(1,Àr,0,1,0,0) :À e GF(q)u{-}}

which form a conic of PG(5,q) in the plane 12 : 14 : 15 :0. Hence, by lemma 2.2, a
line of PG(z,q) is mapped to a conic on Vra. !
Thus Vra contains, at least, (q' + q * 1) conics, namely those corresponding to lines of
PG(2,g) under the map z. Through any point of Vra there will be q * 1 conics of this
sort.

Corollary 2.4- IIC i's a non-singular con'ic in PG(2,q) then u(C) is a normal rational
curae of degree four on Vra.

Proof: Any non-singular conic in pG(2,q) is projectivery equivarent to

C : {(7, 
^, ^') 

: À e GF(q) u {-}i
and thus

u(C) : {(1, )r,14, À, lr, Àt) : À e GF(q) u {oo}}
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is a normal rational curve on Vra (in ihe hyperplane x)1 : ra). Therefore, agâin by

lemma 2'2, any non-singular conic of PG(2,q) is mapped to a normal rational quartic
curve on Vra. ¡
Recall that a hyperplane meets the Veronese surface in a set of points which are the
image under u of a conic of PG(2,q). Ar a conic of PG(2,q) consists of either a single

point, a repeated line, two distinct lines or is non-singular, we can summarise the above

results as follows;

Theorem 2.5. A hyperplane intersects Vra i,n a curue of d,egree l. Th,is curue cons,ists

oJ one of,

o A poi,nt

o A conic

o Two conics

o A normal rati,onal quarti,c curue tr

As there is a unique conic consisting of the points of a line, the points of two lines or
the points of a non-singular conic, the correspondence between the conics of PG(2,q)
and the hyperplane sections of Vra is one-to-one in these cases. Therefore the number of
hyperplane sections of the last three types above is equal to the number of lines, pairs

of distinct lines and non-singular conics of PG(2,q), respectively. However, if z(p) is

a point of vra then for any line t of PG(z, q2) \ pc(2,q) containing the point p, the
conic consisting of (. and (., the conjugate of. (., is a conic of PG(2,q) corresponding to
a hyperplane meetingVra solely at the point ,(p).As there are (q2 + 1) - (q+ 1) lines

of PG(2,q2) through P which are not lines of PG(2,q), there ur" fu) such pairs of
conjugate lines and .o qÐ hyperplanes meeting V2 at z(P) precisely. This, together
with the fact that there are (qt - q') non-singular conics in PG(2,q) (theorem 1.15),

gives the following result;

Theorem 2.6. There are (q2 *q*L)q(q-r)12 hyperplanes meeti,ngvra i,n a uni.que

point, (q'+q*r) meetingvza in a conic, (q'+q+L)(q, +q)12 meetingv.! in apair of
conics and (q5 - q2) hAperplanes meet'ing Vra in a normal rational quarti,c curue. ¡
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2.3 Conics on the Veronese Surface

We saw in corollary 2.3 that Vra contains at least q2 * q -l 1 conics, namely those which

are the images under z of lines of PG(2,q). W. show that these are the only conics on

vrn

Lemma 2.7. [29] LetC andC' betwo conzcs onVra i,ntersecti,ng i,nthe poi,nt P. If these

con'ics lie 'in the planes a and at respect'iuely then a and a' intersect only at the poi,nt p.

Proof: If a and o' meet in a line then they span a three dimensional subspace X3 of
PG( ,q). Thus, for R € vrn \Ð¡, (xs, Ã) is a hyperplane of pG(5,q) meeting vra in fwo

conics and the point .R, in contradiction with theorem 2.5. Thus a and a/ meet only at

the point P. ¡
If C : u(l) and C' : u((') are two conics on Vra which are the images under z of lines of
PG(2,q), then as (. and l'have a unique common point so too do C and C'. Because of
this, the above lemma has the following corollary.

Corollary 2.8. If C i,s a con'ic onVra then C i,s the i,mage und,er u of a li,ne of PG(2,q).

Proof: By the above, each pair of the (q' + q * 1) conics on Vra which are the images

of lines of PG(2,g) meet in a point and so, by lemma 2.7, d.efine a hyperplane meeting

vra in two conics. we obtain (q'-lq*r)(q'+e12hyperplanes meeting vra inthis way

and, by theorem 2.6, these are all of the hyperplanes which intersect Vra in two conics.

If C is another conic on Vra then there will be q * 1 conics which are the images of a line

of PG(2,q) through any point of C. Again by lemma2.7, C together with any of these

q* 1 conics defines a hyperplane meeting Vra in two conics contradicting theorem 2.6.

tr

For later reference \¡¡e summarise the above results.

Theorem 2.9. [29]

o There are (q2 -l q * I) conics on the Veronese surface

. AnU point of the surface is contained on q + I of these coni,cs.

o There 'is a un'ique conic through any two points of the Veronese surface.

. AnA two conzcs on the Veronese surface haue a unique con'Ln'Lon poi,nt which zs the

un'ique poi,nt of i,ntersection of the planes of these con,ics. ¡
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Thus the incidence structure (P,L,r) with points being the points of the veronese
surface, lines being the conics of. vra and the inherited incidence from pG(5, g) is aprojective plane of order q' As we can coordinatise ii with the elements of GF(q) (by
using z) this plane is isomorphic to pG(2,q).

As we now know that any conic on vrais the image under u of arine of pG(2,ø) it is an
eas¡r matter to describe the plane of a conic on Vra.

Letc beaconic of vra correspondingtotherine gof pG(2,q)ofequation

(.r*my*nz:0
(2.2)

Multiplying equation 2.2 in turn by r,y and,z we obtain the equations

lr2 + mry I nrz :
lry -l my2 + nyz :
(.rz * mAz * nz2 :

lro + rnrs + nr4 :
(r, + r'rl:r3 I nr5 :
(r, + ?'rLr4]- nr5 :

We conclude this section by stating a characterisation of Vra in terms of its conic planes.

Theorem 2'Lo' [51] Let R be a set of (q'+ q + 1) pranes of pG(',q), wi,th q od,d,,
s atisfyi,ng the f ollowing propert,ies,

1. No po'int belongs to all elements of R.

2' Any two distinct erements of R haue a uní,que conünon poi,nt

3. Any three di,st,inct elements of R generate pG(5,q).

The set R i,s the set of con,ic planes of a Veronese surface.

0

0

0

and thus the points of c : u(t) berong to the prane defined by the equations

0

0

0

!
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2.4 The Tangent Planes of the veronese surface

As Vra is a non-singular variety it has a tangent plane at each point. At the point
P : (o3,o?, a3, asa1, a6a2, a1a2) of. Vra the tangent plane Tp(Vrn) has equations

,,#(p) + ",#(,o) + ..* rsffirn:, ,i: r,2, .. ,6
Thus it is given by the intersection of the six hyperplanes of PG(5,q) defined by the
equations,

o?rt, + o?t, - 2a1a2r5 :
alrs * oSrz - 2a6a2r4 :
alrs * o?or, - 2asayrs :

aga1u2 * a?rrg - a1o,2r4 - o,sa2r5 :
asa2Û1 - a1a2b3 -l alra - asa1r¡ :
a1a2:I,s - asa2U3 - asayr4 * af;r5 :

However, the last three of these are linearly dependent on the first three so the tangent
space at P is the plane of PG(S,q) defined by the equations

oSrr+o?rr-2a1a2r5 : o

oSro+o3rr-2asa2ra : o

alrs -f o3r, - 2asa1r3 : 0

For q even, the equations defining Tp(Vr\ become

a\q+a?rz : o

a?rrs+af;r2 : 0

a?ro+a\q : o

The properties of the Veronese surface that we have already given enable us to say more
about the tangent planes. From result 2.9, lhe point P is contained in q* 1 conics of
Vr4. Each of these conics has atangent line through P. By lemma 2.7, any two of these

tangent lines meet only at P, and each tangent line is contained in the tangent plane at
P (see theorem 1.20). ThusTp(Vra) consists exactly of the q-t- 1 lines through p which
are tangent to some conic on V,j.

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Let Pv and P2 be two points of vra. By resurt 2.g, there is a unique conic of zra containingP1 and P2' rf c is this conic, and if ú¿ is the tangent to c throu gh nthen, by the aboveparagraph' ttoÚ2 lies in both Trr(vrn) and,Tpr(vra). Furthermore, as two conic planesmeet exactlv in a point of.Vra, a tangent line to a conic of Vra through p1 and a tangentline to a conic of vra through P2 only intersect if they are tangents to the same conic(Pt I P2). Thus we have;

Theorem 2'7r' [2g] rÍ p1 and p2 o,re d,'istinct points oÍ v24 then Tp,(vra) and r"r(vrn)'intersect in a unique po'int, this point being the intersection of the tangent lines throughP1 and P2 to the unique con,ic 
"Í Vl through p1 and p2. !

From here the situation varies as q is odd or even.

If g is odd then there is at most two tangents to a conic through a point in the plane ofthat conic and thus no three tangent planes to Vra have a common point.
if g is even however then the g * 1 tangent lines to a conic all meet at the nucleus ofthat conic and thus there are q * 1 tangent planes to Vra through any such point. Hencewe have;

Theorem 2.12. If q i,s odd, no three tangent planes to Vra haue a cornnlon poi,nt. If q iseuen then any point on two tangent pranes i,s the nucreus of some con,ic of vra and, r,ieson exactly e I I tangent planes of the Veronese surface. !
Thus there is a fundamental difference in the way that the tangent planes intersectdepending upon whether q is even or odd. For q odd, the tangent prane Tr(vrn)meets
each of the remaining (q" * g) tangent planes of vra in distinct points and so p is theonly point of Tp(vra) on exactly one tangent plane of vra,and the veronese surfäce is theset of points of PG(5,q) which lie on precisely one tangent plane of Vra.In his paper [b1]Tallini characterised the veronese Surface, for q odd, as the set of such points on any setof (q'* g + 1) planes of PG(5,q) which intersect in the way that the tangent planes tothe veronese surface intersect' we conclude this section by stating his characterisation.

Theorem 2.L9. [St] tn pc(5,q), with q od,d,, tet T be a set of (q2 * q + I) planes
s at,isfgi,ng the fottowing cond,it,ions,

1. The planes of T generate pG(5,q).

2. Any two planes of T haue a un,ique cornrnon po,int.

3. Any three planes of T haue no con¿mon po,int.
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The set T is then the set of tangent planes of a Veronese surface Vra and, the set of points
whi,ch l,ie on prec'isely one plane of T are the po,ints of V; !

2.5 The Nuclear plane of the veronese surface

When q is even, each conic on Vra contains a nucleus. By lemma 2.7, nuclei from distinct
conics on Vra are distinct and so there are in atl (q2 -f q i 1) nuclei of conics on Vra.

we wish to describe the nucleus of the conic c : u(g).If / has the equation

(.r*my*nz:0

then' as in section 2.3, c lies in the plane ø given by the equations,

tro + m:xs * ï7ï4 :
(rt + mr3 i n:[5 :
(.r2 * mr4 * nr5 :

aïq + a?rz :
aïro + aSrz :
a?ro + aTq :

0

0

0

(2 3)

(2 4)

(2.5)

If P e C then the tangent line to C through P contains the nucleus ofC and is contained
in the tangent plane toVra at p. Recall that if p: (aro,a?,aZ,esa1,asa2,ø1o2) then, as
q is even, the tangent plane at p is defined by the equations

(2 6)

(2.7)

(2 s)

since the nucleus of c is contained on Tp(vra) for all points p of c, and is also a point
of r, it follows that it is given by the unique solution of equations (2.3)-(2.g) which is
independent of ao,ar and a2. Thus the nucreus of c is the point (0,0,0, n,m,t). In
addition, the nucleus of any conic on vra lies in the plane N of pG(5,q) with equation

IO = It: 12:0

As there are q2 + q + 1 such nuclei, each point of ,,\/ is the nucleus of some conic of vra.
We call this plane the nuclear plane of Vra.

Furthermore the map

þ : PG(2,q) -+ N

0

0

0
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which maps the line/of equationla*my*nz:0 to the nucleus (0,0,0, n,,m,{) of u(l)
is a reciprocity. This enables us to deduce various things about the Veronese surface.

For example, it is immediate that the g* 1 lines through a point of pG(2,g) are mapped
to q * 1 nuciei which are necessarily collinear. Therefore, as lines through a point in
PG(2,q) correspond, under u, to conics through a point on the Veronese surfäce, we
have that the q * 1 conics through a point of Vra have collinear nuclei. Since the tangent
plane at P € Vra consists of the q * 1 rines tangent to conics of vra through p we have;

Corollary 2'r4- The nuclear plane of the Veronese surface,intersects each tangent plane
of the surface in a I'ine. !

2.6 The Projection of the veronese surface

Let P be a point of PG(5,q) and Xa be a hyperplane not containing p. Ife is a point
of PG(5,q) distinct to P, then r,ve define the projection of e from p onto Xa to be the
point PQ a Xa. We call the map 7 defined by,

7: PG(5,q) \ {P} -+
.Y(Q) :

D4

PQ.D4

the projection map of P onto Da. Note that the map is onto but not one-to-one as the
points of anv line through P have the same image on !a. Generally, we wish to study
theprojectionofsomegeometricalobjectinPG(5,q) ontoXa. Inparticular,iflisaline
of PG(5,q) containing P thenT(Q, the projection of (.onto xa, is the point (.aD4. rf (.

does not contain P then (l,P) is a plane and 7([.) is the line which is the intersection of
this plane with X¿- In general, if x¿ is a d-dimensional subspace of pG(5,q) containing
P, then l(D¿) is a (d - l)-dimensional subspace of xa, and if x¿ does not contain p,
then 7(X¿) is a d-dimensional subspace of Ða.

we consider the projection of the veronese surface from the point p : (0, 0, 1,0,0, 0)
of the surface onto the hyperplane !a of pc(5,q) of equation 12 : g. Let 7 denote
the projection map. Thus the point e : (o3,o?,oZ,a6a¡,aça2,a1a2) is projected onto
l(Q): (o3,o?,0,a¡a1,eoa2ta1a2) and. hence the projection of Vr4 is the set of points

l(Vz{) : {(o3, a1,0,, asa1, a0a2, a1a2) : (oo, or, a2) e pG(2, q) \ { (0, 0, 1)}}

we use our knowledge of the veronese surface to discuss l(vra)
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Let C, in the plane a, be a conic of the Veronese surface which contains the point p. As
a contains P, its projection is a line g of Da. The points of C are projected onto g points
of this line, with the remaining point of g being the intersection with Da of the tangent
line to C through P. As there are q * 1 conics on the Veronese surface which contain
thepoint P, we obtainq*i (skew) lines gr,...,gq+tinthisway. Everypoint or1(vra)
lies on a unique !¿, a"nd every line g¿ contains one point Ã¿ rvhich is not in1(Vra). Each
such point -R¿ is the intersection with Da of a line through P which is tangent to a conic
of Vra through P. Now Tr(Vrn) is a plane containing these tangent lines, so we have that
the points Rt,..' ,Rs+l are collinear on the lineTp(V2a)nln. Because of this, we define

1@) to be this line so that, with this provis o, .y(vza) is the set of points

{(o3,o?,0,o,sa¡,asa,2,)oio2) ; as,a1 e GF(q), not both zero o.2 e GF(q)U {*}}

Thus the projection of the Veronese surface from a point of the surface onto a hyperplane
not containing that point is the ruled cubic surface as defined in section 1.11. Before pro-
ceeding, we note that there is nothing exceptional about projecting from (0,0, 1,0,0, 0)

onto the hyperplane 12 :0 in that if we project Vra from any of its points, and onto
any hyperplane not containing that point, then the resulting projection is a ruled cubic
surface.
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Chapter 3

The Ruled Cubic Surface

In section 1.11 we defined the ruled cubic surface as the set of points

{(r',rA,y2,rz,yz) : r,y € CF(q), not both zero, z e GF(q)u {-}} (3 1)

of PG( ,q) and gâve some elementary properties of the surface. It was shown in sec-

tion 2.6 that this surface is the projection of the Veronese surface from a point of the
surface onto a hyperplane not containing that point (an idea also appearing in 147), in
the case of a projective geometry over an infinite field). We use this fact to examine

the properties of the ruled cubic surface in more detail. For an alternative discussion of
some of the elementary properties of the ruled cubic surface, see [60].

LeI P € Vrn, Xa be a hyperplane of PG(5, q) not containing P and 7 denote the projection
map from P onto Ða. Therefore, from section 2.6,1(Vra):V;, the ruled cubic surface,

and, in addition, a generator of V] is the projection of a conic of Vra which contains p.

We now turn our attention to finding the projection of the conics of. Vra which do not
contain P.

Let C, in the plane o, be one such conic. As a does not contain P, its projection 0 : l@)
is a plane of Da and 7(C) is a set of q * 1 points, no three of which are collinear, in that
plane. The lines joining P to the points of C form a three dimensional quadric cone e.
Therefore lQ): PaQisaconic. Hencetheprojectionof aconic of Vra notcontaining
P is a conic of Vrs. Since two conics on Vra have a unique common point, these conics

meet pairwise in a unique point and have one point on each generator. None of these

conics has a point on /, the line directrix of V].

Lemma 3.1. The planes of any two of the conics oÍ Vz3, which are the projecti,ons of
con'ics of Vza, haue a unique comrnon point.
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Proof: Let Q and c2 be tr,vo conics on vra in the pranes a1 and o2, rêsp€ctivery. Let
þ¡: l(c.¿)' rf q and c2 meet in the point .R then 7(Ã) is the unique common point of.
l9t) and 1@2)' By way of contradiction, suppose that By and, p2have another common
point 7' This implies that the line 7P meets a1 and a2 in distinct points. Thus p is
a point of the hyperplane of PG(5, q) spanned by a1 and a2. However this hyperplane
intersects Vra in C1 and C2 precisely, and therefore no such point Z exists. tr
Since vrs is a surface of order three, a hyperplane of pc( ,q) meets it in a cubic curve.
This curve could have several possible forms but our knowledge of how a hyperplane
meets the veronese surface allows us to desc¡ibe the curve exactry.

Theorem 3'2. The hyperprane sect'ions of vr, are of the foilowi,ng types :

1. q(q - 1)12 meeting Vf in (. eractty.

2. q + 7 meeting Vr3 ,in (. and, one generator.

3. q(q + I)12 meet,i,ng Vr3 in !. and, two generators.

4. q'(q * I) meeti,ng Vz3 ,in a generator and, a conic.

5. qn - q2 meeting Vf i,n a tw,isted" cub,ic curue.

Proof: The lines through p of a hyperprane of pG(5, q) which contains p meet xa in
the points of a hyperprane of this space. conversely, if D3 is a hyperplane of.x4, then
the space spanned by Ds and p is a hyperprane of pc(5,q). Thus we have a one_to_one
correspondence between the hyperplanes of pG(5, q), containing p, and the hyperplanes
of xa' Further if xi and x3 are rerated by this correspondence then,

t(Ðs. yrn \ {p}) : !s n (V; \E
where (' : Tp(vza)n Dn is the line directrix of 7r3. Thus we can determine the hyperplane
sections of' vrs by finding the projections on xa of the intersections with vr4 of the
hyperplanes of PG(5, q) containing P. From theorem 2.b, there are five possibilities for
how Ði may intersect Vra. We examine each in turn.

If xi intersectsvra only at P then Ð3 contains no point of vf\/. However, x3 necessarily
intersects each of the generator lines of. vr3 and thus does so at (.. Thatis, x3 meets 7r3
in / exactly. From theorem 2.6, there are q(q - r) l2 hyperplanes of pG(5, q) which meet
Vra in P exactly and thus we have q(q - L)/2 hyperplanes which meet VrB at (. exactly.
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Next suppose that X! meets Vra in a conic through P. Thus X3 meets Vf inthe projection
of this conic, that is a generator g of. Vf , and contains no other point of Vrs \ {[,g].
Therefore, again as D3 meets each generator, it meets each at a point of / and thus
contains I' Hence, in this case, D3 intersects Vr3 in (. and a generator. Again, as we know
thatthereare(q*i) hyperplanes of PG(S,q) meetingVrainaconicthroughp,wehave
(q + 1) hyperplanes meeting Vf in (. and a generator.

Similarl5', if Ii meets the Veronese surface in two conics through p, then X3 contains
two generators of Vf and the line directrix of Vf . By theorem 2.6, there are q(q+I)12
hyperplanes meeting Vr3 rn this way.

Alternatively, if Xa contains two conics of Vra, of which only one contains p, then X3

contains a generator g and one of the conics of Vf defined above. As this conic has a
point on each generator, and X3 contains no generator other than l, X3 meets (. only at
the point lag.The number of hyperplanes meeting vrs in this way is q2(q+ 1).

Lastly, suppose that X¿ intersects Vra rn a normal rational curve of order four. The
projection of such a curve is a twisted cubic curve in Xi. As Xi intersects / and each
generator of Vr3, this twisted cubic contains a point of each generator and a point of /.
By countin8, w€ have already considered the (qt + q+ 1) hyperplanes which contain /.
Thus this twisted cubic contains a unique point of (, and consequently a unique point of
each gener ator of Vr3 .

The numbers of each type of intersection follow from theorem 2.6. n

Corollary 3.3. V; contains eractly q2 conics, each of which meets euera generator ¿n a

unique poi,nt and is skew to (.. The planes of these conics meet pai,rwise in a poi,nt, wh¿ch

'is necessarily a poi,nt of vz3 , and are slcew to the li,ne d,i,rectrir ol v; .

Proof: From lemma 3'1, and the discussion immediately preceding it, the projections
on Vr3 of the conics of Vra not containing P form such a set of conics on the ruled cubic.
Note that the plane a of such a conic C does not contain a point p of (. for, as these
conics have a point on each generator, this would imply that a contains the generator
through P. There still remains the possibility that there are other conics on the surface.

Suppose that Ct , in the plane B, is another conic on Vf and, A and B are two points of C,

which do not lie on a common generator of Vf . By theorem 2.9, there is a unique conic of
Vra containing the two points 'y-'(A) and 7-1(B). Since.4 and B are not on a common
generator of Vf , this conic does not contain P, and hence the projection of this conic C,

which lies in the plane a, is one of the conics mentioned in the above paragraph. Now
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C and C' have the two points A and B in common, and
containing two conics of Vrs, contradicting theore m 3.2
other conics on the ruled cubic surface.

Note that as any conic on vf has a point on each generator and lies in a plane skew to('' it can be considered as a conic directrix of the ruled cubic surface. Thus the surface
has precisery q2 conic directrices. we call the planes of pG(4,q) which contain a conicof Vf conic planes of Vr3.

Theorem 3'4' IÍ Q1 and e2 are two por,nts oÍ v; \ {., which do not rie on a generator
li'ne of vf , then there is a unique conic of vf containing et and, e2.

y theorem 2'9, there is a unique conic of vra containing the points 7-1(Ç1) and
As the points Q1 and ez do not rie on a common generat or of.vrs,this conic
ontain P and its projection on Zr3 is the unique conic of VrB containing ey and.

3.1 The Tangent pranes of the Ruled cubic surface
The ruled cubic surface is non-singular and of dimension two and therefore there is atangent space at each point and these tangent spaces are tangent pranes. rf e e vr. then
we denote the tangent plane at e by Tq(Uf)

since the ruled cubic surface is the intersection of the three quadrics,

Proof: B

t-'(Qz).
does not c

Qz.

thus a and p span a hyperplane

Thus C : C, and there are no

(3 2)

(3 3)

(3 4)

D

Isfr4 - I¡Ig :

I2I4 - IyI4 :

rOfZ - f? :

0

0

0

as in theorem 1'40, the tangent prane to the surface at the point e: (rr,ra,uz,rz,yz)
is defined by the equations,

AzIo-rzr1-ryr3Ir2ra

-uzrt * rzr2 t arr, _ ra:Lq

a2ro-2ryq*r2r2

0

0

(3 5)

(3 6)

(3.7)0

However' the third of these equations is linearly dependent on the first two so Tq(vr3) isdefined by the equations 3.b and 8.6.
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By theorem 1.19, if Q is a point of Vr3, then any line of PG( ,q) which lies wholly onVf ,

and contains Q, is in Tç(i,if). Similarly, by lemma 7.20,if C is a conic of Vr3 containing

Q, then the tangent line to C through Q is also a line of fqlf) We use these facts to

describe the tangent plane at any point of Vr3.

Suppose thar Q is a point on the generator line g of V] . If Ç is the point of intersection

of g with the line directrix [. lhen, by the above results, both (. and g are ]ines of the

tangent space at Ç and soTq(Vf): \t,g).This plane, being a plane about /, contains

all of any generator line it intersects and thus, as no two generators are coplanar,Tq(V])

meets 7r3 only at g and 1.. On the other hand, if Q is not a point of / then Q is contained

in q conics of Vr3 . Each of these conics has a tangent line through Q and, as conic planes

intersect in a point of V], these lines are distinct. Thus the q tangent lines through Q
and g are coplanar on fq\]) and every point of Tq(Vr3) ties on one of these lines.

Alternatively, if Q is a point of Vf \ / then Q is the projection of a point e, I p of

the Veronese surface. Thus 7ç(I/,3) is the plane l(Tq,(VrnD and hence consists of the

generator line of 7r3 which is the projection of the unique conic of Vra containing P and

Q', and the projections on Vrs of.the tangent lines through Q' of the other q conics of Vra

which contain Q', as above. Note that as 7(P) : Tp(Vrn) a PG(4,ù : Lwe cannot use

this approach to find the tangent planes of Vf at a point of /.

The Intersection of the Tangent Planes of V]

Let' Q1 and Q2 be two points of vf . we wish to describe how Tq,(vf) and, Tq,(vr3)
intersect.

To begin, we suppose that Q1 and Q2 are collinear on a generator line g of V]. Thus

Tqr(Vrt) andTqr(I/r3) bottr contain g and, as they are distinct planes, they do not intersect

any further.

Now assume that P1 and Pz lie on distinct generator lines 91 and 92.

If P1 and P2 are points of / then their respective tangent planes both contain / and so,

as they are distinct planes, intersect exactly in (..

If neither is a point of. (. then, as the two generators 91 and 92 do not intersect, any

point of intersection of their tangent planes lies on a tangent line through Çr and a

tangent line through Qr. However, any common point of two conic planes is a point of

7r3 (corollary 3.3), so a tangent line to a conic through 8r and a tangent line to a conic

through Q2 intersect if and only if they are tangents to the same conic. By theorem 3.4,

there is a unique conic C of. Vrs containing 8r and Qz and thus the unique point of
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intersection of Tq,(Izf ) and Tqr(Vrt) is the point of intersection of the tangent lines to C

through Q7 and Q2.

Lastly suppose that Q1 e / and Qz # L This implies that the point Lzt(. is on both
tangent planes. Suppose thatTqr(Vr3) also contains the point Rof Tqr(Izr3). Thus.R lies

on a line ú which is a tangent line to the conic C of Vrs containing Q2. Let a denote the
plane of C. As every conic of Vf contains a point of each generator, C contains a point

of gt. Thus 7ç, (V2?) : (gr, t) contains two points of a (it also contains R) and so meets

this plane in a line and hence meets /. This is a contradiction, so the two tangent planes

have only the point gz I (. in common.

3.2 The Nuclear Plane of the Ruled Cubic Surface

When q is even each of the q2 conics on the ruled cubic surface has a nucleus. In
section 2.5 we saw that the nuclei of the conics of the Veronese surface are coplanar on

the nuclear plane of Veronese surface. By looking at the projection of this plane onto

the ruled cubic, we obtain a similar result for the ruled cubic surface.

Theorem 3.5. LetVf be a ruled cubic surface in PG( ,q), withq euen. The nuclei of
the q2 conics of V; are coplanar on a plane whi,ch contains the l,ine d,irectrir L of Vf

Proof: Once more we denote by 7 the projection map from P € Vr4 onto a hyperplane

Ða which does not contain P. Let,A/ denote the nuclear plane of the Veronese surface.

since P is not a point of ,A/ the projection of ,A/ is a prane M of Da.

If C is one of the q2 conics on Vra not containing P then its projection ( : 1(C) is a
conic on V,!. Let ,^/ denote the nucleus of C and, M denote the nucleus of C,. Since the

tangents of C are projected on to the tangents of C', the projection of the nucleus of C is

the nucleus of C'. Therefore, as l/ € ,A/, we have that M e M. Further, as every conic

onVrs is the projection of such a conic of Vra, M conlains the nucleus of every conic of
V;

The remaining (ø + t¡ conics of Vra each contain P and therefore the lines joining p
to the nuclei of these conics are the lines of the tangent space to Vra through p. As

Tr(Vrn) ll Ða - (., the line directrix of 7r3, these nuclei are projected onto [. andso M is

a plane containing /. ¡
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3.3 Curves on the Ruled Cubic Surface

Another useful tool in studying the properties of the ruled cubic surface is the map

o: PG(2,q) -+ V;

o : (n,y,z) + (r2,rU,y2,rz,yz)

defined in section 1.11- In particular, we shall find it a useful aid in studying curves on
the ruled cubic surface. Note that o is bijective as a map between pG(2,q) \ {(0,0,1)}
and V,] \ {/i and dilates (0, 0, 1) onto the line directr ix (. of. VrB. Hence we must be careful
when considering the image under o of a set of points of pG(2,g) containing (0,0, 1).
on the restricted domain pc(2,q) \ {(0,0, 1)}, we let ø-r denote the inverse of ø. To
begin, we examine how ø acts on the lines of pG(z,q).

Let m be a line of PG(2,g) through the point (0,0, 1). Thus m has an equation of the
form

at*by:Q

As ar * bA - 0 for all points of rn

(3 8)

(3 e)

(3.10)

for all points (r2,:xa,u2,rz,yz) of ø("¿\ {(0, o, 1)}). Thus the points of o(m\ {(0,0,1)})
lie on the line which is the intersection of the three hyperplanes

0,r2+bry-0

ary * by' :0
arz * byz :0

ars*br1-0
ar1*br2-0
ar3lbra-0

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

The hyperplanes of PG( ,q) defined by the equations 3.11 and 3.12 both contain the line
directrix of vf and the plane they span intersects a (the conic plan e of. vr3 defined by
the equatiors z3 : ',4:0) at the point ((-blùr,_b|o,1,0,0), if al0, or (1,0,0,0,0),
if ø : 0' The hyperplane 3.13 contains a and meets the line directrix at the point
(0,0,0, -blo,I), iÎ a f 0, or (0,0,0,1,0), if ø : 0. In each case the intersection of the
three hyperplanes contains two points of a gener ator g and thus, as it is a line, is this
generator. Therefore the q points of o(m \ i(0,0, 1)Ì) are the q points of. g not, on [,.
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As there are (q * 1) generators on v], and (ø+ t¡ lines through the point (0,0,1) in
PG(2,q), it also follows that, if g is any generator line of Vrs,lhen the points of g not on

/ are mapped by o-r Lo the points of a line of PG(2,q) which contains (0,0, 1). under

a slight abuse of notation, we shall sometimes write o(m): g (or o-1(g) : rn) and say

that g is the image of m under a. Thus we have proved the following:

Theorem 3.6. The image under o of a li,ne of PG(2,q) whi,ch contai,ns the point (0,0,1)

is a generator of the ruled cubi,c surface. Conuersely, o-r maps a generator of Vf onto

such a l'ine. !

Now we let m be a line of PG(2,q) which does not contain the point (0,0, 1). Thus the

equation of. m can be written in the form

ar*byiz:0

Again we wish to determine the structure of the set of points o(m)

As ar + by * z :0 for all points of rn

ar2 + brg -l rz : 0 (3.14)

aryibA'+Ez:0 (3.1b)

for all points (*,rA,U2,rz,yz) of o(m).Thus ø(rn) is given by the intersection of Vf
with the plane

ars * br, +us : 0

a,r1|- br, + r+: 0

(3.16)

(3.17)

The line rn meets the line r :0 at the point (0,1, -b) and the line gr : 0 at the point

(1,0, -ø). Thus nz contains the set of points

{(¿, r, -(at + b)) : t e GF(q)u {*}}
and so ø(rn) contains the points

{(t',t,I, -t(at + b), -(at+ b)) : t e GF(q)u {-}}

which form a non-degenerate conic in the above plane. Conversely, as Vf contains exactly

92 conics, none with a point on /, every conic onVf is mapped by o-, to a line of pG(2, q)

not through (0,0, 1). This gives us the following;
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Theorem 3'7' The rnap o assoc'iates' a line of PG(2, q) which d,oes not conta,in the point
(0, 0, 1) to a con'ic oÍ v; conuersely, euera con,ic oÍ v; is mapped by 6-t onto a line of
PG(2, q) not containing (0, 0, i). !
using our knowledge of how ø acts on the lines of PG(2,q), we can now establish the
image onvf of ageneral curve in PG(2,q). To this end, we firstly consider acurveC2^
of order 2m with a point of multipli city m at (0,0, 1).

rf Í :0 is an equation defining c2* then rve can write this equation in the form

22^ + rr^-, f,.+ ... + zfz^_t I fz^ : o

where./¿isahomogeneousporynomialinzandgof 
degreei. No.w, (0,0, 1) beingapoint

of multipli city m implies that all partial derivatives of f , or orders up to and including
(m - r), aÍe zero at (0,0, 1), but at least one partial derivative of order m is zerothere.
Hence we can write the equation of C2* inthe form

z^ Í^ + z^-r f^+r * .. . * fz^ : 0

where .f¿ is a homogeneous polynomial in ø and g of degree z.

Thus the equation of c2^ is the sum of terms of the form z^-¿ r^¡r.-i yj ,where 0 1 i, 1 m,
0 < .i 1 2m and m+ i - i > 0, which u/e can write as (zx)r(zr¡s*m+i-i-,gj-",where
r *s : ffi - i' r 1 m+i -7 and s < j. Now, the condition that m - i - r : simpries
thatmi-i'-r and s are either both odd or both even, and hence thatm+i- j-r and
J - s are either both odd or both even. Thus we can write

(
,m-irmti-i uj _ ) (zr)'(ra)'(tt)*!;'=t @r)Ç if both àre even" 

l. Qr)'(zy)'(rr)"7= @1# @ù if borh are odd

Hence we can express the equation of C2^ as a (not necessarily unique) polynomial

p(r2 , ry , y2 , zr, zy)

of degree m in the variables r2,rA,U2, zr and zy.

The equation

p(rg, ryr t2, rs, rs) : 0

defines a hypersurface 
^9{" of order m of pG(4,q) and, a point (*,ry,u2,rz,gz) of v,}

lies on this hypersurface if and only if p(*,rU,U2,rz,Az) :0. Now Si aV; : Cl^ is a
curve of degree 3m on ZrB . Thus we have that, for (r,A,") + (0,0,I),
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(",a,,") e C2^ +> z^ f*(r,ù + ... -l lz,,(r,y) : 0

<+ p(r2,ra,U2, zt, zU) : 0

<+ o(r,a, z) e C3^

Again under an abuse of notation, we shall write o(Cr,") : (3m (or ø-r (Ct^) : C2^) and.

say that C3^ is an image of C2^ onV23 under ø. Note that, as the polynomialp above is
not unique, there are several different hypersurfaces Si" which intersect Vf in the same

curve C3-.

Next we suppose that C" is a curve of degree n in PG(2, q), having a point of multiplicity
m at (0,0, 1), with n 12m. This implies that Cn together with (2^- n) lines not
containing (0,0,1), is a curve of degree 2m in PG(2,q) with a point of multiplicity m
at (0,0, 1). Thus, by the above, its image onVf is a curve of degree 3rn. This curve
contains (2^ - n) conics (the images of the lines not containing (0,0, 1)) and so the
image of. C" on Vf is a curve of degree 3m - 2(2m - n) :2n - m.

Finally suppose that C" is a curve of degree n in PG(2, q), having a point of multiplicity
m at (0,0, 1), with n ) 2m. Hence c" together with (n - 2m) lines through (0,0, 1) is
a curve of degree 2("-m) in PG(z,q), with a point of multiplicity (n-m) at (0,0,1).
Thus, by the above, its image on vr3 is a curve of degree z(n - rn) containing (n _ 2*)
generators. Thus the image of C" onV] is acurve of degree Z(n-m)-(n_2m) : (2n_m).
This gives us the following result;

Theorem 3.S. # C" i,s a curue of degreen i,n PG(2,q) with a poi,nt of muttiplici,ty m at
(0,0,1) thenitsi,mageonVf ,is acurue¿2n-m of degree(2n_m). tr

once more we write "(c") - ¿2n-rn and note that by this we mean that, for (r,y,r) I
(0, 0, 1), (*, a , ,) e C" ë o(r, a, z) ç gz"-^ 

.

As an example, consider C a non-degenerate conic of PG(2,q) containing the point
(0, 0, 1). Here we have n: 2 and m : r so, by theorem 3.8, the image of c on vf is

a curve of degree three. As C is non-degenerate it contains no lines and so its image
under o on Vf contains neither a generator nor a conic of the ruled cubic. Thus it is
irreducible. Furthermore, it follows from theorem 3.2 that no plane of pG(4,q) meets
Vf in a cubic curve and so this curve is not contained in a plane. Hence it is a twisted
cubic. Conversely, as there are (qa - q2) twisted cubics on Vf and the same number of
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non-degenerate conics in the plane containing the point (0,0, 1), the image under o of
anv twisted cubic onVf is a non-degenerate conic containing (0,0, 1). Thus we have;

Theorem 3.9. The image onVrs of a non-d,egenerate coni,c of PG(2,q) which conta,ins
the poi'nt (0,0, 1) is a twisted cub'ic curue. Conuersely, afru twisted, cubic curue on Vrz is
the image oJ such a curue. n

In general' it is not immediately clear how the image on Vf of a curve in pG(2,q)
containing (0,0, 1) intersects /. In the above case, as each twisted cubic onVr3 is exactly
the intersection of a hyperplane with Vr3 , it follows that all of the above twisted cubics
have a point on each generator, one of which is on /. Or, in other word.s, that the image
on Vf of a non-degenerate conic C containing (0,0, 1) meets (. in a unique point. Now,
q of the (ø + t¡ lines of PG(2,q) through (0,0, 1) meet c in one further point, and the
other, the tangent line (rto c at (0,0, 1), meets c exactly at (0,0, 1). Thus j as o induces
a correspondence between the generators of Vf and, the lines of pG(2,q) through (0,0, 1)

and each generator of Vf meets gs : o(C) in a unique point, the point of C onl is on the
generator of Vf which correspond s to l¡ under o. In general, we can prove a similar result
which enables us to determine how the image onVf of an arbitrary curve in pG(2,q)
intersects /.

Theorem 3'10. Let C" be a curue of d,egree n in PG(2,q) with a point of multipt¿c¿tE
rn at (0,0, 1) . If there are r(1 rn) tangents fi,... ,t, to Cn at (0,0, 1) in pG(2,q)
and these correspond to the generators gt, . . . , g, oÍ vf then o(c") conta,ins the points
gtl{,-..,grl!.

Proof: Firstly we consider the case where n : 2rn, so we are looking at a curve C2^
of degree 2m with a point of murtipricity m ai (0,0, 1). once again, \.ve can write the
equation of C2^ in the form

zn f -'*-7f^*r *'. .* fz^ : o

where the f¿ are homogeneous polynomials in r and y of degree z.

For some r, (0 < r 1m), the porynomiar f^has r zeros over GF(q) and so splits into

f^ : (ap * bú) . . . (o,, * b,a)T^_,

where a¿,b¿ e GF(q) and f*-, is a homogeneous polynomial in r and E of degree (*-r)
satisfying f,n_,(a,b) +0 for (a,ó) I (0,0).
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¡,Js\ar, the equations

a¿ï I b¿U :0 i :1,... ,r

are the equations of the lines of PG(2,q) which are tangent lines to C2* at (0,0, 1). Under
ø each is mapped to a generator meeti ng (. at the point ro : rr : tr2 : a¿rs * b¡ra _ 0.

If we write the equation of Í^*¡ (0 < j < m) in the form

rn+ j

fm+j :l at¡r*+j-tr;'

then we can write the equation of C2^ as

i=0

ÌT¿

7TL m-tj

mij

i=0

lnr
i=0

a¿or^-iAi +I r^-iDa¿¡r^+i-iy¿ -07

Now, as in the preamble to theorem 3.8, the image of C2^ on Vf is given by the inter-
section of a hypersurface Vi with Vf Bv considering the equation of C2^ in the above
form we cân see that V{ has an equation of the form

n'L

i=0 j=7 i=0

where r¿¡ * s¿¡ * t¿¡ + u¿j I uij m + j. Further, as each term a¿¡r[;i r;;'i rt;i ,u;i ruti
comes from a term of the form z*-ia¿jr^rj-zrt with 7 ) 1, at least one of r¿¡,s¿¡ or t¿¡

is non-zero for every fixed (2,7). Each of these coefficients is zero for z6 : trL: rz:0
and thus, as I has equation z,o: rr : 12 : 0, Vi meets (. where

TN

Ðo,orï{r| + t Ð a¿¡r[nj x'r'i r'i, t;0, ,iot - O

Do¿ot|-nr'n: 0
i=0

As above, \ve can write this equation in the form

(orrt + hrq) . . . (o,r, i b,ra)f^-r : o

where f^-,(0,0) l0 and so ff intersects (. atthe points r0: rr - 12: o.¿r3*b¿r4:0,,
foyi: \,...r.That is, at the points in which the generators of Zr3 corresponding to the
tangent lines of C2^ through (0,0, 1) meet l.

For the case in which nl2m we proceed as in the proof of theorem 3.g.

Let Zrn > n and consider the curve C2* of order 2rn consisting of C" together with (2^-
n) linesnotcontaining(0,0, 1). Thiscurveisof order 2mwithapointof multiplicitym
at (0,0, 1) and has r tangent lines through (0,0,1), these being the r tangent lines to Cn
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through (0,0, 1). Thus, by the above, o(C2^) intersects (. atthepoints of interseition with
(' of the generators of Vr3 corresponding to these tangents. As the lines not containing
(0,0, 1) correspond to conics not meetingl, allof these points are on o(c").
Lastly suppose that n ) 2m and there is a line s through (0,0, 1) not tangen t to Cn.
Thus C" together with the line s repeated (n - 2m) times is a curve g2(n-m) of order
2(n - m) with a point of multipliciry (n - m) at (0,0, 1). The tangent lines to ¿2(n-m)
at (0,0, 1) are the tangent lines tt,. .. ,t, of c" at, (0,0, 1) and the line s. Thus its image
onvr3 meets (. at the points in which the generators o(ú1), ... ,o(t,),a(s) meet !.. Ar of
these points but ø(s) I (. are on o(C").

If all the the lines tt, . . . , úna1 through (0,0, 1) are tangent to cn then, by considering
the curve consisting of. c" together with the line ú1 repeated (n - 2m), times we can
conclude that all points of / except possibly o(tr) n{. are on o(c").If we then consider
C" together with Ú2 repeated (n - 2m) times v/e can see that this point is on ø(C') too.

!
Note that in some extension G F (qr) of G F (q) the polyno mial f ̂ in the above proof will
split into m linear factors' Thus in PG(2,gk) the curve C" will have m (not necessarily
distinct) tangents. Therefore in PG(4,qh), o(c") will intersect [. inrn points (some of
which may coincide).

3.3.1 Normal Rationar curves on the Ruled cubic surface

We have already seen that Vr3 contain s (q' +q + 1) conics, all of which are skew to (., and
(qn - q') twisted cubics, all of which meet (. in a unique point. To illustrate an application
of the theorems in the previous section we no\ / calculate the number of normal rational
curves of degree four on Zr3.

Suppose that C is a non-degenerate conic of PG(2,q) which does not contain the point
(0,0, 1)' By putting n : 2 and' m : 0 into theorem 3.8 we have that the image of this
conic is a quartic curve on the ruled cubic. As C is non-degenerate, this quartic contains
neither a line nor a conic and so is irreducible. Furthermore it contains (ø+r¡ points (as
c contains (q + t) points of pG(2,q) \ {(0,0, 1)}) and, by theorem 3.2, is nor conrained
in a hyperplane of PG(4,q)- Thus it is a normal rational curve of degree 4 onVrr. As
C does not contain (0,0, 1), this curve does not meet [, and each generator meets it
in 0, 1 or 2 points, as the corresponding line through (0,0, 1) is an external, tangent or
secant line of C.
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In this case however these are not the only normal rational curves of degree four on

7r3. Consider an irreducible cubic curve C3 of PG(2,q) with a double point at (0,0, 1).

Putting n : 3 and m: 2 into theorem 3.8 we see that its image on V] is a curve Ca

of degree four. Again, as C3 is irreducible, Ca contains neither a line nor a conic and so

is irreducible. As no hyperplane of PG( ,q) meets Vf rn a quartic curve, this curve is

properly contained in PG(4,q) and so is a normal rational curve. In addition, since C3

has a double point at (0,0,7), ca has either two tangents through (0,0, 1) in pG(2,q)

(if the double point is a node), one repeated tangent through (0,0,1) (the double point

being a cusp) or no tangents through (0,0, 1) in PG(2,q) (the singular point being an

isolated doubìe point). Thus, these normal rational curves onVf meet (. in either 2,I or

0 points.

By theorem 3.8, the only other curve in PG(2,q) for which the image on Vf is a quartic

curve is a curve of degree four with a point of multiplicity four at (0,0,1). However the

image of such a curve is not a normal rational curve.

We wish to find if these are the only normal rational curves of degree 4 on Vf .

We will need the following lemma;

Lemma 3.11. If Ca is a normal rational curue of d,egree I onVf and, o-r(Ca) ls a cub,ic

curue c3 in PG(2,q) then c3 is irreduci,ble and, has a d,ouble point at (0,0,r).

Proof: If C3 were reducible it would contain a line rn. Hence Ca would contain o(m)

which is either a line or a conic contradicting the fact that Ca is a normal rational curve.

As the image of C3 under ø is a curve of degree four, C3 has a double point at (0,0, 1)

or lve obtain a contradiction with theorem 3.8. tr

Let Ca be a normal rational curve of degree 4 on Vr3 . Thus

Ca : {(Ío(Ð, fr(t), Ír(t), /r(¿) , Ín(t)) : t e GF(q) u {-}}

where,

o The {foØ} are linearly independent polynomials

o The degree of each /¿ is at most four

Since any five cubic polynomials are linearly dependent \¡/e can infer from these conditions

that at least one of the /¿ has degree four. Moreover, if a polynomial p, of degree at

least one, divides all of lhe f¿ then the five polynomials f¿f p are each of degree at most
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three and so are linearly dependent. Thus there exists À0,. .. ,Àq,not all zero, such that

Ð1=oÀ¡J¡lp:0 and so DÍ=o À¿f¿:0, contradicting the linear independence of the /,.
Thus the polynomials /¿ satisfy,

o At least one of the /, has degree four

o The /¿ have no, non-constant, common factor

By theorem 1.40, as Ca is contained on Vf rr lies on each of the three quadrics

rorq :

rzrs :

r,or,2

rtrs

rtr+
t

tul

In particular, the third of these equations tells us that

ÍoÍr: Í?

and so, if we write /6 and /2 in the form

f o : UÐtpo

f, : UÐ'p,

where po,pz have no repeated factors, then

r? : UÐ,UÐ,POP'

Thus

PoPz: 92

for some polynomialg, and so, as each of p¡ and p2have no repeated factors,

Note that fi and flcannot both be of degree zerofor then /¡ : ffó)'g and f!r: Ui)'g
would be multiples of each other contradicting the linear independence of the /¿. Also,

as each fi is of degree at most four, each /i is of degree at most two and, as at least one

is of degree two, g is also of degree at most two.

Hence 'ù/e can write

Uo,. . ., fò : Kf'ò' g, fåÍig, Ul)t s, fs, ln)

Po:Pz:9

where
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o f ! and g are of degree at most two

o fi and fi are not both of degree 0

Further note that l'j and fi could possibly have a common factor but that if it is of

degree tr,vo then Ío: fz, contradicting the linear independence of the f¿, and so it is of

degree at most one.

Imposing the equations of the other two above quadrics on the f¿ now gives us the

reiationship

rt! 
-rtrJoJ4 - JzJs

If we let /. be the polynomial consisting of any possible common factors of /j and fi þV
above, /. has degree at most one, with possibly f" : I) then this relationship implies

that

Ís : f'ohlf "
fq : f;hlf"

for some polynomial å which has no common non-constant factors with either g or f.
Thus, we can write Ca as

{u[,(t)', 16@ri(Ð, ri(t),, fl)þ)h(ù lr"þ)s(t), r;(t)h(Ð lÍ"(t)s(t));t € GF(q) u {-}}
where, in addition to the above constraints on the degrees of the polynomiats fó, ll, g

and f ,, the fact that /3 and f a are both of degree at most four implies that the degree

of hlf 
" 

is no more than three (ur /ó and fi are not both of degree 0). Also if deg f,: \
thendeg fi isatleasttwoforsomez,forotherwise/j andfiwouldbemultiplesof one

another, contradicting linear independence. Therefore Ca is mapped by 6't to a curve

C containing the points,

"'1"'r',,'i,',',';"i:ll,:;':u,'#1",,i,,î'n',n,',,",,îtj.,,,u{-}}

We show that this curve is either a conic not containing (0,0, 1) or a cubic curve with a

double point at (0,0, 1).

To begin \r/e suppose that g has degree 0.
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Additionally, assume lhal f " 
has degree 0 and h has degree at most two. Hence, as at

least one of the fi has degree 4, one of /j or fi is oî degree 2. So

o-,(cn) : c2 : {ff"(t)fåQ), Í"(t)f;(t),h(t));t e GF(q) u {-}}
is a conic not containing (0,0, 1). Note also that this conic is irreducible (as C4 is) and

the corresponding normal rational curve Ca is skew to /.

Nor,v if /" has degree 0 and h has degree at least 3 then, as,fó, fiare not both of degree 0,

ñ. is of degree exactly 3. Hence, as /3 and f a are of degree at most 4, each fiis of degree

at most one, with at least one of degree 1. Thus, C3 : o-7 (ú4) is a cubic curve which, by

lemma 3.11. is irreducible and has a double point at (0,0, i). The corresponding normal

rational curve meets (. at a unique point (that for which the parameter ú - oo) and so,

by theorem 3.10, C3 has exactly one tangent through (0,0,1) and so the double point is

a cusp.

To complete the case where g has degree 0 we let /" have degree 1. Hence, as \¡¡as stated

above, at least one of f ó o, fl is of degree 2 and so h is of degree at most 3. So, once

again, C3 : o-r(Ca) is a cubic curve and hence is irreducible with a double point at

(0,0, 1). The corresponding normal rational curve meets (. at a unique point (that for

which the parameter ú : úr, the zero of /") and thus there is a unique tangent to C3

through (0,0, 1) and the double point is again a cusp.

Secondly we assume that deg g:7 and so (ur ,fo,/1 and f2 are all of degree four or less)

deg /ó ( 1 and del fl < 1 with at least one of degree 1. Hence deg /":0, for otherwise

/j and fi would be multiples of one another contradicting linear independence. Now, as

each of /¡, /1and /2 is of degree strictly less than four, one of /3 or la is of degree 4 and

thus we can infer that h has degree 3. Therefore C3 : o-t(Cn) is a cubic curve which,

again, is irreducible and has a double point at (0,0, 1). Here the corresponding normal

rational curve meets (. twtce (at the points of Ca for which the parameter f takes the

values oo and ú1, the zero of g(t)) and \ve see that C3 has two tangents through (0,0,1),

so the double point is a node.

To conclude we assume that deg g : 2. As in the previous case this implies that /j
and fi are of degree one or less, /" is of degree 0 and h is of degree three or less. Thus

C3 : o-r(Ca) is a cubic curve, which is necessarily irreducible and has a double point at

(0,0,1). The point Ca(t) of the corresponding normal rational curve is on / if and only

if ú is à zero of g. Therefore, as g is of degree two, Ca meets / in either 2,lor 0 points, as

g has 2,\ or 0 roots in GF(q), and the double point is either a node, cusp or an isolated

-t
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double point accordingly.

Hence a normal rational curve of degree four on 7r3 is mapped by ø onto either a conic
not containing (0,0, 1) or an irreducible cubic with (0,0, 1) as a double point. As we
have already shown that any such curve is mapped by o onto a normal rational curve of
degree 4 on Vr3, we have the following;

Theorem 3'12' There is a one-to-one correspond,ence between the set of normal rational
curues of degree I onVf and the set consisting of the irreducible con,ics of pG(2,q) not
conta'ining (0,0, 1), together with the i,rreducible cubi,cs of pG(2,q) with a d,ouble poi,nt at
(0,0, 1) ' Addi'tionally, those normal rati,onal curues meeti,ng (. correspond, to cubics w,ith
either a node or a cusp at (0,0,7), and, those skew to (. correspond, to ei,ther an irred,ucible
con'ic of PG(2,q) not contain'ing (0,0, 1) or a cubic curue with an,isolated, double poi,nt
oú (0,0,1), !

Corollary 3'13. The number of normal rational curues of degree four contained, on VrB

isqn(q-t)(q+2). OÍtheseqs(q-r)(q+r)2/2meetl and,qs(q- :)(qr_t2q- r)12are
slcew to (..

Proof: From theorem 1.16 there are q3(q3 - 1)(q' - r)/z absolutely irreducible cubic
curves with a node and qt(qt - 1)(q + 1) absolutely irreducible cubic curves with a
cusp in PG(2,q). Thus the number of each type which contain the point (0,0, 1) is
q3(q - 1)(q' - 7)/2 and' q3(q - 1)(q + 1) respectively. Hence, by theorem 3.12, there are
q3(q-r)((q'-r)12+q+1) normal rational curves of degree f'our meeti ng (. and.contained
onVf.

Similarly, by theorem 1.16, there arc q3(q3 - I)(qt - r)/2 absolutely irreducible cubic
curves with an isolated double point in pG(2,q). Hence there are q|(q - r)(q, - L)12
absolutely irreducible cubics with an isoiated double point at (0,0, 1). By theorem 1.15
there are (q5 - q2) non-singular conics in PG(2,q). Hence the number of non-singular
conics of PG(2,q) which do not contain ihe point (0,0,1) i, (qt - q\qtlØ2 +q+I):
q4(q - 1)' From theorem 3.12 the total number of normal rational curves of degree four
on Vrs which do not meet (. is the sum of these two numbers and we obtain the stated
result. n
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Chapter 4

The Bose Representation of pG(2, q2)

4.L Definition of the Bose Map

In his paper [s], R'C. Bose discusses a representation of the Desarguesian projective
plane PG(z,q') in the five dimensional projective space PG(5,q), whereby the points of
PG(2,q2) are represented by a 1-spread of lines of PG(5,q) and the lines of pGe,q2)
are represented by the 3-spaces of PG(5, q) spanned by pairs of lines of this l-spread.
We describe the this representation of PG(2,q2), but using a method different to that
used in [8].

Consider the bijeciive map

þ: (GF(q'))'
g : (a,b,, c)

-+ (GF(q))u

+ (ot,or, þt, þz,.yt,1z)

where

a1*'ia2

l3t, + i'p2

7t * i12

and z is a zero of. 12 +r +€, € < GF(q), which is irreducible over GF(q).we wish to
examine how this map behaves when we consider the triples (ø, á, c) as point s of pG(2, q2)

and the sextuples (or,or,0t, þ2,^lt,.yz) as points of pG(5,q).

Lemma 4.L. þ(a,b,c) and ó(a',b',c') are the coord,inates of the same point of pG(5,q)

if and only i,.f a' :6e,, b' :6b and c, :6c Íor some 6 e GF(q).

a

b

c
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Proof: Let þ(a,b,c) : (or,or,0t, þr,.yt,1z) and þ(a',b,,,c,) - (*,r,*!r, pi, pi,l,r,ú)
Then ó(o,b,c) and ó(a',b',c') represent the same poinl of pG$,q)

<+ (a'r,a'2, Pi,l3L,lr,lL) : õ(at,e2,0t,0z,1t,y) for some d e GF(q)
<+ d\ : 6at, aL: 6az, þ| : õ0r, þL : 60z,ll - 61.,r, jL : 6jz
+) a| + la'r: d(or i ia2), P', + ipL : 6(þ, + iB2) and (li + ilL) : õ0, + ilz)
<+ a' :6arb' :6brc' :6c.

rf.(a,b,c) isconsideredasapoint of pG(2,g2) thenanyof the(q2-1) triples (lca,kb,lcc),

where k is a non-zero element of G F (q2), are coordinates of the same poin t of pG (2, q2) .

By lemma 4.1, the (q - t) triples (6a,6b,ôc), where ô is a non-zero element of GF(q),
are mappedbV Ó to the same point of PG(5,q). Thus, as there are (q* 1) equivalence

classes inGF(q2) \{0i under the relation /c1 - 6kz, for d e GF(q)\{0}, / maps apoinr
of PG(2,q2) b a set of (q+ 1) points or pG(5,q). Furthermore, if (a,b,c) and (a,,b,,c,)

are coordinates for the point P e PG(2, q2) then

af a' : bf b'

=+ (o, + i.a2) f (a,, + i,a!r) : (& + ¿þù l@,, + xpi)

+ o,,þ| - €a2pi - o!r0,. + €aLþz

+i,(a2B| + orlL - a\þz + oLþ" - or7L - dLþz) :0
where Q': dr*i'a2 and b : þtlzp2. Thus if. (a,b,c) is any triple representing P, and we

let (16, tr,12,r3,t4,r5) be coordinates in PG(5, q), then ó(o,b,c) : (a1,d2, þt,02,T,12)
satisfies the equations

þfi0 - €þzq - ùtrz i {a2rs :

0zro * (þt - l3z)q - azrz - (o, - az)rz :
0

0

(4 1)

(4.2)

Similarly ala' - bfb' andbf b' : cf c' so thar þ(a,b,c) also satisfies the equations

'yt:ro-€^fzrt-dtrql{a2rs : 0 (4.3)

'Yzroi(lr-lr)rr-azrq-(or-az)rs:0 (4.4)

ytx)z-€jzry-l3psI€/zrs: 0 (4.b)

'yzrz*(lt-lùrt-þzxs-(0r-þz)rs: 0 (4.6)

Equations 4.5 and 4.6 are linearly dependent on equations 4.1 - 4.4 whereas the other
four are linearly independent. Hence these six equations define a line in PG(5,q). Thus
the q * 1 points to which P is mapped to by / form a rine in pG(5, q) defined by the
equations 4.I - 4.4.
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Lernrna 4.2. The (q2 - 1) 7-tuples of elements of GF(q2) whi,ch represent a poi,nt of

PG(2,q2) are mapped by þ to the points of a line of PG(5,q). ¡

If the point P corresponds to the line / in this way then we write (.: þt(p). Let

Sr : {þr(P) : P is a point of fGQ,q2)}

Lemma 4.3. [8] 51 i,s a l-spread of PG(5,q)

Proof: By lemma 4.1, if P and Q are two distinct points of PG(2,g2) then the lines

þr(P) and B1(Q) are skew. Hence,sl consists of (qn+q2+ 1) skew lines of pc($,q) and

is thus a l-spread of PGþ,q). D

Let(.betheline of PG(2,q')ofequation arlby*cz:0. Weexaminetherelationship

between lhe (q2 * 1) Iines þr(P), where P is a point of /.

(a,þ,.y)€¿ <+ aa-lbB*c1 -g
+) (or+i,a2)(q-ti.a2) + (0r + ibr)(7t+i,þz) * (.r + icz)(ttl-i,72):g

<+ ates. - €ozaz I hh - €bzþz I cfh - €czjz:0
and o¿o1* (a1- a2)az * bzh + (å, - bz)02 + czlt * (c1- c2)72: g

Hence, if P : (o,þ,7) is a point of /, then the points of the line B1(p) satisfy the

equations

atro - €azn, * b1r2 - €bzrs I cyr4 - €czrs :

o'2xrsl (a1- a2)rtlbzrz + (bt - b2)rs]- c2ra* (c1 - c2)rs :

Therefore the 3-space X3 defined by these two equations contains the (q' +t) lines B1(P),
where P e (.. We say that X3 : þr(4 and let

Hs : {þt(l) : L is a line of PG(2,q2)}

As the lines B1(P), for P e (., are in ,91, they are skew and therefore form a spread of

Ð3; that is, ,S1 induces a spread in D3. Additionally, the elements of. H3 are precisely the

spaces spanned by two distinct elements of ^91. Thus,

Theorem 4.4. Sr i,s a geometri,c spread of PG(5,q). ¡

Hence, we have, as in theorem 1.49, the following result (which also follows as a conse-

quence of the definitions of the maps g and B);

0

0
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Theorem 4.5. The inci,dence structure (P,L,I) where

,s1

H3

is 'isomorph,ic to PG(2,q2)

We call this the Bose representation of PG(2,q'). IfA is any set of points of PG(2,q2)
then we denote the structure in PG(5,q) which represents the points of Aby B{A) and

call it the Bose representation of A. We call Bl the Bose map.

If S is an arbitrary geometric l-spread of PG(5,g) then, as in theoreml.4g,the incidence

structure which has the elements of .S as points, the 3-spaces generated by pairs of
elements of 5 as lines and with the incidence given by containment, is isomorphic to
PG(2,q2). The Bose representation is identical to this construction but, in addition,
gives coordinates for the line of 5 which corresponds to the point P of PGQ, q2). Thus

it is helpful in discussing the representation of certain subsets of PG(2,q2) under the

isomorphism of theorem 1.49. In particular, in section 4.4 and chapter b, we will see that
it is useful by finding the Bose representations of curves, Baer subplanes and classical

unitals of PG(2,q2).

4.2 The Directrix Planes

As ,S1 is a geometric l-spread of PG(5,q) and we know, from theorem 1.b1, that a

geometric spread of PG(5, g) is regular, ,S1 is a regular 1-spread of pG(5,q). Hence, by

definition, given a line (. not in ,S1, the (q * 1) lines of 51 which meet (. form a regulus in
a three dimensional subspace of PG(5, q). So if D3 is an element of. H3, and l. is a line of
X3 not in the spread 5 of X3 induced by 5,, then the (q* 1) elements of 5 which meet
(. f.orm a regulus in X3. Therefore, by theorem 1.32, we have proved;

Theorem 4.6. IfDs € H3 then the spread ofDs i,nduced, by s1 is regular. n

Now consider PG(5, q) as a subgeometry of PG(5, g2). Since the spread 5 of lines of ,S1

in X3 e 11¡ is regular, we know from theorem 1.33 that there are conjugate lines m and.

ñ of PG(5, q2) such that S is the set of lines obtained by joining P e m to P e m. As

.[13 contains (qn + q2 + L) 3-spaces we have, in total, (qn + q, * 1) such pairs of conjugate

P

L

T-t' C
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ìines. Furthermore, these lines are'the lines of two conjugate planes of PG(5,q2) and

thus the lines of ,S1 are the lines which .join conjugate points of these planes as \Me now

demonstrate.

Theorem 4.7. Consi,der the conjugate planes of PG(5,q2) defined by the equations

lI : ïs l'¿r1 : 12 *'irs: ra *'ir5 : Q

lI : rs *ir1 : 12 *ir3 - ra *lrs : Q.

If we joi,n each poi,nt P of lI to i,ts conjugate poi,nt P of fI then the q4 + q2 * r li,nes so

obtained are eractly the ltnes of 51 ertended to PG(5,q2).

Proof: Noting that (4,ó,c) and (ia,'ib,i.c) are coordinates for the same point p of

PG(2,q2) ft follows that the line [. : þt(P) of s1 contains the points þ(a,b,c) :
(tr, *r, 0r, þr,.yt, 1'1z) and þ(i,a, ib, i,c) : (-€az, er - e2, -€þ2, h - þ2, -t.yz, jt - 1z) of

PG(5,q). Thus this line of ,S1 contains the set of points

{(ot - r€az,az * r(at - az), h - r€02, 0z + r(8, - pù,.. . )' r e GF(q)u {-}}
and so, when extended to PG(5,g2), contains the points

{(*r - r€az,az i r(at - o.z), h - r€02, 0z + r(8, - þr),...),, e GF(q2)u {-i}
Therefore it meets the hyperplane z¡ * ir1:0 of PG(5, q2) where

':ç1;ftffi¡:o
That is, at the point

P : (at -T€az,az * r(q - ùz), h - r€þ2,02 +T(8, - 0ù,...)
which also lies on the hyperplanes r2*,irs:0 and rs1-,¿rs:0 of PG(5,q2) and so is

a point of IL Similarly (. meets lI at the point

Q : (., - s€az,a2 ! s(a1 - o.z),. . .)

where

, : (ot:+ i'")
(€*r+i(a2-a1))

Note that

(or + laz)n
(€d2*t (a2 - ar))o

(o, + 'iq'az)

€clz+i,q'(az-ar))
(a, + i'az)

€oz+i.(a2-a1)

sq

T
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Hence the points P and Q are conjugates as required

SO

(r, - s€r2)q rl - sq{qrl

r1 - T(r2

and

(rr+s(r1-r2))q r1, + sq (r1 - ,r)n

12 ! r(r1- ,r)

¡

Theorem 4.8. lI andll are the uni,que pai,r of conjugate planes of PG(5,q2) such that

the lines of 51 are the li,nes joini,ng corresponding poi,nts of these planes.

Proof: If X3 e Ils then the lines t3 n lI and D3 rl lI are directrix lines of the spread 5

of X3 induced by Sr. As the directrix lines of this spread are unique, the planes lI and

lI are unique. tr

We call lI and lI the directrix planes of ,Sr.

Suppose P is a point of PG(2,g2) corresponding to the \ine !. : þr(P) of ,S1 and that

rn is a line of PG(2,q2) corresponding to Ð^ : þr(^). It then follows that X- meets

lI in a line which contains the point lI a (.. Thus the map which associates the point

P e PG(2, 92) with the point llnl is a collineation between PG(2, q2) and lI and thus, in

effect, the geometry in PG(2,q2) is mimicked in lI. This means that if we are considering

the Bose representation B1(,a) of a point-set A \n PG(2, q2), then the lines of ,S1 of which

þt(A) consists, meet lI in a set of points isomorphic to A. This viewpoint can sometimes

be useful when considering the Bose representation.

4.3 The Sets ,Sr and f/3 and Subspaces of PG(5, q)

We shall require some information which describes ,5r and fI¡ in greater detail and, in

particular, how the subspaces of PG(5, q) may intersect these sets. Most of these results

appear in [8] but, once again, the exposition is different.

Lemma 4.9. [8] Any two 7-spaces oJ Hs i,ntersect eractly 'in a li,ne of 51 and any two

li,nes of Sy are conta'ined i,n a uni,que element of Hs.
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Proof: rf h - þr(pr) and !'2 : þt(p2) are rines of ,s1 then þr(prpr) is the unique
element of rr' containing them. Let x1 : Þt(m1) and 12 : þt(m2) be two erements
of l/3' If the point Q of PG(5, q) is contained in both x1 and x2 then, as s1 induces a
spread in elements of ri3, the rine of ,s1 through g is in x1 t.ì x2 too. Thus, as zn1 and
m2 have a unique common point e, Dt. and x2 intersect precisery in the tine þt(e). D

As a consequence of this we have the foilowing useful resurt.

Theorem 4.Lo. [8] Euery hyperprane of pG(5,q) conta,ins a unique erement of Hs.

Proof: Let Ð3 and x! be two distinct elements of H3. If they are contained in a
hyperplane xa of PG(5,g) then they have a plane in common, contradicting lemm a 4.g.
Therefore each of the (q + 1) hyperplanes containing x3 contain no further element of
äe' As there are (qa + q2 + 1) three-dimensional spaces in Hs,we can deduce from this
that all of the (qn +q' + 1)(q* 1) hyperplanes or pG$,g) contain a unique element ofH3' 

tr
The Subspaces of pG(5,q)

By theorem 4'10, every hyperplane of PG(5,q) is situated identically with respect to,g1
and '[13 in that it contains exactly one element x3 of ,[13, and meets every other element
of H3 in a (distinct) plane and contains the (q'+r) lines of s1 which are in x3, and meets
every other line of ,S1 in a (distinct) point. For subspaces of other dimensions there are
more alternatives' rf (,is a line of PG(5,q) then / is either in,s1 or not and, accordingly,
we divide the lines of PG(5,g) into two classes, those which are in ,S1 and those which
are not' A line of pG(5,q) is said to be of type 1 or type 2 depending upon whether
it is a line of ,s1 or not. correspondingly, a 3-space of pG(5,q) is said to be of type 1
or type 2 depending upon whether it is an erement of Hs or not, fg].
For planes the situation appears to be more compricated. By remma 4.g, aplane of
PG(5,q) contains at most one line of ,S1 and is contained in at most one element of H3
and thus there appears to be four types of planes. However this is not the case.

Lemma 4'LL' [s] A ptane of PG(5,q) either conta,ins exactly one line of s1 and,,is
conta'ined'in one element of Hs or conta'ins no line of 51 and, i,s conta,ined, ¡n no element
of Hs

Proof: If zr is aplane of PG(5,q) contained in X3 € fi¡ then zr meets each of the (q2+1)
lines of 's1 contained in x3. Hence, as these lines are skew, it meets q2 ofthem in a
unique point and contains the other. suppose that n is a plane of pG(5,q) containing
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the line (. of Sy. If A is a point of ¡" not on / then let (.t denote the line of ,91 through

this point. Hence (!,to) is an element of fl3 and contains r. Thus a plane contains a

line of 51 if and only if it contains an element of. H3. As no plane contains two lines of

^9r or is contained in two elements of. H3 the resuit follows. ¡
Therefore, there are two types of plane in PG(5,q). Those containing a line of ,S1 and

contained in an element of Hs, which are said to be of type 1, and those containingno

line of ,91 and contained in no element of H3, which are said to be of type 2, [g].

Properties of the Subspaces

A line of ,S1 is skew to all other lines of ,Sr and all the (q, + q2 * q * 1) planes about

it are necessarily planes of type 1. It is contained rn q2 + 1 elements of Hs and skew to
allremainingelementsof f13. Aline (.of.type twohasonelineof 51 througheachof its
points and these (q + i) lines are contained in a common eiement X3 € É/¡ and form a
regulus in X3. If (.¡ denotes the line of ,51 through A e !. then the plane (l,lo) is of type

1 and so / is contained in q * 1 planes of type 1. All the remaining planes containing /
are of type 2. X3 is the onÌy element of f/3 which contains /.

Lemma 4.r2. l8] There are (qa + q3 + q2 + q + 1)(q' + q2 +r) Iines of type z.

Proof: 51 contains (qa + q2 +7) lines and subtracting this from the total number of lines

in PG(5, g) gives the above number. ¡
A plane zr of type l contains one line (.of. & and, (q2 *q) lines of type z. rf A € zr, and

,4 lies on the rine (.¡l (. of ^91 then, by lemma 4.9, ((.,t¡) is the unique element of Hs

containing n. All lines of a plane z' of type 2 are of. type 2 and so are contained in a

unique element of Hs. By lemma 4.9, these are the only elements of É13 which meet ø in

a line, and hence all other elements of Hs meet zr in a unique point.

Lemma 4.L3. lsl oÍ the planes of pG(s, q), (qa + q2 + i)(qt + q2 * q -t r) are of type 1

and q3(q3 + 1)(qt + q2 + q + 1) are of type Z.

Proof: A line of ,S1 is contained in (q3 + q, + q + r) planes, all of type 1. No type

1 plane can contain two lines of ^91, so the total number of type 1 planes is therefore

(qt + q' -l q-ll)(qn + q2 +7). Subtracting this from the total number of planes in pG(5, q)

gives the required number of type 2 planes. tr

If t3 € r13 then 13 contains (g'+ 1) Iines of ,91 and thus (q2 + 1)(q * 1) planes of type

1. As a plane of type 2 is contained in no element of Hs, X3 contains no type 2 planes.

Every other element of Hs meets Ð3 in a line of ,Sr.
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Let Ð3 be a 3-space not in /1¡. if Xa is a hyperplane containing Ð3 then, by lemma 4.10,
Da contains a unique element D of H3. Hence X3 intersects X in a plane which is
necessarily of type 1 (elements of Il3 contain no type 2 planes) and so contains a line (.

of 51, which, as 3-spaces containing two lines of 51 are elements of Hs,is the unique line
of 'S1 in 13' The q* l planes of Ð3 about [. are allof type 1 and all other planes in x3
are of type 2. Each of these planes is contained in an element of H3 and., as elements
of Hs contain no type 2 planes, these are the only elements of H3 which meet X3 in a
plane. To sum up we have,

Lemma 4'L4' A 7-spaceDs not in H3 contains a unique l,ine (. of 51 and, q-ll planes of
type 1, îtrt''. tcq+rt which are the intersecti,ons of q I I elements of Hs with Ds. Each
point of Ez \1. lies on a uni'que plane r¿ o,nd, hence i,f A i,s sonle point-set in pG(2,q2)
then D3 n þr(A) : U(n¿ n þr(A)). !

4.4 The Bose Representation of curves of pG(2, q)

Consider Cn, à curve in PG(2,q2) given by the equation f(r,A,z):0, where / is
a homogeneous polynomial of degree n over GF(q'). We wish to describe the Bose
representation of C"

Let

r - f a¡*Lriykz¿'' - 

'***'=n
where o,¡* Ç GF(q'). rf a,,b,c are elements of GF(q2) then we can write o,: aL*,ia2,
b : h * i'b2, c : cr * ic2 and a¡kt : r¡nt ]-'is¡t t, where a¿,b¿, ci)rjk¿j s¡tct àreall in Glî(q)
so that

f (a,b, c) : f Q¡t t * i.s¡¡¿)(a1 + ia2)i (b, + ib2)k (c, * i,c2)t
j+k+l=n

Thus, using the fact that i2 - -i - (, where { e GF(q), we can write this as

f (a,b,,c) : h(ar,a2,bt,b2,ct,cz) + ifz(or,or,br,bz,cr jc2)

for some polynomials fi and f2 with coefficients in GF(q).

If / is of degree n then so too are f1 and f2. The equations fi : 0 and fz : 0
define hypersurfaces I and v2 of degree n in pG(5,q). Further, since B1 (a,b,c) :
(or,or,br,bz,ct,cz), the point (a,b,c) of PG(2,q2) isa point of C. ifand only if the point
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(or,or,bt,bz,ct,cz) of PG(5,q) is a point of the hypersurfaces h and,v2. Thus, the Bose

representation of C" is the intersection of the two hypersurfaces Vy and V2.

For example, consider the conic c2 of PG(2,g2) defined by the equation

12+yz:o

If a,b,ce GF(q2) with o,: ù1*ia2,b: l3t-fi\z and c :1r¡-i,12then

(a,b, c) e C2 <+ a2 + bc -- 0

<+ (r, + ior)' + (h + ilz)(t, * i.12) : g

<+ a? + þnt + i2@3 + /ztz) -t i.(2ap2 * 0fl2 i þzt) :0
<+ .?-t þrtr- €@3+ þztz) *i(2c,p2* þt1z* \z.yt- al- þztz):0

Thus, if we let

f t: r3 * r2ra - €("? * rsrs)

and

f2:2rsr7l r2r5 t rsra - r! - rsrs

then (a,b,c) is a point of C2 íf. and only if the point (or.,.r,0t,þz,1t,1,lz) of pG(5,q)

is a point of intersection of the hypersurfaces ,fi : 0 and /, : g. Hence the Bose

representation of C2 is the intersection of these two hypersurfaces of pG(5,q).

In addition, in the general case, \rye can show that the following relationships are satisfied

by the polynomials /1 and /2.

Theorem 4.L5. Let c" be a curue i,n PG(2,q2) defined by the equation f (r,y,z) :
0, where f i's a homogeneous polynomial of degree n. The Bose representation of C"

cons'ists of the i,ntersection oJ two hypersurfaces of PG(5,q) defi,ned, by the equati,ons

fr(rs,... ,rs) :0 and ft(rl,... ,rs) :0 where, 'in general, f1 and, f2 both haue d,egree

n. In additi,on, the polgnomi,als fi and f2 satisfy the foltowi,ng relati,onshi,ps;

oÍ, : -rðÍ,o'j*, : -< a'\ Ø7)

ôÍ, ðfz - 0Í,
õr¡ : ñ* u, (4 8)

where j :0,2 or 4 and 12 *r * €, € € GF(q),'is irred,uci,ble ouer Gp(q).

Proof: The first part of the theorem wâs shown above. For the proof of the last sentence

we use induction on rz, the degree of /. Suppose that f : aon+a1!la2z, for a¿ € GF(qr),
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is linear. By proceeding as described in the preamble to this theorem, the points of the
Bose representation of the line / : 0 lie on the 3-space which is the intersection of the
hyperplanes of PG(5, q) defined by the equations

ft : atro I a2r2 I a3ra - €(þrrt I þzrs * þzrs)

and

fz: þtro * (or - 0r)rr.| 0zrz*(*r- 7r)tr]- þsrq* (r, - þr)r,

where o':e'tt'ia2,b:0t*iþz and c:'yt *i42for a¿,1¿,rt€GF(q). Hence

ðf, 0f, -ñ 0.fz

aÇ: u'' arr: -(Pt' ar,

and the relationships 4.7 and 4.8 hold.

Suppose that

l: f a¿¡¡riEizk

0,
af,
#:at-0tort

i+ j+tc:n

where a¿j* € GF(q'), is of degree n and the Bose representation of the curve ,f : 0 is
given by the intersection of the two hypersurfaces ,fi :0 and. f2: 0 of pG(S,g). Now,

"¡/e 
CAn Write,

f@,a,ò : I a¿¡¡riYizh
i*jik=n

: 
"o I a¿¡¡ri-ryl 

"r + AÐaojt Ai-r zk * ze,sçrzn-7
i+0 j+0

: rog(r,A, z) + r1h(r,a, z) + r2k(r,y, z)

where the Bose representations of g:0, h:0 and k : 0 are given by the intersections

of the hypersurfaces pl : 0 and gz : Q,hr : 0 and h2: 0 and kl : 0 and k2: 0. Thus
\rye can express the polynomials /1 and /2 in terms of the !¿,h¡ a\d k¿. Hence

ft : ïoh i r2h1* r4k1 - €(rr,gr l r3h2 * r5k2)

and

rz : rogz * rt(h - gz) + rzhz * rz(h - hz) I rak2 * r5(fu - k2)

Now, as h and k contain no r terms,

0h¿ ôh¿ õk¿ 0k¿

dro 1rt 0ro ðr,
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and the partial derivatives of /1 and f2 càn be written as,

ô1,

0ro
ôf,,

0r,
0r,
ôro
ôf,

ôr,
ôr,

' ôg' ' ðg'
9t t x:o;- Ëït-;-" dro " 'dro

",#-r(n,*,,#)
0o, /

gz I roi: -l rt 
1oro \ õro
ogt og,

'ffi*þ'- s')*'' (
ôro
0g, 0s,

ôrt

Manipulating this expression we obtain

ù ôrt ?rt

and we need to show that these expressions satisfy the relationships 4.7 and 4.8. Now,

ôf, }st - 0g,
^ 

: 9t -r -ÌO ã- - (il;-
OIo Oro OIo

: h*(ro-r,)*.",(*-r#)

and since g is of degree (" - 1) and hence, by the inductive hypothesis, satisfies 4.7

and 4.8 this becomes

# : h * (rs - ",)y^. ", (#,. *)
: h*(ro-,,)f#*#r*,,(*

Similarly,

af,, 0f, af,
A"r- A"r- Aro

0g,
4^- _ \¿Un SOrt

-€gz+,,#-€r,(*-#)
-egz-€",H-€n, (*-#)

gzlrt

0i,

0s,
õr,

as p1 and 92 satisfy the relationships 4.7 and 4.8. Thus

ðr0

The proofs of 4.7 and 4.8 in the cases that j : 2 and j : 4 are analogous D
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4.5 The Relationship with the Bruck-Bose Repre-

sentation of PG(2, q2)

Recall from section 1.15 that, if X- is a hyperplane of PG( ,q) and .S is a spread of

X-, then we can form the projective plane r(Da,,t-,.S). This plane is isomorphic to

PG(2,q2) and we call it the Bruck-Bose representation of PG(2,q2). The isomorphism

between PG(2,q2) and T(D+,x*,5) was denoted þr. As we now demonstrate, this

representation is connected in a naturai way to the Bose representation of PG(2,q2).

Let Xa be a hyperplane in PG(5,g). From corollary 4.I0,Da contains a unique element

X- of Ile and the q2 * 1 lines of ,S1 in Xoo, which necessarily form a regular spread

5 of X*. Thus, we can construct the Bruck and Bose projective plane r(Ds,t-,,S).
Therefore we have a Bruck-Bose representation of PG(2,q2) in every hyperplane of X5.

We can say more about the association between the two maps. The hyperplane Xa

contains precisely those elements of ,S1 which are in X- and meets each remaining line

of 
^91 in a unique point of Xa \ Ð-. Conversely, there is a unique line of 51 through each

such point. Similarly, X- is the unique element of. Hs in Xa and every other element

of. H3 meets Xa in a plane about a line of 5. Conversely, there is an element of .FI3

containing any plane meeting X* in a line of 5. Thus, if P is a point of pG(2,q2) and

!. ahne of PG(2,q2), then þr(P): þr(P) rì Xa and þr(¿): þr(l) i Ða. We srate this

as follows;

Theorem 4.16. LetD¿ be a hyperplane of PG(5,q) contai,ning the uni,que elementD*
oÍ Hz and E be the spread ol D* i,nduced by St. If By denotes the Bose map and, B2 the

Bruck-Bose nnap between PG(2,q2) and T(Dq,Doo,S) then

þr(P) : fu(P) ^ìÐ+

for any poi,nt P of PG(2,q2), and,

þr(t) : pa(t).Ð4

for any li,ne (. of PG(Z,q2).

Hence if A is any set of points of PG(2,q2) and we know the structure of the Bose

representation of A, þr(A), then \4/e can determine the Bruck and Bose representation

þr(A) of Aby considering the intersection of B1(A) with a hyperplane Da of PG(5,q).
Note that as Ea intersects the directrix planes II and lI of 51 in the directrices of 5

!
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this also tells us how B2(,4) intersects the directrices of 5 in the quadratic extension

PG(4, q2).
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Chapter 5

The Bose Representation of Baer

Subplanes and Classical Unitals

The main theme of Bose's paper [8] is that the Bose map gives a concise representation

of the Baer subplanes and Baer sublines of PG(2,q2). In addition, and not discussed

in [8], the Bose representation of the classical unitals of PG(2,q2) is also quite appealing.

Here we discuss these representations and, as in section 4.5, use them to elucidate the

Bruck-Bose representations of these structures. Furthermore, it is shown that the Bose

representation is useful in that it simplifies the proofs of several known results concerning

unitals and Baer subplanes.

5.1 The Bose Representation of Baer Subplanes

We discuss the Bose representation of the Baer subplanes of PG(2,q2) and the Baer

sublines of a line of PG(2,q2), obtaining, from a different perspective, similar results to

those obtained in [8].

If (o1 ,az,þt,þz,it,.yz) : ó(a,B,7) (with / as defined in section 4.1) is a point of'

PG(5,q) then, for any non-zero k e GF(q2), the point

ö(kr,ky,kz) : (ntat - €rczaz, K2a1* (o, - nz)az, ftþt - €nzþ2,. . .)

of PG(5,q), where k: Kti-i,n2 and € € G-F(q) is such that the polynomialz,2 +r*{ is

irreducible over GF(q), lies on the same line of ,Sr. Hence, for any non-zero k e GF(qz),
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with k : Kt * in2, the map

where A is the matrix

,þ*

tþt

PG(5, q) -+
X+

PG(5,q)

XA

0

0

0

0

-€nz
Kt- Kz

preserves the lines of ^9r.

Lemma 5.1. 1. ,þ* i,s a projecti,ui,ty of pG(5,q).

2. For k e GF(q), rþr is the ident'ity map. For rc Ø GF(q), þ¡.fires no po,int of
PG(5,q) and euerA line of 51.

3. ,h: tfu ë k : 6!. for some 6 < GF(q).

/t There are (q -f L) disti,nct projecti,uiti,es of th,is type.

Proof: By simple expansion

lAl :(o,(o, -*r)+€"3)t

so that

lAl : 0 <+ rcl - KtKz + {nl: g

Consider the quadratic 12 - rl f . If this has roots re1 and 12 then -r1 ànd -22 r,vill be

roots of 12 + r + €, contradicting the irreducibility of this quadratic. Thus, for n2f 0,

(;)'-(i)., = L'Fø
+o

and so IAI l0
rf rc2- 0 then lAl : Kî +0, as Æ1 and K2 ã,e not both zero. Thus ly''l+0 and þ¡is a

projectivity.

K1 -€nz 0

K2 Kt-K2 0

00K1
00K2
000
000

0

0

-€oz
Kt. - Kz

0

0

0

0

0

0

K1

K2
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2. This follows from the definition of tþr.

3. Suppose that tþt: tþu, for some u e GF(qz) where u: þtt I ilrz. Then

,þ*(I,0,0, 0, 0, 0) : tþ.(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)

which implies that (rc1 ,K2,0,0,0,0) and (¡;1 ,þ2,0,0,0,0) are coordinates for the same

point of PG(5,q). Therefore, Kt: aþt and, n2: ol-tz for some o e GF(q) and thus
k:ou.

Conversely,if k:o't!,:o(tu+ip,)rorsomeø eGF(q) andxisanypoint of pG(5,q),

with coordinates (ro, rr, 12, rB, rs,:xs), then

,þx(X) : (*rro - €rczrt, K2ro* (o, - nz)q,. ..)
: (o)116 - {oÀ2r1,oÀ2rs * ø(À1 - Àz)rt,...)

: o(Àyrs - €Àzrt, Àzro I (), - Àz)rr, . . .)

: ,þ"(X)

Hence tþx : ,þu.

4. This follows from 3 as there are (q2 - 1) non-zero elements in GF(qr), (q-1) non-zero

elements in GF(q) and (q2 - t)lØ - 1) : (q + r). !
Consideraline [,of PG(5,q) of type 2;lhatis/isnotalineof ,S1. As ú*isaprojectivity,
the image of / under þ¡,is alinem which is of type 2. If P € (. and,lies on the line (.p of
,S1 then, as tþn fixes lines of ,Sr, ,þr(P) is the point of intersection of (,p and, m. Thus the
lines / and m are projectively related, by ú*, in such a way that corresponding points

are incident with the same line of Sr. As in theorem 1.45, this correspondence defines

a Segre variety ì/1,1, that is a three-dimensional hyperbolic quadric Q, with one regulus

7l being the ]ines PrþÁP) where P is a point of /. Note that the lines of R are all in
sr. For k' e GF(q2) with k' I ok for any o e GF(q), the projectivity ún,is distinct
tro rþ*. Similarly to above, the projectivity tþ¡, acting on / defines a three dimensional
hyperbolic quadric Q'. However, as there is a unique line of 51 through each point of /,
7? is a regulus of Q' too and Q/ is identical to Q. Hence the line ,þ*,(l) is a line of the
opposite regulus to R and the opposite regulus is made up of the image of / under the
(ø + i¡ distinct projectivities described in lemma 5.1.

To describe the Bose representations of the Baer Subplanes of PG(2, q2) we must examine

horv Ty'¡ acts on the planes of PG(5,q).

Let a be a plane of PG(b,q) of type 2. Its image a,under þ¡is aplane of type 2. Hence

the planes a and Q' are projectively related (viaþ¡), with, as above, corresponding points
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being incident with a common line of ,S1. Therefore, by theorem 1.45, the planes o and

a' generate a cubic scroll of planes with lines in ,S1 and with planes being the image of

a under the (q + 1) distinct projectivities described in lemma 5.1. Each plane of type 2

is contained in a unique cubic scroll of this type and, as each such scroll contains (ø + t¡
planes of type 2, we have, by lemma 4.I3, the following result:

Lemma 5.2. There are q3(q3 +I)(q'*1) cubi,c scrolls of planes where the planes of the

scroLl are of type 2 and, the li,nes of the scroll are i,n 51. !

Suppose .R! is one such cubic scroll of planes. Letr a be a plane of the scroll and B denote

the set of (q'-f q* 1) lines of ,S1 which meet a; that is B is the set of lines of the scroll.

In the Bose representation, each line of B represents a point of PG(2,q2). Let 6 denote

this set of points. We examine how B is intersected by the lines of PG(2,q2).

Let (. be a line of PG(2,q2) corresponding, via the Bose map, to the 3-space Ds e H3.

By the definition of a type 2 plane, a is contained in no element of H3. In particular,

13 does not contain a and thus a and X3 intersect in either a point or a line. Since

X3 contains precisely those elements of B which meet a in a point of o ll Ð3 it thus

contains either 1 or (q * 1) lines of B. Hence / meets 6 in either 1 or (ø + t¡ points.

Suppose that (. and {' are two lines of PG(2,q2) containirg (q * 1) points of B and Di

is the Bose representation of. !' . In this case X3 and X', both intersect a in lines. The

line of B through the point of intersection of these lines thus corresponds to a point of

B in common to both 11 and [.2. Therefore the points of. B are the points of a Baer

subplane of PG(2,q2) and A! is the Bose representation of this subplane. Furthermore,

if / contains (q + 1) points of B, and is thus a Baer subline of 6, then X3 meets o in a

line ú of type 2 and so, as above, the lines of B which meet ú form a regulus. Therefore

the Baer sublines of the Baer subprane B correspond to reguli of lines of ,R!.

In addition, from lemma 5.2, there are q3(q3 + L)(q'* 1) such cubic scrolls which, by

corollary 1.3, is the number of Baer subplanes of PG(2,q2). Similarly, there arc q(q2 +r)
reguli of lines of ,S1 in an element of Hz and thus q(q' + I)(qn + q2 + I) reguli of lines of

Sr. By corollary 1.5, this is the number of Baer sublines in PG(Z,q'). We sum up these

results in the following.

Theorem 5.3. [8] In the Bose representati,on of PG(2,q2),

(1) The Baer subplanes are represented, by cubic scrolls of planes of type 2, for whi,ch the

li'nes of the scroll are in St. Conuersely, all such cubic scrolls represent Baer subplanes

of PG(2, q2) .
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(2) A Baer subli,ne of a li,ne of PG(2,q2) is represented, by a regulus of li,nes of s1 and,,

conuersely, any regulus of lznes of 51 represents a Baer subli,ne of pG(2,q2). tr

5.1.1 The Bruck-Bose Representation of Baer Subplanes

In section 4.5 we discussed a connection between the Bose and Bruck-Bose representa-

tions of PG(2,q'). As we now know the Bose representation of Baer subplanes and Baer

sublines of PG(2,Q2), we can exploit this connection in order to find the Bruck-Bose

representation of the Baer subplanes and Baer sublines or pGe,q2).

We begin by finding the Bruck-Bose representation of a Baer subline b of a line / of
PG(2,q2). As before, let Ða be a hyperplane or pG(5,q) containing x- € -F13 and S
denote the regular spread of D- induced by Sr. We determine the Bruck-Bose represen-

tation of ó in the plane r(Dq,t-,.s) : PG(2,q2). Ler {*: þr(D*) be the Bruck-Bose

representation of X-. The Bose representation of. (.in PG(5,ù, þt(/), is an element D3

of. Hs and B1(b) is a regulus 7? of lines of ^91 (in X3) (theorem b.3). Therefore, as in
section 4.5, þr(b) : R f^ì Da. Note that the intersections of 7? with the directrix planes

of ,S1 are points of the directrix lines of 5. There are three cases to consider.

Firstly assume that X3 - X- or, equivalently, that å is a Baer subline of [*. In this
case the lines of R are contained in X* and so þr(b): R. Conversely, b¡r theorem b.3,

all reguli of lines of 51 represent Baer sublines of pG(2,q2).

Alternatively X3 + Ð,- (ö is not a Baer subline of (*) so that X3 meets Xa in a plane o
about ú € ,S.

Suppose that ú is a line of. R (or, equivalently, that ö contains a point of l*). This means

Ihat B2(b) consists of ú together with the q points in which a intersects the lines of 7?\ú.
As R. is one regulus of a hyperbolic quadric, it follows that a n R is a degenerate conic

consisting of two lines, one of which is f and the other, ú', contains these q points. In
this case r¡ie say thal B2(b) : t' , although we could also regard it as the degenerate conic
containing the lines t and tt. Note that this would imply that, in the extension, B2(b)
contains the points Ú a lI and ú n Il- of the directrices of .S. Conversely, if zn is any line
of PG( ,q) not contained in X-, then the lines of ,S1 meeting m form a regulus and so

are the Bose representation of a Baer subline. Hence any such line is the Bruck-Bose

representation of a Baer subline of pG(2,q2).

Lastly' suppose that ú is not a line of R. Thus a rl R. consists of q * 1 points of o \ f.
Hence, as añR is a quadric in a plane and a does not contain a line of.R, B2(b) isa
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non-degenerate conic C in a. In this case the converse, namely that every non-degenerate
conic in o represents a Baer subline, is not true (see Metz, [37]) and those that do are
called Baer conics. We seek to characterise the Baer conics. To this end, consider the
quadratic extension PG(5,q') of PG(5,q). As,in the extension, the directrices of S are
lines of the opposite regulus to R, the conic C contains a point of each directrix. Since
a, the plane of C, contains the line ú e ,S these points areT:tlII and T:tnII-. Tnis
is the condition we seek.

Theorem 5.4. A conicc i,n aplanea of pG(a,q) \Ð* meet,ingDoo i,n alinet i,s a
Baer con'ic if and only if it contai,ns the points T : t)fr and,T : taÍ,.

Proof: That a Baer conic satisfies this property has been shown above and so it only
remains to prove that all conics satisfying this condition are Baer conics. Let C be a
conic of PG( ,Ç) \ t- in the plane a about ú e ^9 and containing the points T and|.
In addition, suppose that A,B,C are three points of C contained in the lines [.a,,ln,lc
of ,sr. As a is a plane of type 1 it ries in a unique 3-space Ð of H3. The lines (.a,!.p,.tç

define a regulus of lines 7? in X which represents a Baer subline of X and so a lì k: C,

is a Baer conic. Now, in the extension, c'contains the five points A,B,ç,T,T (as it
is a Baer conic) and, by assumption, C does too. Hence the conics C and, C, have five
common points and so coincide. Thus c : c' is a Baer conic. tr

Summarising, we have;

Theorem 5.5 In the Bruck-Bose representati,on n(Ðn,X*,S) of pG(2,q2) the repre_

sentation of the Baer subli,nes is as below.

1. A Baer subline oÍ t,n is represented by a regulus of tines of s. conuersely, afra
such regulus represents a Baer subl,ine oÍ (*.

2' A Baer subli,ne wi,th a un'ique point on l* 'is represented, by a line of Da meeti,ng

Ð* i,n a unique po'int. Conuersely, afla such li,ne represents a Baer subline with a

uni,que poi,nt on (.*.

3' A Baer subline w'ith no point on t* 'is represented, by a non-d,egenerate conic, with
no po'int'inE*, in a plane meeti,ngE* in a li,net of s. such a conic contai,ns the
poi'nts in whi,ch t meets the d,'irectrir lines of S. Conuersely, akU conic sati,sfying
these conditi,ons represents a Baer subli,ne wi,th no poi,nt on (*. ¡
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Similarly, rve can determine þr(B) where ß is a Baer subplane of PG(2,q2). Again, we

determine the representation of B in r(Dn,,t.",.S) (with Ð¿,Ð*,5 as defined above).

From theorem 5.3, the points of fu(ß) are the lines of a cubic scroll Ã! of type 2 planes.

Consequently B2(ß) is given by the intersection r?! n Ia. From theorem 1.47 such an

intersection is one of

(a) a plane a of the scroll and a quadric Q with one regulus in 51

or

(b) a ruled cubic surface lzf with line directrix a line of ,S1.

Note that, in the extension, the lines of Â! which correspond to points of 6, meet each

directrix plane in a Baer subplane of that plane (see section 4.2).

There are two cases to consider as 6 meets (.oo in either a Baer subline or a unique point.

Firstly, assume lhat ß and /- meet in a Baer subline. Therefore, by theorem 5.5, A3

intersects X* in a regulus, 7?. Thus Ã! i Da is an intersection of type (a) above with

the plane a meeting D- in a line of the opposite regulus to R. In this case we say that

þr(ß) : t. Conversely, &try plane of Xa meeting loo in a line not in S is of type 2.

Thus, the lines of ,S1 meeting such a plane are the lines of a cubic scroll which is the

Bose representation of a Baer subplane. Hence any such plane is the Bruck and Bose

representation of a Baer subplane of PG(2,q2).

Now suppose that 6 meets (.,o in a unique point. Therefore Ã! intersects X- in a line r
of 5. As this is the only line of ,S1 in Xa, the intersection of Ða and r?! is of type (b).

We say that B2(ß):7r3. Since the conic directrices of V] represent Baer sublines of 6,

the plane of each meets Ð* in a line ú of 5. From theorem 5.5, each such conic contains

the points ú n lI and I 11 ll. Since there are (q' + t) conic directrices on Vf there is a

(unique) conic plane of V] about any line of S \ r and we can deduce that the directrix

linesXaolIandt4nfIare,intheextension, lines ofVf . Onceagain,asthereareconics

of PG(4,q) in planes meeting Xoo in lines of .S which do not represent Baer sublines of

PG(2,q2), there are ruled cubic surfaces, with line directrix in 5 and conic directrices in

planes about lines of 5, which do not represent Baer subplanes of PG(2,q2). Those that

do are called Baer ruled cubics. We have the following characterisation of the Baer

ruled cubics which is also obtained, in a different manner, in [40].

Theorem 5.6. [40] Let v] be a ruled cubi,c surface of PG( ,q) whi,ch meets Ð* in
erøctly its li,ne directrir and has a conic d,i,rectri,r in a plane meeti,ng Doo in a line of S.

Vr3 is a Baer ruled cubic if and, only i,f it conta'ins the d,i,rectri,r li,nes llntoo and,fIiX-.
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Proof: Again we have already shown that any Baer ruled cubic satisfies this condition.
For the converse, suppose that Vrs is a ruled cubic surface satisfying the hypotheses of
the theorem. Let h, gz be generator lines of Vf with At,8.,. € 91 and Az, Bz e 92. The
lines of ,S1 through these four points meet lI in a quadrangle which determines a Baer

subplane 6 in II. þt(B) is then an .R! containing the lines of 51 through _41, Bt,Az
and 82 and meeting Xa in a ruled cubic surface R| (for otherwise the intersection would

consist of a plane and a quadric and the points At,Az,Bt,Bz would be coplanar, which
would imply that 91 and 92 are coplanar, a contradiction). Now,R!, being a Baer ruled
cubic, contains t,gy, and p2 as generators, where ú: lI i !oo. That is, Vf and Al have

three common generators and so coincide (since a projective correspondence between a

line and a conic is completely determined by three pairs of corresponding points, see [a8]).
That is, V; : RB is a Baer ruled cubic. !
Summarising;

Theorem 5.7. In the Bruck-Bose representat,ion r(Ðq,D-,S) of pG(2,q2) the repre-

sentatzon of the Baer subplanes i,s as gi,uen below;

1. A Baer subplane wi,th q r I points on !.o is represented, by a plane of pG@,q)

meeti,ngÐoo i,n a line not belonging to 3. Conuersely, any such plane represents a

Baer subplane of PG(2,q2).

2- A Baer subplane with a un'i,que poznt on (* 'is represented by a ruled, cubic surface.

Such a ruled cubic contains the dzrectri,ces of E. Conuersely, any ruled, cubic surface

whi'ch conta'ins the di,rectri,ces of 3 as generators represents a Baer subplane of
PG(2, q2). !

5.2 The Bose Representation of the Classical flnital

The study of unitals in PG(2,q2) has been greatly aided by the use of the Bruck-Bose
representation of PG(2,q2). As there is a close connection between this and the Bose

representation of PG(2,q2), it is not surprising that the Bose representation also aids

this study. In particular, the Bose representation of the classical unital is more concise

than that given by the Bruck-Bose map and so it is often easier to prove theorems about
the classical unital in this setting.

Theorem 5.8. The Bose representation of a classi,cal unital of PG(2,q2) is an ellipti,c
quadric of PG(5,q) whi,ch, i'n PG(5,q2), contai,ns the d,,irectrir planes oÍ St. Conuersely,
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any ellipti,c quadri,c of PG(S,q) which, when ertendedto PG(5,q2), contai,nsthe di,rectri,r

planes oÍ St., is the Bose representation of a classi,cal unital of PG(2,q2).

Proof: LetU" be a classical unital in PG(2,q2). Thus we can choose coordinates in

PG(2,,q2) so that the points of.l,,{." are the points satisfying the equation

rrq * aaq + zzq :0

We want to find the Bose representation of U". Suppose that (a, b, c) is a poinl of l,l,

with ø : at I'ia2, b : þt I i,B2 and c : .yt * i-yz. Then, since the map u ¡+ rq is an

automorphism of GF(q') fixing each element of Gtr'(g),

(a,b,c) eU" <+ aa+bb* cc:0
<+ (r' + io.2)(q * i,qa2) + (0, + i,þz)(h + i,q Br)

+(zr + i'lz)(lt * i,q12) : g

<+ 
"1,+ 0?+ú+ U+tq)(.ror+ hlzilflz)
+i.i,q (a?, + P3 + t3) :0 (b.1)

where z and'iq arethe zeros of 12 + n + €, € e GF(q) and so (t +l) - -1 and iz : €.

Thus equation 5.1 becomes

al - a1a2 + €a? + P? - hl3z + €03 + t? - ytz + €t3 : o

and hence (a,b, c) is a point of.U"if and only if the point þr(o,b, ") - 
(or, or, þt, þ2,-yt,^lz)

is a point of the quadric,

rf; - rsrl + €r? + 
"3 - r.2:13 * €r? + rf; - rars + {rf; : g

This is the equation of an elliptic quadric in PG(5, q) and, when considered as a quadric

of PG(5,q2), contains the directrix planes.

Conversely,let Q denote a quadric as in the hypothesis. Suppose that the point P of

PG(5,q) on the line (.p of ^9r lies on Q.Then, in PG(5, qt),, Q contains the points P,
(.pl\lland(.polIof Lpandhenceallof /p. Thus, inPG(5,q),Qcontainsanylineof 51

which it meets. Therefore, as an elliptic quadric in PG(5,q) has (qt + t)(q + 1) points,

I consists of q3 + 1 lines of 51. We need to show that these q3 + 1 lines are the Bose

representation of a classical unital. To do this we show that the set of q3 + 1 points 1,/ in

which they meet fI form a classical unital in lI (see section 4.2).

If / is one of the above mentioned q3 + 1 lines then, as O is an elliptic quadric, any

element of Hs about / which contains another of these lines must contain q-lI ofthem.
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Thus, by countinl, Q2 of the elements of l/3 about !. containq* 1of these lines and the
remaining element of H3 about / meets Q in ( exactly. we call this the tangent three
dimensional space to Q about l. and, denote it T¿(e) If / intersects fI in the point p
then the (øt +t) elements of Hs about / intersect lI in the (q, +I) lines of lI through
P ' Hence the above implies that of the q2 * 1 lines of li through a point of l,l, q2 are
(q + 1)-secant to l,l and one is tangent to r,/. Thus, in totar, r/ hasq3 + 1 tangents and
q2(q3+t)lØ+1) : qa-q3+q2 (q*1)-secants. Thus alllinesof lI aretangent orq*1
secant to U and so Z./ forms a unital in lL

we prove that t't is classicaì by showing that it satisfies the condition of reciprocity
(see section 1'14.1)' Let A,B,C,D be four points of l,{,no three of which are collinear,
and ta,tB,tc,tp be the tangents to r,r through A,B,c,D respectivery with t¡ and, tB
intersecting at the point x' suppose that the line cD contains x. we need to show
thattçr¡t¡, : Y lies on the line AB. Let (.p denote the line of ,S1 through the point p.
Thus, equivalently, we must show that ly - T¿c@) nT¿r(e) is containe d. in (ln,lB).
Let p denote the polarity of pG(5,q) induced by the quadric g. So, if p € ethepolar
of P is the tangent space to e at p, denoted Tp(e) By corollary 4.\O,this contains a
unique element of Hs which, as it contains P, contains [p. Hencethis element of I/3 is
T¿r(Q), as all other elements on H3 about (.p meet ein ahyperbolic quadric.

consider the line Lq- By the above, the porar of any point of !.¡ contains T¿o(g) so this
is the polar of (.a. Similarly, the polar of (.8 is T¿"(e), which implies that the polar of
(t¡,(B) is T¿o@) an"@) : lx, which is containe d, in (!.s,lp). Thus, by the pole-polar
property, the polar of (%,(.p) is contained in ([.¡,!.e). Thatis, (y C1 la,(p ]. Hence,
by theorem 1.55,1,1 is a classical unital. !

5.2.L The Bruck-Bose Representation of the crassical unitar
As we did with Baer subplanes

sentation of the classical unital.

, we may now use this to obtain the Bruck_Bose repre_

corollary 5'9' If u i's a classi,cal uni,tal in PG(2, q2) then the Bruck-Bose representation
of U in n(Dn,X-,S) is either

1' A non-si,ngular paraboric quad,ic meet,ing Ðoo in (ø + r; Ii,nes of E, or

2' An elli,pt'ic quadri,c cone cons'isting of the rines joi,n,ing p e x- tu the po,ints ol an
elli'pt'ic quadric meeting D* zn a unique point A, where A and, p are coilznear on
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a li,ne of the spread, S.

Inboth cases, the quadri,cs conta'inthe directri,rli,nes of S. Conuersely, any such quadri,c

contaznzng the directrir li,nes of E is the Bruck-Bose representati,on oJ a classical unttal.

Proof: Let Ia be a hyperplane in PG(5, q) containing Ð* € Hs and S denote the

(regular) spread of loo induced by Sr. From theorem 5.8 and section 4.5 the Bruck-Bose

representation of Z,/ is given by the intersection QaXa, where Q is an elliptic quadric of

PG(5,q) containing the directrix planes. There are two cases two consider.

If Da is a tangent hyperplane of Q then QnÐn is an elliptic cone as given in the theorem.

Otherwise, QnÐn is a non-singular parabolic quadric as stated in the theorem.

In both cases X- meets each of the directrix planes of .91 in lines which are thus lines of

the quadric.

Conversely, suppose lhat Pq is a non-singular parabolic quadric in Xa meeting X- in
(ø + i; lines of .S. As the general equation of a quadric of PG(4, q) has 15 coefficients

and the general equation of a quadric of PG(5, q) has 21 coefficients, there will be a

unique quadric Q containinE Pq and any 6 additional points of PG(5,q) which impose

linearly independent conditions on the coefficients of Pq. Let A, B,C be three points of

P4 \ t* such that the lines !t,lB,(.¿ of ,S1 through these points are not contained in a

common element of Hs. Now 2a, together with two points from each of these three lines

(notA,BorC),lieinauniquequadric Qof PG(5,q) which, inPG(5,q2),containsthe

directrix planes. If I contains P e PG(5,q) then, as it contains the directrix planes,

I contains three points of the line of ,S1 through P and hence all of this line. Thus Q
consists exactly of the lines of 51 which intersect Xa in a point of. Pq. So, as 2a contains

(q'+t)(q'-t)/(q-1) points (theorem 7.25), of which (q+I)t are the points of paoD*,

we have

Pl : (q+ 1) l@* t)(q'- t) / I
\Y -/L ff-Ø+t)'.j *(q+7)'

: (q+I)" lfu'* t) - (q+ 1) + 1]

: (q+r)r(qr-q+1)
: (ø+ r¡(q, + r)

Thus, as a non-singular elliptic quadric is the only quadric of PG(5, q) with this number

of points, Q is such a quadric.
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Let ll6t3 denote an elliptic quadric cone as in the theorem. Let A, B, C be three points

of 116á3\X- such that the lines (.¡,ln,lc of',91 through these points are not contained in

a common element of Hs, and such that the element of H3 generated by any two of these

lines does not contain the line /- in which flst3 meets X-. As above, lleá3 together

with two points from each of these three lines (not A, B or C) lie in a unique quadric Q

of PG(5,q) which, in PG(5,q2), contains the directrix planes. As áe contains (q'+t)
points, lleá3 contains (q(q2 + 1) + 1) points of which (q + t) are points of D-. Thus,

similarly to above, I contains (q'(q + 1) + (ø + t¡¡ points and is thus a non-singular

elliptic quadric. !
The representations of the classical unital given in theorem 5.8 and corollary b.g also

enables us to determine how a classical unital intersects a Baer subplane.

Theorem 5.10. A classical uni,tal intersects a Baer subplane i,n one of

1. A poi,nt of the Baer subplane,

2. A li,ne of the Baer subplane,

3. Two li,nes of the Baer subplane,

l. A non-singular conic of the Baer subplane.

Proof: Let U be a classical unital in PG(2, q2) with Bose representation Q and, B be a

Baer subplane with Bose representation Æ! We show that the lines of ,S1 in common to

Q and Ã! meet the directrix plane lI in one of the required ways.

Lel r be a plane of r?!. As a plane meets a quadric in a quadric of that plane, ø intersects

I in either a point, a line, two lines or a non-singular conic. The lines of ,S1 in common

to O and A! are the lines of 51 meeting z' in a point of n rì 8. Hence Q intersects all

planes of ,?! and, in particular, n n Bå, in this way. !

5.3 Buekenhout and Buekenhout-Metz unitals

We can make use of the Bruck-Bose representation of the classical unital given in corol-

lary 5.9 to examine when a Buekenhout unital or a Buekenhout-Metz unital is classical.

Firstly, recall from section 1.15.2 that a Buekenhout parabolic unital is a unital for

which the Bruck-Bose representation in ø'(Da, t*, S) is a non-singular parabolic quadric

meeting D- in a regulus belonging to .S. Clearly, a classical unital has this representation
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with respect to any secant line, but it is not obvious that any such unital

This was shown in [6] using a non-trivial counting argument. However any

as it contains q * 1 lines of 5, contains the directrix lines of 5, and thus is classical by

coroliary 5.9 giving us;

Theorem 5.11. 16l A Buekenl¿out uni,tal of PG(2,q') it a classi,cal unital. l"

If U is a Buekenhout-Metz unital, that is the Bruck-Bose representation of U is an

ovoidal cone O in PG( ,q), then examples for which 1,/ is non-classical are known. As

was outlined in section 1.15.2, if O is not an elliptic quadric thenU is non-classical (see

Buekenhout, [17]) and, furthermore, there åre examples in which (? is an elliptic quadric

andU is non-classical (see Metz, [37]). In this second case, a restatement of corollary 5.9

gives a condition under which such unitals are classical.

Theorem 5.L2. LetU be a Buekenhout-Metz uni,tal i,n PG(2,q2) where the associated

ouoi,dal cone O has an elli,pti,c quadric base. The un'ital U i,s classi.cal i.f and only i,f , i,n

the ertens'i,on, O contai,ns the di,rectrices of E. !

An alternative characterisation of Buekenhout-Metz unitals âmong classical unitals has

been given by Lefévre-Percsy in [35]. This result has a simple proof in this setting.

Theorem 5.13. [35] Letl,{ be a Buelcenhout-Metz unital wrt (7,!.*) i,n PG(2,q2) where

the associ,ated ouoidaL cone has an elli,pti,c quad,r'ic base. If U has a secant line (. not

containi,ng T whi,ch meets U in a Baer subline then U i,s a classi,cal un'ital.

Proof: As / intersects U in a Baer subline and does not contain 7, the intersection of

þr(!) and B2(U) is a Baer conic. By theorem 5.4, such a conic intersects the directrices

d,d of.S in the points P and P, respectively. Let I be the line of D- which is the Bruck-

Bose (and Bose) representation of 7. As X- is tangent to B2(U) and the directrices

are lines of Ð* (in the extension), it follows that they each meet þr(U) doubly att^ld.
Hence, counted according to multiplicity, d has three points on þz(U) and so is contained

in it. Therefore, by corollary 5.9, U is a classical unital. ú .r

Actually the condition that U has an elliptic quadric as base ovoid is superfluous. Thus

we obtain a characterisation of any Buekenhout-Metz unital among classical unitals.

Theorem 5.I4. LetU be a Buekenhout-Metz uni,tal wrt (7,(.*) i.n PG(2,q2). IÍ1,{ has

a secant line not containi,ng T which meets U in a Baer subl'ine then U i,s a classical

uni,taL.

classical.
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Proof: Suppose that ll is a Buekenhout-Metz unital wrt (T,t*). Then, as above,

þr(U) contains a Baer conic C and so, as an ovoid containing a conic is an elliptic
quadric (theorem 1.30), it follows that any hyperplane section of B2(U) about C is an
elliptic quadric. Thus, by the above theorem, the unital is classical. !
We also have;

Corollary 5.15. If tl is a unital in PG(2,q2) which is Buekenhout Metz wrt (71,1.7)

and Buekenhout-Metz wrt (Tr,lz) (withrl trr) thenl,l is classical.

Proof: IlU is Buekenhout-Metz wrt (fi,/1) then a secant line of l,/ through fi is rep-
resented in z'(ra, x-,5) by a line of pG(4,q) meeting x- in a unique point. Therefore
all secants of I'l thtough fi are Baer sublines. Thus Z/ is Buekenhout-Metz wrt (72,1,2)

with a Baer subline through r # Tz Hence, by theorem 5.r4, U is classical. D

5.4 A characterisation of the classical flnital
It is well-kno\¡r'n that if ?,1 is a classical unital in PG(2,q2) and, L is a secant of Ll then
the points of (. onl'1. ate the points of a Baer subline of (.. Inthe Bose setting this follows
easilv; lor B2(u) is an elliptic quadric of pG(5,q) and þr(l) consisrs of (q + 1) skew
lines of this elliptic quadric contained in a three-dimensional subspace X3 of pG(5,q).

As X3 meets an elliptic quadric in a quadric of Ð3, these (q + 1) lines are necessarily one
regulus of a hyperbolic quadric. By theorem 5.3, they are thus the Bose representation
of a Baer subline of a line of pG(2,q2). That is, we have;

Theorem 5.16. A secant l'ine (. of a classical unitalU of PG(2,q2) ,intersectsl,l inthe
points of a Baer subline of (.. n

Furthermore, it has been shown by Lefèvre-Percsy in l3b] and Faina and Ko¡chmàros
in 126] that the converse of the above result is also true. That is, that a unital f'or which
every secant line meets the unital in the points of a Baer subline is a classical unital.
Lefèvre-Percsy did this by showing, using a characterisation of Buekenhout-Metz unitals
given in [34], that such a unital is Buekenhout-Metz with respect to each of its tangent
lines' She then shows that the base ovoid of this Buekenhou f-Metz unital is an elliptic
quadric so that the result follows by theorem 5.13. Faina and Korchmàros take a different
approach and show, using some results from group theory, that such a unital satisfies the
condition of reciprocity and hence is classical. Here \4/e use the idea of a quadratic set
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to show that the Bose representation of such a unital is an elliptic quadric of PG(5,q)

containing the directrix planes of 51 and hence that the unital is classical.

-{ quadratic set ([16]) in PG(n.q) is a set K of points of PG(n.q) satisfying the

following conditions

1. K is of type (0,L,2,q+ 1) with respect to the lines of PG(n,q)

2. The union of l-secants and (q + l)-secants through P e K, together with P itself

is either PG(n,q) or a hyperplane. We call this the tangent space to K at P and

denote it 7þ(S).

Lemma 5.L7. In PG(2,q) there are s'ir types of quadrati,c sets. They are as follows,

1. the empty set

2. a poi,nt

3. a li,ne

l. 2 li,nes

5. o(q+I)-arc

6. PG(2,q)

Proof: Let K be a quadratic set in PG(2,q). If K does not contain a line then it is a

lc-arc and, for the tangent space condition to be satisfied, consists of either 0,1 or (q+1)

points.

If K consists solely of a line [. then it is a quadratic set. If besides / it contains another

point P then, forTp(K) to be either a line or PG(2,ù, rc must contain either precisely

one more line through P, and so be the union of two lines, or contain all lines through

P, whence K: PG(2,q). tr

\\/ Lemma 5.18. [16], [30] Let K be a quadrati,c set andfI, a subspace of dimensi,on s in
' PG(n, q). Then K' : K ñ lI" zs a quad,rat'ic set i,n fI, and. Tr(K') : Tp(K) tfI, for any

poi,nt P of K'.

Proof: If / is a line of lI, then (.ÀK' : [.alC and so K'is of type (0, 1,2,q+ 1). Let

P e K. Any line of fI, through P containing 1 or (q + 1) points of. K', contains that

number of points of K and soTp(K') ÇTp(Q ñil". Conversely, âDy line of PG(n,q)
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through P containing 1 or (ø + t¡ points of K, contains that many points of K' and so

Tp(9 nlI, ç Tr(K'). Thus Tr(K'):Tp(K) în,. Therefore, as K is a quadratic set,

Tr(K') is either lI, or a hyperplane in fI,. tr

Lemma 5.19. [16], [30] K i,s a quadrati,c set i,n PG(n,q) if and onty i,f each plane secti,on

is a quadrati,c set.

Proof: Necessity follows from the previous theorem. Suppose each plane section of a

set K of points of PG(n,q) is a quadratic set. Let (.be a line of PG(n,q) and fl a plane

containing (.. AsKa(.: (rc nlI) n !.and lInrcis aquadraticset, it f'ollows that Kis
of type (0,I,2,q+1) andthat (.isa (q+l)-secant (ortangent) of Kifandonlyif it
is a (q* 1)-secant (or tangent) of rcalI, for all planes lI containing[.. Let P e K and

(.1,[.2be two lines either l-secant or (q*1)-secant to K. Let fI: (h,lz).By hypothesis,

[Inrc is a quadratic set wilhTp(rcnfI) : IL Thus II C Tp(K) and fr(K) is a subspace.

As each plane containing P has a line in Tp(K), it follows that Tp(K) is a hyperplane or

PG(n,q). tr

Theorem 5.20. [16], [30] If K is a quadrat'ic set in PG(n,q), whi,ch is not a subspace

of PG(n,q), and euera plane sect'ion of K i,s the empty set, a poi.nt, a line, two lines or

a non-degenerate con'ic then K is a quadric. !

Therefore, to show that a unital of PG(2,q2) f.or which all secant lines are Baer sublines

is a classical unital, lve need to sholv that its Bose representation is a quadratic set of

PG(5,q) for which all plane sections are either empty or a conic (possibly degenerate).

We shall make use of the following result which first appeared in [15]. The proof here is

as in [20].

Lemma 5.2L. [t5] LetU be a uni,tal and ß be a Baer subpLane of pG(2,q2). IÍ b,

denotes the number of li,nes of ß which, when ertended to PG(2,q2) , are tangents tol,l
and s denotes the poi,nts i,n ß nU then

ó1*s:2(q+I).

Proof: Counting in two ways the set of ordered pairs (P,/) where P is apoint of.l,l and

I is a line of 6 containing P, we obtain the equation,

s(q+ 1) + (q' + 1 - s).1 : ö1.1 + (q' + q+ 1 - ór)(q+ 1)
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from which the result follows. !
Let U be a unital in PG(2,q2) with all secants Baer sublines and let'1,,{ : þr(U) be the

Bose representation of U. Thus Z is a set of (qt * 1) lines of ,91 such that ever;r element

of Hs contains either one or (q+i) of these lines, and if t € 1{3 contains (q+1) of these

lines, then those lines form a regulus. Those elements of Hs which contain one line of L/

are called tangents of U and those meeting it in a regulus are called secants of t'1. To

begin we examine how lines intersect U.

Lemma 5.22. A li,ne of PG(5,q) contai,ns 0,1,2 or (q*L) points of Il.

Proof: A line of ^91 contains either 0 or (q* 1) points of l,{. Let (. be a line not in,S1,

which contains the points A,B,C of.U on the lines |.q,!p,.(4 of. 51 respectively. Then

D: (lt,l.B) ísin Hs, and contains /, which implies that C and thus lç are also in Ð.

By hypothesis, R((.a,lB,tc) consists of (q + 1) lines of l,l and so, as (. ís a line of the

opposite regulus, it contains (q + 1) points of Z,/. !
For the sake of brevity, we call lines of PG(5,q) which contain (q+ 1) points of L/, lines

of U and the those lines of U ',vhich are of type 2, transversal lines of t l.

Lemma 5.23. u contai,ns q5 + q3 - q2 *r lines, (q'+l) through each poi,nt of Ll.

Proof: There are (q3 * 1) lines of.l,l in St. A unital has (qa - qt + q') secants and so I/ has

(qn - qt + q')(q * 1) transversal lines (as elements of Hs intersect exactly in a line of ,S1

no transversal line is contained in two distinct elements of ¡/e). This gives the required

number. If P is a point of l,/ then the line [.p of 51 through P is in L/. Additionally, the

92 elements of I13 about (.p which are secant to l,l contain a transversal line through P.

By lemma 5.19, to show that Ll is a quadratic set we need to show that the intersection

of.U wtth a plane of PG(5,q) is a set of the type given in lemma 5.17. For the type 1

planes this is straightforward.

Lemma 5.24. A plane of type 1 meets l,{ i,n a con,ic

Proof: LeI r be a type 1 plane in PG(5,q). From section 4.3, r is contained in an

element E of H3 which meets L/ in either a line or a regulus. Thus, in the former case,

r ltU is either a point or a line and, in the latter, it is a plane section of a regulus. D

In the case of the type 2 planes the result is more difficult. We need the following lemmas,

of which the next seems particularly important.
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Lemma 5.25. A plane containing a li,ne of l,l meets l,{ in e,ither that li,ne eractly or i,n

two li,nes.

Proof: If the plane is of t¡rpe 1 then the result follolvs from the previous lemma. So

suppose that ø is a type 2 plane containing the line [. of l/. As n is of t¡'pe 2, (. is a

transversal line of U and there are (q' - t) further transversai lines through each point

of. L. Hence there are (q2 - t)(q * 1) transversal lines of l,! meetíng (.. Let, t, t' be two such

transversals and consider the plane (t,/). Such a plane is of type 2 and if it meets ú' at

apoint not on (.then it contains l'. However, by lemma5.21, at;zpe 2 plane contains at

most 2q*2 points of u,so this cannot occur. Thus the (q'_ t)(q+1) planes (ú,/), where

ú is a transversal line meeting (., are distinct and meet U in exactly two lines. Similarly,

eachof theq*lplanes (t¡,l),where !.¡\salineof 51 meeting/,meetsZ,/intwolines.

Every point of U is in one of these planes so the remaining planes about (. meet Il in (.

exactly. Thus zr meets U in (. exactly or in two lines. !

Lemma 5.26. LetD be a three di,mensi,onal space of PG(5,q) whi,ch,is not an element

of Hz. If the li,ne {.p of 51 contained i,n D is also in l.l, then the intersecti,on D tl,,l
consrsts of either

(o) l, and q transuersal li,nes of t/, alt rneeti,ng (.p in the same po,int

OT

(b) a hyperbolic quadric.

Furthermore, the intersect'ion is of type (b) i,J and only i,f each element of H3 about (.p

meeting D in a plane 'is a secant of U.

Proof: Let X satisfy the conditions of the theorem. By lemma 4.14 there are (q + 1)

elements of. H3 meeting X in the (ø + t¡ pianes about (.p in D. Furthermore, if these

spaces are X1, . . . , Dq+1; meeting X in z'1 , . . . ,lrq*r, respectively, then Dall : l)(n¿lu),
where r¿ÀU : lp lf. D is tangent toLl, and r¿ ll,/:.(.p and a transversal line through

!.p if D is secant toU. As there is only one tangent line through a point of a unital, at

most one of the X¿ is tangent to U.

Suppose that Xoal is tangent tol,l and that I¿ l\1,{: Lpl)m¡, for z: I,...,Q.Let
m1l (.p : ,4. Note that as the planes r¿ me€t only in (.p, the nL¿ àre either skew or meet

at a point of (.p. Suppose that m2l (p - B + Aand consider a plane p about m1 in D

which does not contain !.p. Theline m2 meets B at a point not on rrll so, by lemma 5.25,

B contains two lines of.U. However B tlLl consists of, at most, m1 and the (q- 1) points
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m¡1t0f.or i,:2,... ,q and so cannot contain two lines of.U. Thusrn2f\l.p: A too and

all the lines rn¿ pass through A. Thus X and U intersect as in (a) of the theorem.

Now, if 7 is any plane about (.p in Ðo*r, the three dimensional space (1,^r) is not in

fl3, contains (.p and is met by Doal in a plane about (.p. Hence, by the above argument,

(1,^t) meets U in Lp together with g transversal lines through A, one of which is m1.

There are (q*1) 3-spaces of this kind, they meet pairwise in the plane (*r,lr), between

them contain (q + 1)(q - t) * 1 : q2 distinct transversals (ie all the transversals) of U

through A and are all in the four dimensional spàce (Ðs+r ,rnt).

Similarly, the q2 transversal lines through any other point of (.p are all contained in a

hyperplane about In*r. As there are (q*1) hyperplanes about Xn*r, and (qf 1) points

on (.p, all of the hyperplanes about Xo*r meet,l,l in [.p together with q2 transversal lines

all incident with the same point of (.p. Consequently, if D contains two transversal lines

of Z/ through different points of. Lp, it is not contained in any hyperplane about Xnal

and so does not meet lq+r in a plane. Thus each element of. Hs meeting X in a plane is

secant toU and D contains (q+ 1) transversal lines of.U, each meeting .(.oay\n distinct

points. These lines meet /p in distinct points, for if two of them, say 7n and n, do not

then Ð : (lp,rn,n) is contained in the hyperplane containing lp,rn,n and Dq+r.

It remains to show that the intersection D n Z,/ is indeed a hyperbolic quadric. Suppose

that the (q+t) transversal lines in which D meets U are (t,. . ., tq+r. No two of these lines

intersect, for if they did the plane containing them would also conta\n (.p, contradicting

lemma5.25. Thus,if Ay e /r\!.pthen(tr,A) isaplanemeetingUinalineandapoint

and hence, by lemma5.25, contains two lines of U. Let this second line be 91. As each

line (.¿ intersects (Lr, A), 91 has a point on each (.¿. None of these points is on /p, for

otherwise (tt, A) : (h,gr) would contain three lines of L/. Thus 91 is a transversal to

the (q * 1) skew lines /1, ... ,lq+t. Similarly, lor A2 e /z \ (,p (Az # At) \4/e can find a

Iine 92 which is a transversal to the (.¿. Thus./1, ...1n*, are the q * 1 transversals of the

three skew lines 91 , !2 and !.p (for p1 and 92 intersecting would contradict lemma 5.25)

and so are one regulus of a hyperbolic quadric. !

Lemma 5.27. U is a quadrati,c set'in PG(5,q)

Proof: By lemma 5.19, we need to show that each plane section of U is a quadratic set.

Let zr be a plane in PG(5,q).

If zr is of type 1 then, by lemma 5.24,iímeets U in a conic which, by lemma 5.17, is a

quadratic set in z'.
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Let ¡r be a type 2 plane. Since a null set is quadratic, we may assume that r contains

the point P of U. Thus I : (T,/p), where /p is the line of ,S1 through p, is a three

dimensional space not in lle (as it contains a type 2 plane) rvhich contains a line in both

U and 51. Hence ÐaU is given by lemma b.26.

Suppose that this intersection is of the type (a) of lemma 5.26 and that the q transversal

lines of U in D all pass through the point A. In this case, if ¡. contains (.p ïhen. b¡,

lemma 5.25, it intersects U in either one or two lines. Likewise, if n doesn't contain /p
but meets iI al A., then it meets l,l in either .4 exactly or one or two transversals.

Lastly, if n intersects (.p at the point B + A then it contains no transversal (for otherwise

it would contain ,4) but meets each transversal, and so intersects U in (q * 1) points. If
three of these points were collinear then the lines of I n U through these points would

be coplanar, contradicting lemma 5.25, and hence these points form a (q * 1)-arc.

If Ð n U is of. type (b) of lemma 5.26, that is, a hyperbolic quadric, then lI meets I,l in a
plane section of a hyperbolic quadric, which is a quadric in a plane.

By lemma 5.17, each of the above possible intersections of z' and,l,l form a quadratic set

in a plane. Thus L/ is a quadratic set. ¡

Lemma 5.28. U i,s a quadric of PG(5,q)

Prooft We know that U is a quadratic set so, by theorem 5.20, to show it is a quadric

we must show that all non-empty plane sections are conics. As no plane intersects 1,/ in

more than two lines, Z,/ contains no plane and so it only remains to show that any plane

meeting U in a (q + l)-arc meets it in a conic.

For q odd, any (q * l)-arc is a conic so there is no more to prove and hence u/e assume

Ihat q is even and that the plane zr meets ll in a (q * l)-arc, C. By lemma b.24, we can

assume that n is of type 2. As C is a (q + l)-arc, there is a unique line through each

point of C which meets C in that point exactly. Such a line is said to be a tangent of C.

In total, C has (q + 1) tangents and it is weìl-known (see, for example, [29]) that these

lines are concurrent at a point,Ä/, called the nucleus of C. Now, Iemma5.2I implies that
there are (ø + t¡ elements of. H3, Xr, . . . ,Xs+r which meet zr in lines and are tangent to

U. Suppose that each of Xr,... , Dq+r meet ø' in lines which are tangent Lo C. Let (.¡¡

be the line of 51 through ,^/ and consider the three dimensional space D: ((-¡,t,r). As

zr.is of type2, this is not an element of. H3 and so, by lemma 4.r4,rll,l:l)(n¿au)
where 7r¿ : Ð¿ fl D. Hence D n I'l : C. However this contradicts the fact that X meets

U in a quadratic set. Therefore not all the D¿ meet n in lines tangent to C. Recall that
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each line of ø is contained in a unique element of H3, and thus we have that one of the
tangent lines to C, say the one meeting C at the point P, is contained in an element of
-II3 secant to U. .\s each other line of zr through P meets C (and hence U) in two points,

the elements of r13 about these lines are also secants of z,/.

Consider the three dimensional space D : (!p,"). By the above paragraph, each element

of H3 about /p meeting X in a plane is secant Lol,l. Hence, by lemma 5.26,Et|,| is a
hyperbolic quadric. zr meets ?'l ina plane section of this hyperbolic quadric and so meets

U in a conic. Hence, by lemma 5.20,1.,/ is a quadric. !
To complete the proof, we need to demonstrate that U is indeed an elliptic quadric

containing the generator planes. From our knowledge of quadrics in PG(5, q), as Ll

contains (ø + t;(q' + 1) points and no plane, it is a non-singular elliptic quadric. In
PG(5,q2),it contains the (q3 * 1) points of lI (the directrix plane) in r,vhich the lines of
51 in U meet fI. Thus it contains lI and, similarly, lI.

Hence Z/ is the Bose representation of a classical unital and so we have,

Theorem 5.29. A unital of PG(2,q2) Ío, whi,ch all secant l,ines are Baer sublines,is a

classical uni,tal. !
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Chapter 6

Other Perspectives on the Bose

Representation

One difficulty in determining the Bose representation of a certain set of points of

PG(z,q') i" that the relationship between the coordinates of a point P of PG(2,q2)

and the points of the line B1(P), which is the Bose representation of P, is quite compli-

cated. As it currently stands, the point (a,b,c) of PG(2,q2) corresponds to the line /p

of ,9r of defined by the equations,

púo - €þzrt - atrz * (a2rs :

þzrol (þ, - 0)r, - azrz - (*r - az)rz :

jtro - €1rrt - etrq * (a2r5 :

^lzro * (1, - lùt, - dzrq - (tr - az)rs :

0

0

0

0

(6 1)

(6 2)

(6 3)

(6 4)

where a : er i-'ia2, b : 0t * i]z, c : 1t l,i.yz, a¿,/¿,m € GF(q) and z is a zero of.

12* r; +{, { e GF(q), which is irreducible over GF(q). The relationship between the

coordinates of P and the coordinates of the points in which (.p meets the directrix planes

of ,S1 is also complex, as \rye sa\4/ in the proof of theorem 4.7. In this chapter, we shall find

â way of simplifying this relationship so that the coordinate approach can be used more

profitably to study the Bose representation. As an application, we use this to discuss

the image of the lines of ^91 on the Grassmannian of lines of PG(5,q).
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6.1 The Bose Map Reconsidered

For the purpose of simplifying the relationship between the coordinates of a point P of

PG(2,q2) and the coordinates of the line B1(P), we consider the f'ollowingmap.

u: PG(5,q2) + PG(5,q2)

ø:X ¡+ XA
where A is the matrix

.i00i00
100100

010010

001001
0i 00 i0

00 ¿00i

By simple expansion, the determinant of A is (i - i,)t which is non-zero and thus ø is a

collineation of PG(5, q2).

As c.,., is a collineation, the set of lines ø(St) form a geometric spread of the space

u(PG(5,q)), a subgeometry of PG(5,q'), isomorphic to PG(b, q). The incidence struc-

ture for which the points are the elements of ø(51), the lines are the elements of c,,'(I13)

and the incidence is containment is thus isomorphic to PG(2,q2). We shall see that,

under this isomorphism, the coordinates of a point A of PG(2, q2), and the coordinates

of the points of its corresponding line (.¡, are related in a less complicated manner.

6.1.1 The Action of ø

We begin by considering how cu acts on the directrix planes lI and lI of the l-spread ,S1

of PG(5,q). Recall, from section 4.2, that these planes are given by the equations

rç * i'r1 : xiz I iI3 : ra l'ir5 : Q

and

rs I xr1 : x)z * irg : ra *'ir5 : Q

respectively. Thus, if P is a point of lI then p : (-i,at,e1,-'ia2,a2,-,ia3,a3) for some

ar, a2, as e GF(q2). Hence

u(P) : PA

: ((i - i)a1, (l - i,)a2, (i, - i)a3,0, 0, 0)
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and ø(II) is the plane of PG(5,g2) defined by the equations

13:!X4:Í5:0

Similarly, ø(II) is the plane defined by the equations

tl¡: II: 12: 0

With this knowledge of how ø àcts on the directrix planes, we can determine the action

oføonthesets^91 and H3. If (.eStf,hen(.isthejoinof thepointPe lltoitsconjugate

point P e n-. Thus ø(/) is the join of ø(P) and u(P). Now, with P and ø(P) as above,
-=. tT 

-----\
l- IS the polnt \-zat,a1,-?,Q,2,Q2r-?,a3ra3) and thus

,(P) : (0, 0,0, =ñ + iat,'iaz + xo,2, -6 + ¡ø)

: (0, 0, 0, (i -i)ø, (¿ -l)ø, (¿ - l)ø)

: (0, 0, 0, ø,0,2, aJ)

Hence, ø(/) joins (or,or,o3,0,0,0) € c..,(n) to (0,0,0,6,dr,dã) €r'r(ll). Thus the lines

of ø(S1) are the lines of PG(5,q2) containing sets of points of the form

{(r,A,2,0,0,0) + )(0,0, 0, ø, T,Z) : À e GF(q2) u {-}}

where t,U,z e GF(q2), not all zero. We let 5 denote the set r(Sr). As the elements

of H3 are the 3-spaces of PG(5,q2) generated by pairs of elements of 51, u(Hs) is the

set of 3-spaces of PG(5,q2) generated by pairs of elements of 51. We let 7/ denote the

set ø(I13). Note that the elements of 'Jl are 3-spaces of the subgeometry u(PG(5,q)) of

PG(5, q2).

Lastly, we discuss the set u(PG(5,, q)) If Q : (or, e2, eB, e4, d5, a6) is a point of PG(5, q)

then

u(Q) 
: ?:,.'id2,a3 *'iaa, a5 ..'i.,6,a1 *'ia2,a3 i'iaa,a5 * ia6)

(or, or, a3, ayrdtrø)

where at : ori-'ia2,a2 : o.3*iaa,a3 : o,s]-ia6. Thus any point of a(PG(5,q))

can be written in the form (41, a2,az,ú,T2,ø). Conversely, (or,a2,a8,0,1,0,2,43) and

(br,br,bs,bt,bz,bs) represent the same point of PG(5,qt) if and only if a¿ - pb¿ for some

p e GF(q) \ {0} Thus the set

{(o,b,c,a,b,E: a,b,c e GF(q2)}
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contains ++ : q5 + q4 +... + 1 elements and so is ø(PG(5,q)).

Alternatively, if (. is a line of 5 then, by the above, {. is of. the form

(, : {(r,U, 2,0,0, 0) + r(0, 0, 0,î,a,2) : r e GF(q2)u {-}}
and contains q * 1 points of u(PG(s,q)). Thus, from above, these are the points of /
which can be written in the form 6.1.1.

Therefore, if. P : (r.,A,r,rr,ry,r7) is a point of / then it is a point of a(PG(5,q)) if
and only if, for some ú e GF(q2) \ {0},

(r, A, r, rî, ry, rZ) : t(a, b, c,d,, b,è)

Thus

ta: r and td,: rî

which implies that

r:tll
for some t € G F (q2) \ {0} As (t ll¡ø+t : 1 for any such ú, and there are precisely (q + 1)

distinct values of tlt for f € GF(q') \ {0}, it follows that these are the solutions of the

equation aa-tt - 1 over GF(q'). Hence the point P is a point of u(PG(5, q)) if and only

if r is a solution of this equation. Thus ø(PG(5, q)) can be expressed as

{(r,A, z,rr,ry,rz) i (r,a, z) e PG(2,q2) and rq+l : 1}

and the lines of 5 are of the form

{@, A , z, rT, rE , rZ) : rq+1 : 1}

for fixed (r,A, r) € PG(2,q2).

For the sake of clarity we state the main result of this section.

Theorem 6.1. The incidence structure wi,th points bei,ng the lines of E,lines being the

elements of ?1 and the zncidence being conta'inment'is isomorphi,c to PG(2,q2). Erplic-

itly, the map

P ¡+ (.p

assoc'iat'ing the po'int P: (r,A,z) of PGQ,q2) to the line lp of E containi,ng the set of

po'ints

{(r,A, 2,,0,0,0) + )(0, 0,0,Í,T,2), À e GF(q2) u {*}}
is an isomorphi,sm. !
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We shall also call this the Bose representation of PG(2,q2) and denote the corresponding

map by B1.

6.2 A Connection with the Grassmannian Ç1,5

In section 1.10 we introduced the Grassmann variety Çt,n of lines of. PG(n,g). Since 51

is a spread of lines of PG(5,q), to each line (. of. $ there corresponds a point 1Q) of

Ç1,5, where 7 is the Grassmann map, as defined in section 1.10, which associates a line

of PG(5,g) to the point of PG(I4,q) with the same coordinates. Thus, as the lines of 51

correspond to points of PG(2,q2) via the Bose map, \.ve have a correspondence between

the points of PG(2,q2) and a subset of the points of Ç\s. The complicated form of the

coordinates of the lines in ,S1 makes it difficult to exploit this correspondence but if we

consider the Bose representation as given in theorem 6.1, then something can be said.

It should be noted that this idea is used also by Lunardon in [36] where it appears as a

special case of a more general setting. Here, by considering only this one case, we have

been able to simplify the exposition and prove some extra results. For the remainder

of this chapter, when we talk of the Bose map or Bose representation we refer to that

defined in theorem 6.1.

If P denotes the set of all points of PG(2,Q2),we are thus interested in the map

g:P -+ Gt,s

siP *+ t@r@))
That is, g maps P to the point of Ç\s with coordinates being those of the line of 5 which

corresponds to P under the Bose map. In particular, we are interested in studying the

subset g(P) of Ç\s.

As the lines of 5 are all lines of the subgeometry u(PG(5, q)) of PG(5,q2), the corre-

sponding points of Ç\s will lie in asubgeometry of PG(I ,q2) oforder q. Let Xn denote

this subgeometry.

Explicitly, if P : (oo,o¡ a2) is a point of PG(2,q2) then this corresponds, under the Bose

map, to the line l.: þt(P) of 5, where / is the line joining the points (oo,or,ø2,0,0,0)

and (0,0,0, afl, o1,,ol) of PG(5,q2). This line has grassmann coordinates

(0, 0, øfl+1, asa!, asal,0, a1afi, a!+L , a1afl, a2af,, a2al,ø!+1, 0, 0, 0)

and so is mapped by 7 to the point Q of Dn with these coordinates. Thus g maps the

point (oo,ot,a2) of PG(z,q2) b the point Q of Dn with the above coordinates.
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Therefore, g(P) ís the set of points

{(0, 0, a[+1 , açal, o,¡al j0, a1a[, al+r , a1al, a2a[, a2aqy, crfl+r ,0, 0, 0) : P e PG(2, q')]

where P : (oo,at,az). Hence the points of g(P) all lie in the eight dimensional subspace

X[ of PG(I4,q2) defined by the equations

fl¡: Il: IS: IL2: Il3: IM:0

Further, Xn intersects X[ in a Baer subgeometry Ds of X[ which contains the points of

s(P).

Lemma 6.2. lZAl g(P) 'is a set of @n + q2 + 7) poi,nts, no three colli,near, of an ei,ght

d'imensi,onal subspace oJ order q of PGQ4,q').

Proof: Since there are (qa + qt + 1) points in PG(2,q'), it follows immediately that

there are this many points ín g(P). As in section 1.10, the subspaces of PG(74,q2)

contained onÇt,s are the images under 7 of either the lines through a point in PG(5,q2),

or the lines of a plane in PG(5,,q2). Hence) as no two lines of 5 intersect, no two points

of 7(5) : g(P) are collinear on a line of Çus. Further, as Çt,s is the intersection of

quadrics (see section 1.10), any line meeting Çt5 in three points is whoÌly contained in

Çr,s. Therefore no three points of g(P) are collinear. ¡

We will find the following result useful.

Lemma 6.3. Il ó is a projectiuity of PG(2,q2) then $ i,nduces a projectiui,ty of

PG(I ,q2) which fires s(P).

Proof: Since þ is a projectivity we can write it as

þ: PG(2,q2) + PG(2,q2)

ó,X ++ XB

whereB: (ó¿r),0<'i,j <2, isanon-singular (3x3) matrix. Notethatthisprojec-

tivity induces a permutation / of g(P) whereby the point g(P) of g(P) is permuted to

OØeD: s(ó(P)).

If P : (ao,at,a2) is a point of PG(2,q2) and we let ó(P) : (ã0,ãr,õ2), where õ"¡:
asbs¿ * alby * azbz¿, then g(P) is the point

(0, 0, øfl+1, asa!, asafl,0, a1a[, al+L , a1a$, a2a[, a2aq1,ø!+1, 0, 0, 0)
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and is permuted by þ to the point g(ó(P)) with coordinates

(0, 0, õ3+1, a0ã1,õ,0ã12,0,ã4ã3,ãl+1 , arãlr,ã.2ã3, o,2ã1,at+r, 0, 0, 0)

where

aio,sj : (ooboo * a1b¡ + a,2b2i) ("3b3¡ + albl, + alblro)

Consider (r0,rr,,... ,zs) to be coordinates in D[. Then the map

\1*2g

XB'

where B' is the (9 x 9) matrix (with b*¿Bq : (bn¿b\))

ó' rä -+

ó'rx +

åooBq

åtoBn

bzoBn

åorBq

bnBq

bztBq

bozBq

bnBq

bzzBq

implements the permutation @.

Furthermore, the rows of B' being linearly dependent implies that the rows of the matrix

Bq are linearly dependent which, in turn, implies that the rows of B are linearly depen-

dent, contradicting the non-singularity of B. Hence B' is non-singular and thus the map

þ' is a projectivity of X[ which fixes 9(P). Since we can extend this to a projectivity of

PG(I4,q2) (for example, by insisting that all other coordinates are fixed), we have the

result. D

Let m be a line of PG(2,q'). W. wish to analyse the set g(m) of (q'+I) points of g(P).

The points of m are mapped, by ,6r, to the (q' + t) lines of a regular spread of a three-

dimensional subspace X3 of u(PG(5,q)). Let ,S- denote this set of lines. Since D3 is a

three dimensional projective space of order q, the image, under the grassmann map, of

the lines of X3 is a Grassmann variety of the lines of PG(3, q); that is, a five-dimensional

hyperbolic quadric over G,F(q).

Lemma 6.4. The poi,nts oJ a li.ne of PG(2,q2) are mapped by g to the poi,nts of a three

di,mensional elliptic quadric (ouer Gf k)) on g(P).

Proof: Consider the line m of PG(2,q2) of. equation z:0. If P e n, P : (r,A,0),

then B1(P) is the line with Grassmann coordinates

(0, 0, rq+1, raq,0,0,arq,An*',0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
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Thus the points of g(m) are points of the hyperbolic quadric Q defined by the equation

I2I7 : atAU (6 5)

contained in the 3-space

lXO : Il : 14 : 15 : lg -- Ig : ... : II4 : 0 (6 6)

of PG(I4,q2). However the points of g(m) are also points of Iq, which intersects Q in

a three-dimensionaì elliptic quadric. Since any two lines of PG(2,q2) are projectively

equivalent, the result follows by lemma 6.3. ¡

Lel Q* denote the quadric g(m) and lI- denote the 3-space in which it is contained.

Note that as two lines of PG(2,q2) have a unique common point, the quadrics Q^

intersect pairwise in a unique point.

6.2.L Baer Sublines and Baer Subplanes

We examine the image under g of the Baer sublines and Baer subplanes of PG(2,q2)

Let b be the Baer subline

{@,,A,0) : r,y e GF(q), not both zero}

of the line rn of PG(2,q') of equation z:0. Thus 9(å) is the set of points

{(0,0, tQtr,tua,0,0,yrq,ao*',0,0,0,0,0,0,0) : r,y e GF(q), not both zero}

which, às aQ : a for a e GF(q), can be written as

{(0,0, 12,ru,0,0,yr,a2,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) : r,y € GF(q), not both zero}

Now, g(rn) is the quadric given by equations 6.5 and 6.6 and g(b) is the intersection of

the plane

with this quadric. Hence the points of g(b) are the points of a non-singular conic. Thus,

from lemma 6.3 we have the first part of the following;

Lemma 6.5. The poi,nts of a Baer subli,ne of a line of PG(2,q2) correspond under g

to the poi,nts of a conic on the Grassmann'ian. Conuersely, euerA coni,c secti,on of the

quadrics Q,n corresponds to a Baer subli,'ne oJ PG(2,q') i'n thi,s way.

frs: 16
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Proof: It only remains to prove the last statement. This follows as there are q(q2 + I)
conics on a three dimensional elliptic quadric and the same number of Baer sublines of

a line in PG(2,q2). ¡

Using a similar method, 'vl/e can find the image, on the Grassmannian, of a Baer subpÌane

of PG(2,g2). Consider the Baer subplane of PG(2,q2)

B : {("0, tr, a2) : a¿ e GF(q)}

Therefore g(B) is the set of points

{(0,0, afl+r,asaf,aod\,0,a1a[,al+\,a1a$,dza\,azaI,o|*t,0,0,0) : a¿e GF(q)]

which, as 04 : a for a e GF(q), can be written as

{ (0, 0, af; , asar, Qoo,2, 0, e1ds, al, ara2, c.zo,o, ot2er,, azz, 0,0, 0) : o¡ C G F (q)}

and so the points of g(B) : l(Ss) lie in the five-dimensional subspace (of order q) of

PG(I4,q2) defined by the equations

IO : ft - 15 : It2 : Il3 : It4 :0,U3 : 16,14 : IgtIS : ïtO

and form a Veronese surface in this space. As any two Baer subplanes of PG(2,q2) are

projectively equivalent, we can use lemma 6.3 to infer the following:

Theorem 6.6.

surface on 7@)

[36] # ß i,s a Baer subplane of PG(2,q2) then úSs) ,is a Veronese

6.2.2 The Quadrics Q.^

If rn is a line of PG(2, q2) then g(m) is a three-dimensional elliptic quadric Q- contained

in the 3-space lI-. As there are (qa + q2 + 1) lines in PG(2,Q2), we have (qa + q2 +t)
such elliptic quadrics on g(2). We examine, in greater detail, these quadrics and the

3-spaces which contain them.

Lemma 6.7. Il m1 and, ff12 are two disttnct lines of PG(2,q2) then the spaces lr*,
and fI^, meet i,n a uni,que poi,nt, thi,s poi,nt bei,ng the uni,que poi,nt of intersection of the

quadrics Qm1 and, Q*r.

Proof: If P : rml l rm2 then the quadrics Q^y and Q^, both contain the point g(P)

and this is the only point of g(P) in common to them.
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Suppose Q ÇlI^r¡fI,n" with Q t ge).Let a¿,'i:1,2 be aplane about PQ meeting

Q^o in a conic. Thus g-1(o¿À Q^) meets PG(2,q') in a Baer subline b¿ (lemma 6.5).

As the a4each contain g(P), å1 and bz both contain P and thus lie in a Baer subplane B

of PG(2,q2). Hence g(B) is a Veronese surface for which 01 and a2 àre conic planes with

two common points (Q and g(P)), contradicting the way conics of a Veronese surface

intersect (lemma 2.7). Hencs lI-, and fI-, intersect in a unique point. ¡

Let m be a line of PG(2,q2).We give equations defining the 3-space ll- containing the

quadric g(m): Q^.

Suppose that m is given by the equation

o,lrs*brr+cr2:Q

where o,,b,ce GF(q2). Multiplying this equation in turn by by r[,rq1 and rl we obtain

the three equations,

o*lto0'ø6-' i brpf, * cr2rfl :
aÍslxq1 + brqr+I I cr2rq, :

arsr!2 * brlr!, * crl+r :

The points of rn also satisfy the equation

aqrf, + bqrl + cqrl: g

and so

oorS*' *bqrlrs + cqrlrs - 0

aqnflq +bqrl+r + cqrlry - 0

aqr[r2 * bqrlr2 + cqn|+r : 0

If. P: (or,br,c1) is a point of rn then the point g(P) of Ç1,5 has coordinates

(0, 0, a{+1 , atbl, a1cl,0, aqrbl,bl+l , clbt, alc1,bq1c1, 
"or*t 

,0, 0, 0)

and thus, by the above, every point of g(m) lies on each of the six hyperpÌanes of

PG(L4,q2) given by the equations,

0

0

0
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0,r2*br6+crs : 0

a;x3* br7 lcrß : 0

aÍa*brs*cr¡ : 0

aqr2 lbqr3+cqra : 0

aqr6*bqr7+cqrg : 0

aqrs * bqrn * cqrn : 0

Any five of these equations are linearly independent and thus they define the three-

dimensional subspace lI- of Is.

A hyperplane of Xs either contains a given lI- or meets it in a plane. Since every plane

of lI- meets Q* in a unique point or in a (non-singular) conic, lve can say that every

hyperplane of ls either contains Q^, meets it in a unique point or meets it in a conic. We

discuss in more detail how a hyperplane of PG(I4,g2) intersects g(P) and, in particular,

the number of. Q* that a given hyperplane can contain.

Lemma 6.8, Let Tr7,1,TTt2,m3 be three non-concurrent li,nes of PG(2,q2) correspondi,ng

to the elli,ptic quadri,cs Q*r, Q^", Q^r. The three-dimensi,onal spaces l*r,l^r,il^, of

Ðs, whi,ch are spanned by the poi,nts ol Q^r,Qm2 and, Qms respect'iuely, do not I'ie i,n a

corrùn'Lon hyperplane of Ea.

Proof: Consider the lines TTL¡,"trL2,rn3 of PGQ,q2) which have the equations

rg:0
I1

I2

respectively. These lines correspond, via g, to the quadrics Q*r, Q*, and Q^, contained

in the 3-spaces n^r,l*r, fl,,,, of Xs defined by the equations

12:13:14:fA:Ig-0

fr3: 16: 17 : IA: Irc - 0

14:18:Ig:I\O:/ff:0

respectively, and hence n^r,n^, and lI-. span D6. Since, by an appropriate choice of

coordinates, we can choose any three non-concurrent lines of PG(2,q2) b have these

equations, the result follows from lemma 6.3. !
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Conversely, three concurrent lines of PG(2,g2) correspond to three fl-'s contained in a

hyperplane of Ds and each such hyperplane contains (q + t) of the II-'s.

Lemma 6.9. If Q i,s apoi,nt oJthe Baer subplaneß of PG(2,q2) thenthe(q+7) lines

of B through Q correspond to (q + \) spaces lI^ whi,ch li,e i,n a cornnLon hyperplane of

Ds. Such a hyperplane conta'ins eractly these (q + 1) lI-'s.

Proof: Suppose that I is the point(0,0, 1) and thaf B is the Baer subplane PG(2,q).

The (q * 1) lines of B through (0,0, 1) have equations of the form

o.rs I bry :0 (6.7)

where a,b € GF(q), and thus correspond, under g, to the quadrics contained in the

three-dimensional spaces defined by the equations

ar2lbr6 : 0 ar3*br7 : g ara *brs - 0

0,:x21- br3: 0 ar6I brz - 0 q,rs * brn - 0

Subtracting the first of these equations from the fourth we obtain

brz - br6: g

and thus each of these 3-spaces is contained in the hyperplane X7 of Xs of equation

r3: 16 and this hyperplane contains (ø + t; of the lI-,.

By lemma 6.8, if / is a line of PG(2, q2) not through (0, 0, 1) then lI¿ is not in X7. Suppose

that (. is a line through (0,0,1), distinct from those described Try 6.7, for which lI¿ is

contained in X7. If r is any line of PG(2,q2) not, containing (0,0,1) then r intersects /
and the lines of PG(2,g) in distinct points. Thus there are (g * 2) points of Q" in E7

and hence Q, and thus fI" are contained in !7, contradicting lemma 6.8.

Since, by theorem I.2,we can choose any Baer subplane of PG(2,q2) l'nbe PG(2,q) the

result follows from lemma 6.3. ¡

Corollary 6.10. Il mr,TTL2,TrL3 are three concurrent lines of PG(z,q2), meeti,ng at the

'potnt P , then the three-d'imens'ional spaces il^r,il^, andfl^, are co'nta'ined i,n a cornrnon

hyperpLane of Ða. Thi,s hyperplane contai,ns prectsely (q+I) oJ theII,".

Proof: Since there is a Baer subplane of PG(2, 92) containing nz1 ,trL2 aîd rn3 (lemma 1.7)

this is a direct consequence of lemma 6.9. !

Corollary 6.11. A hyperplane of Ðs conta'ining two of thell^'s contai,ns (q+7) of the

lI*'s.
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Proof: Suppose that !z is a hyperplane of !6 containing lI- and lI-,. B5' lemma6.7,

lI- and nrn, meet in a unique point and thus span a six-dimensional subspace of Ðg

about which there are (q * 1) hyperplanes of Xs.

Let m and m' be the two lines of PG(2,q2) corresponding to fI- and fI-, and P : rnarnt .

If m" is one of the remaining (q' - t) lines through P then by, lemma 1.7, there is a

Baer subplane of PG(2,q2) with m,rn',rn" às lines of this subplane, ànd any two Baer

subplanes with m, n7,',Trt" as lines has the same set of (q+1) lines through P. Hence, by

lemma6.9, there are (q2 -t)lk-1) : (ø+t¡ hyperplanes of xs which contain lI- and

nm, ând a further (q - t) of the fI-. Therefore all the hyperplanes about ([-,lI*,),
and in particular D7, contain (q + 1) of these spaces. !

Lemma 6.L2. If m i,s a li,ne of PG(2,q2) then there i,s a unique hyperplane of Ðs about

II^ which conta'ins no spacefl¿, for any line {. of PG(2,q2) distinct Jromm.

Proof: About fI- there are (qa +. . . + q + 1) hyperplanes of Xs. By the above lemmas,

any hyperplane containing fI- and another lI¿, for I I * a line of PG(2,q2), contains

(ø + t; of the spaces lI-, and these correspond to (q + 1) lines of a Baer subplane of

PG(2, q2).

Consider P e m. We wish to calculate how many ways we can choose (ø+t¡ lines through

P such that they will be the lines of a Baer subplane containing rn. By lemma 1.7,

choosing any two further lines through P r,ve obtain (ø + t¡ lines of a Baer subplane

containing P in a unique'uvay, and thus there are q2(q2 _ t)lqØ - 1) : q(q+ 1) ways of

choosing (ø+ t¡ such lines. Since there are (q'+t) points on n'1, we obtain q(q+ 1) (q'+t)
such sets of lines as we vary P over n'1.

Correspondingly, we have

q(q + 7)(q' + l) : qn + q' + q2 + q

hyperplanes about lI- which contain (q+t) of the lI-. Thus there is a unique hyperplane

of Xs about lI,', which contains no lI¿ f.or !.1 m. ¡

Theorem 6.13. A hyperplane of Ds contains either0,I or (q+ 1) of the S-spacesfl^.

There are (qa + q2 + I) contai,n,ing one, (q' + q)(qn + q2 + I) contai,ni,ng (q + I) and,

qt(q5 + qt - q' - L) contai,ni,ng none of the lI^.

Proof: That a hyperplane of Xs can contain only 0, 1 or (q + 1) of the II- follows from

lemma 6.9 and corollary 6.11.
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Since there are (qa +q2 + 1) spaces fI- and, by lemma 6.12, each is contained in a unique

hyperplane of ls containing no further fI-,, there are (qa + q2 + 1) hyperplanes of Dg

containing precisely one fl-. As there are (qa + q3 + q2 + q) hyperplanes about a il^
containing (q + t) of these spaces, there are

(qn + qt +q2 + q+r)(q4 + q2 +t), 3

(q+1) 
l r:(qo+q)(qn+q2+t)

hyperplanes of Ds containing (q + 1) of the lI-. Therefore the remaining

(qt +. ..-t q+ 1) - (qt + q+ 1)(qn + q' +1) : qt(qt + qt - q2 -Ð

of the hyperplanes of Xs contain none of the lI- ú

6.2.3 Unitals

Letl'1" denote the classical unital in PG(2,q2). The points of.l,l" are projectively equiv-

alent to the points satisfying the equation

rsrl * r1*' + r2r[: e.

We examine the set g(U").We f'ollow a similar method to that used in Lunardon, [36].

If A: (oo,or,or) € I,l" then asal+ o1*' + a2a[:0 and so the point g(,4) lies on the

hyperplane X of PG(14,q2) defined by the equation

fial17*øe-0

Since this hyperplane does not contain Xs, it meets it in a hyperplane D7 of Ðs which

contains the points of 1(U"). As every line of PG(2,q2) contains either one or (ø + t¡
points of U", the space Ð7 contains none of the lI-. Therefore, using lemma 6.3, we have

the following result;

Theorem 6.14. 136l If U" i,s a classi,cal unital of PG(2,q2) then the points g(l/") Ii,e in

a hyperplane of Ds whi,ch does not contain any of the 11,,.

Conversely, suppose that the 7-space Xz C Is contains none of the fI- and the points

of g-t (Xz n g(P)) are the points of a unital of PG(2,q2). Then, as X7 a Q* is a conic

for any X7 not containing lI-, we have, by lemma 6.5, that every secant line of such a

unital is a Baer subline. Thus this unital is classical. Actually rve can say more. Since

the number of classical unitals in PG(2,q') is q3(q5 +q3 - q2 - 1) (see, for example [29])

and, by theorem 6.13, this is the number of hyperplanes of Xs which do not contain a

II- we have;
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Theorem 6.15. LetDT be a hyperplane of Ds containi,ng none of thelI,,. The poi,nts of

PG(2,q2) correspondi,ng to the poi,nts of D7 o g(P) form a classical un'ital i,n PG(2,q2).
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